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ABSTRACT 
Looking to a future where the structural stability of single concrete armour layers is based 
upon numerical investigation, this thesis addresses the first major task, which is the representation 
of real structures. Coastal structures armoured with concrete units are created in prototype 
dimensions in a numerical model with satisfied realism for first time. The available 3D computer 
model based on FEMDEM (the combined finite-discrete element method), which has the capability 
for multi-body simulation of complex shaped objects, was used.  
A major challenge was to develop a methodology for the numerical creation of concrete 
armour layers that would satisfy the stringent criteria required by the designers of breakwater units 
for on-site constructed ‘random’ and ‘interlocking’ systems. A novel feature to obtain realistically 
tight systems is the use of four initial types of regular orientations of units, which are sequenced 
appropriately on a pre-defined positioning pattern grid. This new methodology enables different 
armour layer models to be built, characterised and examined.  
The scope of the study is limited to dry conditions and performance under oscillatory loading 
is investigated by means of vibration. Design variables such as initial packing density, underlayer 
roughness and number of rows are evaluated and the technical criteria are challenged. The use of a 
different type of unit shape is also examined to show the potential of the developed technology. A 
set of analysis tools including accurate calculation of packing density on a local and global basis and 
the distribution of unit displacements after disturbance were developed to evaluate designs. 
It is confirmed that the packing density is the most important parameter, which influences 
the performance of armour layers; the tighter the packs, the less are the displacements of units 
under disturbance. A single armour layer with low number of rows of units also proved to be stable.  
It is easier for units placed on a relatively smooth underlayer to find tighter positions, causing higher 
values of total average packing density. But when disturbed, armour layers placed on a rough 
underlayer are more stable. The use of a different type of unit shape is also examined in this thesis, 
with the purpose to present the potential of the developed technology to such applications.  
Results may be considered to have limited applicability to the real behavior of structures 
under wave action. However, they provide some insights into how such complex coastal structures 
behave. This research constitutes a stepping stone on the way to models that accommodate wave 
action and will may one day improve the engineering design and understanding of movement of 
these concrete armour units. 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 RESEARCH PROBLEM  
Competition for land use in the coastal zone combined with increased concern over 
environmental changes affecting coasts is focusing attention on how to get the most from coastal 
structures.  In harbour and coastal engineering the design and construction of coastal structures 
which are effective in terms of both wave energy absorption, and resilience to withstand often very 
harsh sea wave conditions are of major concern.  
Although there are many variations in coastal structure design, sloping armour layers that 
are made up of many individual units of rock or concrete, sometimes called rubble mound structures 
because of their granular or rubble-like appearance, are the most common in coastal defence. The 
main functions of an armour layer are to dissipate the wave energy in order to reduce the wave run-
up, overtopping and reflection and to protect the finer material below the armour layer against 
severe wave action. Both these functions require a heavy, but at the same time porous armour.  
Coastal structures are typically armoured with large pieces of rock, known collectively as 
armourstone. However, constructing in deeper waters and severe wave climates require heavier 
quarry stones than are often available at local quarries or when the size of natural rock needed 
would be prohibitively large.  In these cases, artificial armour units made from concrete are used. 
Although parallelepiped concrete armour units, such as cubes were used since the 1800s, in more 
recent times, numerous types of concrete units with exotic shapes have been invented to improve 
the stability of an armour layer. Among them, single layer concrete armour units such as 
AccropodeTM I and II (1980, 2004, Sogreah (currently Artelia)), Core-LocTM (1994, 2005, US Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE)) and X-bloc (2003, Delta Marine Consultants (DMC)) are the most 
recently developed and commonly used.  
The modern concrete units’ complex shape, massive size (>30-100 tonnes), irregular 
placement in armour layers as well as their mobility under wave disturbance make the research of 
concrete armoured coastal structures a real challenge. The hydraulic performance of such structures 
has been studied by several researchers. However, the structural performance of not only an 
individual unit, but a system of many e.g. hundreds to thousands  of units as a whole pack scenario 
has not yet been investigated to the extent required for more fundamental accurate design. The 
reliance on empirical design and construction methods involving stochastic variations in placement 
contributes to difficulties in optimizing these structures. 
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While rock armour units rely to a great extent on their weight in order to gain their hydraulic 
stability, the typical features of the new generation single layer concrete armour units are ‘high 
interlocking’ and ‘random placement’. The shape of such units is complex and optimized for 
interlocking through tight positioning and random orientations of adjacent units whilst providing the 
voids in which wave energy is dissipated through turbulence. At the same time, the pattern of their 
placement has to satisfy numerous conditions in order to be assured that interlocking is achieved. 
Simply requiring a grid placing does not guarantee a perfect interlocking of units. It is noted the term 
interlocking is used without an objectively and scientifically defined meaning. The quality of 
interlocking might be correlated with the packing density, usually expressed in terms of the number 
of units within a sample area, but also with the position of the surrounding units and the ease with 
which a unit might be dislodged from amongst its neighbouring units. 
Technical requirements for the positioning and especially the orientation of individual units 
separately and with respect to their neighbouring ones are considered stringent and not simple to 
apply in practice (Verma et. al., 2004, Baker et al., 2003). Placement errors especially in prototype 
situations are unacceptable; they can lead either to failure or to extensive rework, which affects 
both the progress and the cost of a project. Besides the technical criteria concrete armour layers 
should satisfy, there are no specific methods cited in the literature for the creation of realistic and 
effective concrete unit systems. In practice, this means the contractor/machine operator team uses 
trial and error with varying degrees of visual aids. Such subjectivity introduces considerable 
challenges for this research, which seeks to study the performance of different unit systems using 
objective scientific methods of relevance to practicing engineers. 
In the field, the variability of interlocking forces arising through ‘random’ placement is very 
critical since any movement under wave action can cause deformation of the armour and in extreme 
cases can give rise to excessive stresses and breakages. Units which are not well interlocked before 
and/or during extreme wave disturbance can lead to dramatic breakwater failures. The most 
devastating rubble mound failure was the Sines Breakwater (Jensen, 1984, Burcharth, 1987). Lessons 
learned from others, in Arzew el Djedid,Algeria (Jensen, 1984, Burcharth, 1987); Bilbao, Spain 
(Jensen, 1984, 2013), Tripoli, Libya (Burcharth, 1987) were reviewed where broken units have had 
catastrophic impacts. 
  Although the investigation of the concrete armour layers in hydraulic laboratories is 
extensive, details of how units are placed in a layer and move under disturbance remains poorly 
understood (Hays et al., 2007, Latham et al., 2009). Wave flume laboratory investigation only 
addresses hydraulic performance and hydraulic stability but takes no account of stresses and 
strength, which are taken on trust by the unit designers who point to FEM (finite element method) 
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and drop tests whose relevance is not proven. Today’s design of armour layers relies on a catch-all 
stability coefficient for a given unit shape which derives from scaled wave flume tests and 
determines the unit mass needed to limit motion. This coefficient embodies uncertainties (Medina 
and Gómez-Martín, 2012), unknown scale effects and ignores other special characteristics of 
concrete armour layers as well as any stresses and breakage potential. On the other hand, 
specifically structural stability cannot be investigated experimentally with great accuracy due to the 
physical modelling limitations to scale all the physical and geometric properties to the key forces 
affecting armour stability (Burcharth, 1993, Burcharth et al., 2000). For instance, the stress levels 
inside scaled units induced by waves in flumes are too small to cause any unit breakage, while the 
material of the model-units is disproportionately strong. Furthermore, designers’ attentions have 
now shifted from slender units to the bulkier single layer units that rely on interlocking. Current 
research on unit systems is therefore turning more towards how to control the quality of placement 
in these single layer interlocking unit systems and how to predict and limit movements of units. 
Other difficulties encountered with the physical modelling of concrete armour layers relate to the 
realism of the units’ detailed positions and orientations, packing density (Medina et al., 2014) as well 
as contacts and contact forces as compared with prototype conditions on site.  
The generic 3D computer model based on the combined finite-discrete element method, 
FEMDEM, developed under the EPSRC-funded project, VGW - A Virtual Geoscience Workbench for 
discontinuous systems (2004-2009) and the recently improved Y3D code (Xiang et al., 2009) can play 
a major role in the research to understand how these coastal structures behave and how their 
stability is achieved through unit placement and interlocking during disturbance. Upgrading DEM to 
FEMDEM, the angularity/complexity of particle shape, dynamics and deformability in these multi-
body systems can all be taken into account. No other simulation tool method (cited in the literature) 
handles multi-body dynamics of complex-shaped deformable particles with great accuracy and can 
capture the stress components. In principle therefore, the all-important contact forces, stresses and 
deformations can be studied in prototype dimensions rigorously using the available FEMDEM Y3D 
code. However, in this application to coastal structures where placement as well as stability of the 
new generation concrete units in armour layers is the focus and internal stresses are not the main 
simulation objective, the rigid FEMDEM code, Y3D_R is used.  
The major limitation of the current code to the widespread application to coastal structure 
problems is that it works for dry conditions. However, the Applied Modelling and Computational 
Group (AMCG), Imperial College London, is preparing the way to model coastal structures 
performance under wave action with FEMDEM, Y3D coupled to the in-house code ‘Fluidity’. In this 
PhD research vibration can be applied as a simple means to expose the structures to an oscillatory 
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loading.  Extending the model capability to inelastic materials, fractures and exploiting high 
performance computing, as well as the validation of the code are further challenges for the group.  
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
In this PhD study, numerical modelling using the FEMDEM Y3D code is applied to realistic 
coastal structures for the first time. The available software is used for numerical experiments to run 
many realisations of how different breakwater armour layers are built and behave. This work is to 
some extend depending on other members of the team, who are responsible for the FEMDEM code 
improvements. However, in this PhD coding by the author to set-up the design conditions and to aid 
post-processing is included. The PhD project is funded by an EPSRC grant that is linked to industrial 
funding by coastal engineering sponsors, Sogreah (currently Artelia)/CLI/Baird (for the period 2009-
2012). As such, many of the objectives were predefined. However, this PhD is faced with many 
challenges in methodologies as well as a rich set of engineering questions to be addressed by 
FEMDEM Y3D simulation tools applied to coastal structures armoured with concrete units.  
The coastal structure research problem is to build and determine prototype performance of 
what can be described as a complex granular system consisting of gigantic concrete armour units. 
The numerical investigation is a design approach that treats the breakwater solid skeleton, the rock 
underlayer and the concrete armour units together, as an integral system. The recreation of realistic 
concrete armour layers is the major challenge. Key parameters affecting the creation of different 
types of armour layers and their response under disturbance are not well understood. These will be 
investigated for the first time using the available FEMEDEM Y3D code.   
The major part of this research is devoted to the development of an innovative method for 
the numerical creation of realistic single layer breakwater armour layers consisting of the new 
generation concrete units, while recognizing that the method can be of practical value to consider 
for real constructions. The rigid version of the code FEMDEM Y3D_R is used to numerically build 
complex shaped units and random packing structures positioned in a layer system. It allows for these 
gigantic granular systems to be analysed (with a set of analysis tools readily available in the code) 
and compared in terms of likely performance under oscillatory loading disturbances using the 
method of vibration. The performance of alternative breakwater schemes can therefore be 
examined at different stages: when units are placed on a rough underlayer (and rest) and as 
perturbed by external forces using vibration as a proxy for hydraulic loading.  
Further analysis tools are needed to be developed for the characterization and evaluation of 
different designs. These are including the packing density calculated accurately with a new method 
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on a local (per unit and/or per row) and global basis and the distribution of unit displacement 
magnitudes after disturbance. 
After the development of the necessary methodologies and tools, the objective of the 
numerical investigation is to optimize the numerical method of placement of concrete units in order 
to ensure that the stringent criteria required by the designers of breakwater armour units for on-site 
constructed ‘random’ systems are satisfied. More importantly, the purpose is to examine the 
parameters influencing the performance of concrete armour layers, to focus on their packing density 
and to develop, through numerical modelling, a better understanding of the placement procedures 
and mechanisms that lead to good or poor performance.  
Another objective is to determine the design variables that will affect the stability of 
concrete armour layers by analysing layer geometries as a function of various placement 
configurations. These are the average packing density value, the underlayer rock size and the 
concrete armour height (in terms of number of rows of units above the toe). Another objective is to 
illustrate heterogeneity. This could in principal be expressed by a local packing density and analysed 
and compared for different concrete armour layers before and after disturbance. The quantitative 
variation of displacements of units in the whole armour layer is also of great interest.  
The present research is to focus on Core-LocTM units. However, armour layers consisting of a 
different type of unit based on a different shape such as the new generation AccropdoesTM II can 
also be numerically created and tested. The aim is to verify the potential of the current numerical 
technology. 
It is recognized that due to the numerical model limitations, results may be considered to 
have limited applicability to the real behavior of structures under wave action. However, they may 
provide some insights into how such complex coastal structures behave and how to improve the 
performance of concrete armour layers under disturbance.  
It is believed that this research constitutes the first major step on the way to models that 
accommodate wave action and will undoubtedly one day improve the engineering design and 
understanding of movement of these concrete armour units. 
1.3 RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS AND THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis presents the work and progress that has been made in three and half years of 
research on the application of numerical modelling to realistic coastal structures armoured with 
concrete units. The main challenges of this PhD were first, the creation of a suite of realistic single 
layer systems of concrete armour units with different characteristics and second, the investigation 
and comparison of their performance under disturbance in dry conditions.  Chapter 2 reviews the 
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literature on the construction and stability of concrete armour layers. No similar study conducted by 
other research groups has been found in the available literature. Therefore, the review is, essentially 
focused on the placement of concrete units on an armour layer and the factors influencing its 
performance.  
The FEMDEM Y3D code is applied to realistic concrete armour layers here for the first time 
and is introduced in Chapter 3.  
In this PhD work a new numerical protocol for the placement of armour units on a sloping 
layer allowing for subsequent mechanical simulation of motion and unit contacts (and forces) has 
been developed. Its main concepts are described in Chapter 4. A new Unit Placement Algorithm 
(UPA) was specifically developed in this thesis to enable the numerical creation of a realistic harbour 
breakwater section. The workflow for the numerical creation of a realistic single concrete armour 
layer is presented in Chapter 4.  
The numerical simulation is limited to dry conditions. However, to investigate the 
performance of various concrete armour layers, the modelled units were subjected to a vibration 
disturbance as a simple means to expose the structures to an oscillatory loading.  The vibration 
conditions applied in this research are introduced in Chapter 5. In Chapter 5 tools of analysis which 
are readily available in the code are also introduced including those developed in this thesis 
research. The characteristics of the numerically created breakwater sections are analysed with 
respect to the technical rules (i.e. acceptability criteria set by the units designers for construction of 
armour layers) with a set of tools readily available as post-processed output from the code (i.e 
positions of units, coordination number and contacts of units separately with the underlayer and 
contact forces). Additional analysis tools developed in this thesis are essential for the evaluation of 
different designs, such as the packing density calculated with a new method for a local or global 
packing density basis and the distribution of displacements of units after disturbance. The new 
quantification and graphical display methods allow important quantitative estimations for the 
performance (in space and time) and more insightful comparison of different concrete armour 
layers.  
Chapter 6 begins with results that investigate several parameters to justify the proposed 
protocol for the chosen optimized method of creating single concrete armour layers with realistic 
properties.  A sensitivity study was then performed with the aim of examining the consequence of 
defective placement of units and to challenge the technical guidelines for the construction of these 
systems of units.  
Having developed all the necessary methods and tools concrete armour layers with different 
characteristics such as packing density, underlayer rock size, concrete armour height, as well as 
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different unit shape have been numerically created and analysed both before and after disturbance. 
They are presented in Chapter 7. The results from this investigation provide the insights into how 
such complex coastal structures behave with the aim to improve the engineering design and 
understanding of movement of these concrete armour units.  
Chapter 8 concludes with a summary of the progress that has been achieved thus far, a 
description of what the developed technology can provide, a discussion of the principal lessons, 
which have been learned from the simulations presented in this thesis as well as the 
recommendations for applications in practice and for future work.    
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 2. CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS  
2.1 COASTAL STRUCTURES 
The protection of the anthropogenic environment along the coastline (1,000,000 km 
worldwide) as well as the development of human activities in the sea (which covers almost 70% of 
the Earth’s surface) require the construction of manmade structures offshore and/or onshore. The 
main function of coastal structures is the protection against the attack of severe storm wave 
conditions. Coastal structures may be breakwaters for harbours, revetments for the armouring of 
seawalls or residential seafronts, groynes and/or detached offshore breakwaters for the shore 
protection against erosion. The distinction between the types of coastal structures is a matter of the 
specific purpose of the wave protection. Their design procedure includes the determination of the 
hydraulic response, in terms of wave run-up, overtopping, wave reflection and transmission, and of 
the structural conditions, in terms of stability of the structure elements. In fact, all types of coastal 
structures are designed to withstand the highest wave expected at the structure with zero or very 
limited damage of the structural components. 
Sloping armours made up of many individual units of rock or concrete, called rubble mound 
structures due to their granular or rubble-like appearance, are the most common type of breakwater 
in the world (PIANC, 2005). The wave run-up is the most important factor influencing the design of 
breakwaters since it determines the crest level of the structure. In most cases, only limited wave 
overtopping is tolerated, leading to the need of very high crest levels (sometimes equal or greater 
than the incident wave height). This is especially the case of harbour breakwaters, which are usually 
constructed in deep sea water levels, where the sea waves are very high; they may reach 10m. In 
contrast to the fully reflective smooth seawalls, the main function of a rough armour slope is the 
wave energy dissipation through turbulent run-up.  
Figure 2.1 shows the cross section of a typical breakwater structure, including the various 
parts of the structure that will be discussed in the following sections. It has a slope and consists of a 
core of quarry-run stone covered by multiple layers of larger rocks (the underlayer) and the exterior 
main armour layer. The most widely employed design for breakwaters and coastal structures is to 
place rock units (stones) on the armour layer. However, in some cases artificial, concrete units may 
be selected to form the breakwater armour layer. They are selected with a weight sufficient to 
remain static or have only limited movement during the wave impacts.  
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The main functions of the armour layer are to decrease (absorb) the incident wave energy 
and protect the inner layers from eroding and washing away. If incident waves dislodge enough units 
from the armour layer, the underlayer will be directly exposed to the wave action, the mound 
materials can be extracted from the structure and if the storm persists, the progressive failure of the 
breakwawater will occur. The forces required to displace individual units from the armour layer have 
not yet been formally identified for designers (CEM, 2006). Armour units may move either over a 
large area of the cover layer sliding down the slope ‘en masse’, or individual units may be lifted and 
roll either up or down the slope (SPM, 1984). Therefore, damage is defined as the amount of 
displacements of armour units. The resistance to displacements of armour units due to sea wave 
forces expresses the hydraulic stability. To meet the functional requirements for the armour layer, 
the units shall have both enough structural and hydraulic stability.  
 
Figure 2.1 – Typical breakwater cross section and components covered in the next sections of this Chapter 2. 
2.2 BREAKWATER ARMOUR STABILITY 
The most recent version of the Coastal Engineering Manual (CEM, 2006) states that in the 
case of rubble mound structures, the wave loadings on individual elements of the armour cannot be 
determined by theory, nor by normal scale model tests or by prototype recordings. Instead, a black 
box approach is used, in which experiments are used to establish relationships between certain 
wave characteristics and the structural response, which is usually expressed in terms of armour unit 
movements. Empirical formulas subsequently developed are expressed in terms of the weight of the 
armour unit required to withstand the design wave conditions. Initially they were formed for rock 
units. However, they were later extended for their application to concrete armour units. SPM, 1977 
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notes “they are guides and must be used with experience and engineering judgement”. The recent 
CEM (2006) recommends, especially for large structures, to “conduct a model testing before actual 
construction and take into consideration model conditions and uncertainties”.  
Rock armour units rely mainly on their weight to gain the hydraulic stability. Based on the 
evaluation of the wave generated flow forces expressed by a Morison equation, the drag force 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷, 
the lift force 𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿  and equating these (assuming that at the stage of instability drag and lift force 
dominates the inertia force) to the restoring force ,which is the unit weight, 𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺, a qualitative stability 
ratio is: 
𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷+𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿
𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺
≈
𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛2 𝑣𝑣2
𝑔𝑔(𝛾𝛾−𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤)𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛3 = 𝑣𝑣2𝑔𝑔𝛥𝛥𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛            [2.1] 
Βy inserting the characteristic flow velocity 𝑣𝑣 = 𝑔𝑔(𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠)12 , the stability formula can be 
obtained by 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠
𝛥𝛥 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛, where 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 is the stability ratio (CEM, 2006) or the stability number or the 
damage number (Van den Bosch et al., 2002). Above  𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠 is the design wave height at the structure 
(in m), 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 is the nominal diameter of the armour unit (in m), Δ is the dimensionless relative buoyant 
density of the armour unit (𝛾𝛾 /γw)-1, where 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 is the density of sea water and 𝛾𝛾 is the weight density 
of the armour unit (in N/m3). A certain degree of damage can then be expressed in the following 
general form (CEM, 2006): 
 
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠
𝛥𝛥 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 < 𝐾𝐾               [2.2] 
 
where the factor 𝐾𝐾 expresses all the other parameters (except 𝐻𝐻𝑁𝑁,𝛥𝛥,𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛) influencing the stability. 
The coefficient 𝐾𝐾 is, often split into two or more factors. The one factor is always a coefficient 
signifying the degree of damage for a specific type of armour, e.g. 5% of the armour stones displaced 
by more than one Dn. The other factors may describe parameters concerning the sea wave state and 
structural parameters. A general form of the stability formula for a specific type of armour placed on 
a straight non-overtopped slope has been proposed by Burcharth’s book (1993): 
 
𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠
𝛥𝛥 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 = 𝑓𝑓 (𝑆𝑆, 𝜉𝜉,𝑁𝑁,𝜃𝜃,𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷,𝑃𝑃,𝐴𝐴, 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓)                                               [2.3] 
 
where 𝑓𝑓 stands for function of, 𝑆𝑆 signifies the damage level, 𝜉𝜉 is the breaking parameter and it 
signifies the wave kinematics, 𝛮𝛮 is the number of waves, 𝜃𝜃 is the slope angle, 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 is the packing 
density, 𝑃𝑃 signifies the underlayer and core permeability,  𝐴𝐴 signifies the placement pattern and 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 
the coefficient of friction between layers of armour units or between the armour layer and the 
underlayer. 
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Following the work of Irribaren (1950), comprehensive investigations were made by Hudson 
(1953) at the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) and a formula was developed 
to determine the stability of armour units on rubble structures. The version most commonly used is 
the Hudson formula (1959) presented in Equation 2.4. 
 
    𝐻𝐻
𝛥𝛥  𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 = (𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷  cot𝜃𝜃)1/3    or       𝑊𝑊 = 𝛾𝛾 𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠3 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 𝛥𝛥3𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐         [2.4] 
 
Equation 2.3 determines the dry weight 𝑊𝑊 (in Newton) of an individual armour unit of 
nearly uniform size. In addition, the front slope angle 𝜃𝜃 of the armour layer (measured with the 
horizontal in degrees) was partly determined by the rock sizes economically available. The formula 
does not cover slopes steeper than 1 on 1.5 or gentler than 1 on 4.  
In the Hudson’s formula the 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 is an empirical stability coefficient (the higher, the more 
stable the armour layer), which varies primarily with the shape of armour units, roughness of their 
surface, sharpness of their edges and degree of interlocking obtained in their placement. Numerous 
laboratory tests had been conducted with the aim to establish values of the stability coefficient  𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 
for various wave conditions and different types of armour units. The first results were published by 
the U.S. Army of Corps of Engineers (USACE) in the Shore Protection Manual (SPM, 1977). In the 
edition of 1984, SPM proposed more conservative design recommendations compared to the SPM, 
1977. USACE increased the safety margin of armour layers probably after the large number of 
breakwater failures in late ‘70s such as the Sines breakwater in Portugal (Kamali and Hashim, 2009; 
Medina and Gómez-Martín, 2012). 
The values of the stability coefficient listed in the most recent edition of CEM (2006) 
certainly provide an authoritative basis for selecting the 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷, however a number of limitations in the 
application of model results to prototype conditions must be recogniσed.  
For instance, the interlocking obtained in the special placement in the laboratory is unlikely 
to be duplicated in the prototype; above the water level it is possible to place units with a high 
degree of interlocking, but below the water surface the same quality of interlocking can rarely be 
attained. This is stated in all the coastal engineering manuals (SPM, 1977, 1984; CEM, 2006; CIRIA, 
CUR, CETMEF, 2007). In the Hudson formula, the values of the coefficient 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 were deducted from 
experiments with regular (monochromatic) waves acting with the same wave force (height) on the 
structure during each test. Regular waves result in a fast equilibrium of the armour in response to 
the repeated waves with significant height (CEM, 2006) and consequently the duration of tests with 
regular waves is not likely to influence the damage level (Kamali and Hashim, 2009). This was the 
reason the effect of the number of waves was not included in the stability formula of Hudson.  
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The development of wavemakers in the ‘70s allowed the model testing of the stability of 
rubble mound breakwaters under irregular wave action. Based on the study of Thompson and 
Shuttler (1975) and the results of his own extensive study Van der Meer (1988a) proposed a 
comprehensive stability formula for rock armour layers which includes the damage level, the 
number of waves and the permeability of the structure for both plunging (breaking) and surging 
(non-breaking) waves. It has the following form: 
 H/Δ Dn = f (S, 𝜉𝜉,𝑁𝑁,𝜃𝜃,𝑃𝑃)         [2.5] 
 
The breakwater armour design still relies on the above formulas for the prediction of the 
armour unit weight. In exposed sea wave conditions massive rocks above 20 tonnes may be needed 
to withstand the high waves. However, sometimes it is difficult to source the required quantities 
locally because the nearby quarries are either unsuitable or are in short supply, and the particular 
design may become economically unfeasible. As an alternative, a variety of concrete armour units 
has been developed. The major advantage of concrete armour units is that they usually have a larger 
stability coefficient, thus permitting the use of steeper structures or lighter weight of armour unit. 
And this has a particular value when quarry stone of the required size is not available. However, 
according to the existing formulae concrete units with a mass as high as 120 tonnes may be required 
for design storms with waves exceeding 10 m (Latham et al., 2009).  
2.3 CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS 
Concrete armour units are used for the construction of the armour of a rubble mound 
harbour breakwater with the aim to improve its resistance against wave action. Breakwaters found 
around the world have been armoured with concrete units for more than 100 years. Numerous 
types of concrete units have been developed. The first concrete armour units were parallelepiped 
blocks. This type of armour unit with a simply massive shape such as cube is mainly stabilized by its 
own weight rather than by the interlocking. Various attempts to improve the stability and porosity of 
systems armoured with cube-like units and to reduce the concrete demand, finally led to the 
invention of  armour units with complex shape which can interlock as they are randomly placed on 
the armour. The increased interlocking could be achieved by an optimised block shape with 
increased slenderness.  Historically, there has been a development from slightly interlocking armour 
units with relatively simple shape such as Tetrapods, invented in France in 1950, to more economical 
high interlocking armour units with a more complex shape like Dolos, invented in South Africa in 
1963.  These units are placed in two layers.  
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Regarding the hydraulic performance, concrete units especially when they are randomly 
placed on the seaward slope tend to increase the surface roughness and the porosity, resulting in 
the reduction of the run-up and the absorption of the energy of the waves as they break on the 
slope, thus diminishing the wave reflection. In the case of concrete unit armour layers, both the 
stability of the whole structure as well as the integrity of the individual units must be taken into 
consideration.  
The stability of the concrete units is achieved by selecting the unit size and weight that is 
sufficient to resist the expected hydraulic loading on the structure. It also depends on the 
interlocking of units and the energy dissipation through the voids between randomly placed units. 
The stability of concrete armour units is most commonly assessed using the stability formula of 
Hudson as it has been extended for the various types of concrete units. However, extensive research 
conducted by Van der Meer (1988b) on breakwaters with double layer concrete armour units was 
based on the governing variables found for rock stability (Equation 2.4). For randomly placed Cubes 
and Tetrapods in two  layers on a  1:1.5  slope Van der Meer (1988b) presented formulae of the form H/Δ Dn = f (S, N, s) where s is the wave steepness. His research was limited to only one cross 
section and permeability. Consequently, the slope angle, the breaking parameter as well as the 
notional permeability factor were not present in this relationship. Burcharth et al. (1993) presented 
a stability formula for Dolos on a 1:1.5 slope: H/Δ Dn = f (S, N, PD, r) where r is the waist ratio of 
Dolos, whilst Holtzhausen and Zwamborn (1992) added an error term describing the reliability of 
their formula: H/Δ Dn = f (S, s, r) + E. Suh and Kang (2012) developed a formula for Tetrapods, 
which can be used for various slope angles and both wave breaking types: H/Δ Dn = f (S,Ν, ξ). 
The concrete units are placed on the armour following a predefined positioning plan. In the 
double layer systems of units, the second layer is needed to create interlocking; it is considered as 
an integral part of the armouring system; it does not provide safety (Van der Meer, 1999). The 
armour units of the second layer tend to rock and have a risk of breakage.  Possible reasons for the 
breakage of these units may be the excessive static stresses cause failure, breaking during 
construction and most importantly the movements of units under wave action and associated high 
dynamic stresses. Therefore, movements of units should, in general, be avoided (PIANC, 2005).  
After the failure of some breakwaters such as Sines breakwater, in Portugal, in 1978 
(armoured with Dolos), the Tripoli breakwater in Libya in 1981 (armoured with Tetrapods), the 
Arzew El Djedid breakwater in Algeria in 1980 (armoured with Tetrapods) (Burcharth, 1987) the 
concept of the breakwater armouring had been reconsidered. Since 1980 new armour units have 
been developed with such a complex shape that can provide increased structural strength and 
interlocking with other units; they are placed in a single unit thickness layer and have higher 
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hydraulic safety margins. They are considered as reliable as conventional double-layer systems and 
at the same time cost-effective (Muttray and Reedjik, 2008).  
With the single armour layers, the structure behaviour is moving from flexible to rigid 
(PIANC, 2005). As a consequence, failure modes may vary from gradual displacements to a sudden 
collapse. In contrast to the systems of double layer slender units like Tetrapods and Dolos which are 
considered vulnerable to cracking and breaking due to the limited cross sectional areas (of the ‘legs’ 
allowing bending stresses and readily exceeds tensile strength) and the fact armour stability relies on 
the stability of the individual units, the stability of armour layer systems with single layer bulky units 
is depended on the high degree of interlocking between units. Single layer armour units are 
considered technically advantageous in terms of the lower susceptibility to rocking (Muttray and 
Reedijk, 2008). For this reason, although Tetrapods obtain their stability from interlocking they are 
not suitable for their placement in a single layer (Van den Bosch et al., 2002).  Studies of cubes 
placed on a single armour layer have not proved that it could be an ultimate armouring technique 
(Baker et al., 2003).  
2.4 SINGLE LAYER CONCRETE ARMOUR UNITS 
The new generation single layer concrete armour units were developed to obtain structural 
strength, high porosity and interlock among units to increase the hydrodynamic stability. This 
approach has resulted in the use of complex geometries. The first introduced single layer armour 
unit was the Accropode™ I, invented by Sogreah in France in 1980.  Later Core-loc™ was introduced 
by US Army Corps of Engineers in 1994 (and modified in 2005). Accropode™ II was developed by 
Sogreah in 2004. The Xbloc unit was launched by Delta Marine Consultants bv (DMC) in September 
2003.  
At this point it is noted that Sogreah was merged (together with Coteba) into Artelia in 
2010.  CLI (Concrete layer innovations) a subsidiary of the Artelia group dedicated to marketing 
patent and trademark licences relating to the breakwater protection technologies developed and 
distributed by the group, in particular the Accropode™ I and II, and Core-Loc™ licences 
(www.concretelayer.com). CLI describes its units as follows (Figure 2.2). 
 
 
 
Accropode TM    AccropodeTM II       Core-Loc TM 
Figure 2.2 – CLI single armour layer units (CLI, 2012). 
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The Accropode™ (named herein Accropode) artificial concrete unit is the first single layer 
artificial armour unit developed by Sogreah. Since its innovation it was considered a type of unit 
which is strong enough to resist considerable movements without breakage (Burcharth, 1987). This 
is due to its chunky shape with many short and thick ‘fingers’ (Figure 2.2) which also provide a macro 
roughness and therefore a good interlocking (Burcharth, 1987). According to CLI it has nowadays 
proved to be successful on a great number of breakwaters projects with a good sturdiness using 
ordinary mass concrete. 
Based on the experience gained on the first generation Accropode, the shape of the new 
generation known as Accropode™ II (named herein Accropode II) has been improved for applications 
in particularly exposed sites and difficult work conditions.  CLI characterises this unit having an 
optimised shape, which naturally increases interlocking while the new features minimise rocking and 
settlement and maximise wave energy dissipation. 
The Core-LocTM (named herein as Core-Loc) shape was initially optimised to interlock well 
with Dolos as well as to maximise the hydraulic stability, the unreinforced strength and residual 
stability. According to CLI, this armour unit is ideally suited for sites exposed to moderate waves.  
The present thesis focuses on Core-Locs. This unit’s geometry has been described by Turk 
and Melby (1997). It consists of three tapered octagonal members (Figure 2.2). The two outer 
members are parallel along the longitudinal axes while a third central member has a longitudinal axis 
normal to the outer members. Although it has a slender appearance, it is quite robust; the multitude 
of symmetrically tapered appendages promotes wedging and assures interlocking. The shape of 
Core-Loc is very similar to Accropode with respect to the number and orientation of legs. However, 
Core-Loc is more slender than the Accropode and as expected the structural integrity of Core-Locs is 
less than that of Accropodes (Baker et al., 2003). It is due to its slenderness that the licensor of Core-
Locs in Europe, since 2004 limited its size to the 11m3, which corresponds to a wave height Hs=8.2m 
(Reedijk et al., 2005). In 2005, its shape was modified by Baird and Associates for the needs of the 
Kaumalapau Harbor breakwater repair, in Lanai Island, in Hawaii by increasing the concrete mass at 
the centroid in order to improve the structural stability as well as the hydraulic stability due to the 
high interlocking capability (Sullivan, 2011). The shape change was considered by the US Army Corps 
of Engineers’ Engineer Research and Development Centre (ERDC) to be minor; however it was 
advantageous for both fabrication and placement.  
 The hydraulic stability of both Core-Locs and Accropodes is considered effective (according 
to Baker et al. (2003) the hydraulic stability of Core-Locs is better than of Accropodes), however it is 
sensitive to the placement of units and the interlocking of units, leading to rather conservative 
stability coefficients (Muttray and Reedijk, 2008, Medina and Gómez-Martín, 2012). The inventors of 
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Xbloc units support their unit by claiming that the placement of both Accropodes and Core-Locs is 
rather difficult and characterise this as the major disadvantage of these units (Reedijk et al., 2005; 
the authors’ affiliation to Xbloc patent holder (DMC) is noted).  
Nowadays, single layer concrete armour systems are generally considered preferable to 
double layer systems. One of the main reasons for the selection of one layer system of units is the 
saving in volume of concrete in comparison with the double layer concrete armour unit systems. 
Although the saving in volume of concrete must be evaluated with respect to the possible cheaper 
rock armoured structures (Van der Meer, 1999), single layer systems made of Accropodes or Core-
Locs have proven both economical and reliable structures. Despite the slight differences between 
Core-Locs and Accropodes, single concrete armour layers, due to their integrity, can be stable under 
higher waves compared to double layer systems (Van der Meer, 1999).  
Armour unit systems with single layer concrete units are designed for almost no damage and 
relatively large safety margins (Muttray and Reedijk, 2008, Medina and Gómez-Martín, 2012). In 
addition, the armour layer should be further able to withstand waves exceeding design wave height 
by 20% without significant damage (Van der Meer, 1999, Muttray and Reedijk, 2008). However, 
minor rocking for the design conditions is considered acceptable as these units are not susceptible to 
breakages. For instance, Muttray and Reedijk (2008) describe the Xblocs as units with a safety 
margin of their design values large enough to cover the effect of breaking waves (as for Core-Locs); 
only minor rocking is accepted for Xbloc armouring under design conditions (as for Accropodes).  
CLI suggests the design calculation to determine the unit size with the Hudson formula, 
should be based on the following KD values for slightly breaking or non-breaking wave conditions: 16 
for Core-Loc and 15 for Accropodes II and I.  Alternatively, Van der Meer stability formula may be 
used. Van der Meer (1999) found that start of damage in single layer armour unit systems, which 
occurs at very high stability numbers, is usually followed by a sudden failure. He found no influence 
of the storm duration and wave period on the stability of Accropodes and Core-Locs. Consequently, 
he describes the stability of Core-Locs and Accropodes simply by a fixed stability number. However, 
he suggests a safety coefficient around 1.5 (to 2.0, Muttray and Reedijk, 2008) to obtain the design 
stability number. CLI recommends the Van der Meer stability numbers: 2.8 for Core-Locs and 
Accropodes II, and 2.7 for Accropode I. It is noted here that although the difference of these values 
seems small, Van der Meer (1999) found that the difference in unit weight is a saving of 27% using 
Core-Locs instead of Accropode I. Muttray et al. (2012) conducted tests with Xblocs, which have 
almost the same functioning and interlocking mechanisms as Core-Locs and Accropodes and also 
found very little influence of the wave period on the movements of armour units.  In the following 
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sections more details about the performance (and damage) of single concrete armour layers are 
presented. 
It is noted that in most cases CLI recommends to conduct physical modelling of the specific 
project for the investigation of the hydraulic stability.  
The damage mechanisms, indicating also the stability of single concrete armour layers, are 
described in more detail in the following sections. 
2.5 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT  
In general, damage occurs in rubble mound structures when individual units of the armour 
dislodge or settle. This may lead to further unraveling of the structure or loss of the underlayer 
material. The armour units’ size distribution and their contacts with the neighboring units have a 
significant influence on the stability of each unit. Therefore, the damage is not expected to be 
uniformly distributed across the breakwater section. Instead, damage occurs in spots. This is 
especially the case in concrete armour unit systems (Frostick et al., 2011).  
In experimental investigations two methods are most commonly used for quantifying 
damage in model armour layers: counting for number of units that have been dislodged or 
determining the volumetric change in areas where armour units have been displaced. Broderick and 
Ahrens (1982) introduced a damage level based on the nominal unit diameter of the armour unit 
and the eroded area (in m2). However this is beneficial for rock armouring damage assessment, 
whereas in concrete armour layers photographic overlay techniques are used to distinguish the 
movements of units.  This is a method used in the laboratory as well as in prototype conditions.   
The damage may be assessed in different ways. The most common is the damage 
percentage, Nd. It is defined as the percentage of dislodged units to the total number of armour 
units. It is typically calculated for individual sections where to be included as dislodged, units must 
be displaced by more than one nominal diameter, Dn. Damage in terms of displaced units is most 
commonly related to the number of units within a specific zone around the still water level, SWL 
(CEM, 2006). The reason for limiting the damage to a specific zone is for the purpose of comparison 
of various different structures; otherwise, damage would be related to the total number of units 
from toe to crest which may be different for different structures. Due to the fact that in practice unit 
movements occur within the levels ±Hs around the SWL, the number of units in this zone is taken as 
a reference. However, this zone changes for different wave heights. Therefore, it is recommended to 
specify a wave height Hs, for a certain damage level (as proposed by Burcharth and Liu, 1992) or use 
the number of units within the levels ±nDn, where n is chosen such that almost all movements are 
expected to take place within this zone. 
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In Hudson’s equation the  𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 values normally presented are assumed to represent no-
damage criteria, but actually in most cases the experimental results for their 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷 values may have 
accommodated up to 5% damage. The damage percentage is based on the volume of armour units 
displaced from the zone of active armour unit removal for a specific wave height. This zone, as 
defined by Jackson (1968, see SPM, 1984), extends from the middle of the breakwater crest down 
the seaward face to a depth equivalent to one zero-damage wave height below the SWL. Once 
damage occurred, testing was continued for the specific wave condition until slope equilibrium was 
established or armour unit displacement ceased.  
Van der Meer (1999) suggested a relative damage (noted in the literature as Nod) which is 
the actual number of units displaced related to a width (along the longitudinal axis of the structure) 
of one nominal diameter of a unit Dn. Although Nod is most commonly used in the modern 
experimental studies, Van den Bosch et al. (2005) state that it is unclear in the case of varying 
placement densities (i.e. the removal of 5 units in the case of a low placing density is worse than in 
the case of a structure with a high density) and propose a new damage number Non which is based 
on the length of the attacked surface (which is related to the wave height).  
A structure is generally said to have failed once the underlayer is exposed or once the critical 
damage values are exceeded. Although the critical values of Nd and Nod are listed in coastal 
engineering manuals (CEM, 2006, CIRIA/CUR,CETMEF, 2007), for the case of single concrete armour 
layers ‘no damage’ or minor rocking of units are all that can be accepted under design conditions.  
Rocking is an important design limitation because it has a high probability of breakage of 
units. This is particularly true for slender units, like Dolos. However, the single layer concrete units 
like Accropodes and Core-Locs are stouter and not considered susceptible to breakage as long as 
adequate strength of concrete is used and units are not undersized and mobile most commonly due 
to poor interlocking.  
It is noted that there is no generally agreed by scientists definition for rocking, start of 
damage and failure of single armour layers (Via et al., 2013). For the definition of damage in single 
concrete armor layers, Muttray and Reedijk (2008) propose the following margins as guidance for 
hydraulic model testing: minor or significant rocking should refer to less or more than 3% of rocking 
units, respectively; start of damage and critical damage (failure) shall refer to 0.5% and 3% extracted 
units. Muttray et al. (2012) define rocking as repeated movements typically rotational movements of 
units; start of damage is considered the displacement of a unit by more than 0.5D (where D is the 
unit height).  
A set of recommended stability criteria has been defined by CLI for single layer concrete 
armours: no unit extraction even under overload conditions; limited rocking or <1% rocking in design 
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conditions; limited settlements. According to Garcia et al. (2013) such criteria are necessarily limited, 
in their number and their definition, since they cannot account for the complexity of the phenomena 
involved or for the full armour evolution. They are generally meant to be used as a guidance to help 
evaluate the test results, but cannot give the whole picture of the evolution of the layer. However, 
with the aim to gain a better understanding of single concrete armour layers behaviour and 
evolution, Garcia et al. (2013) suggests that considering the layer as a whole (for the damage 
assessment) is more consistent with the concept of high interlocked units and an improved method 
of analysis. 
2.6 PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE LAYER CONCRETE ARMOURS 
The scientific knowledge on the way the single concrete armour layers behave under wave 
action has not yet been fully established. Some valuable information derives from experience in the 
laboratory and/or in the field. However, the published data for the performance of single layer 
armours are limited. Characteristically, the CLASH database, which contains all types of breakwaters 
contains only 8% data for the hydraulic response of single concrete armour layers (Via et al., 2013).  
Guideline tables presented in CEM, 2006 show that conventional layers consisting of rocks as 
well as for double layer concrete armour layers consisting of Tetrapodes, Dolos or cubes are 
designed for some damage. For these structures the ‘no damage’ criterion is considered too 
conservative and leads to very large concrete units. However, the behaviour of single layer concrete 
armours is different from the double layer systems.  It has been described by Van der Meer (1999): 
In two layer systems the one layer is placed on top of the other layer. The units have more or less 
interlocking, depending on the shape of each unit, but in fact the layer stability depends mainly on 
the stability of the individual units.  Once damage starts, this damage will increase with the wave 
height increasing. The problem with the very heavy units might be that placing and rocking may lead 
to breakage of units and consequently to large damage or failure of the whole structure. Double 
armour layer units such as Dolos and Tetrapods are considered fairly sensitive to breakages if they 
become too large. In contrast, both Accropode and Core-Loc are placed in a single layer with a strict 
placing pattern. They are considered strong units; even if a leg breaks still 90% of its original weight 
is left, retaining most of its interlocking with other units (Phelp et al., 1998; Turk and Melby, 1998).  
In single concrete armour layers, the first wave action, after the initial placement of units on the 
armour, causes some settlement to the layer, leading to a tight packed layer, where units cannot be 
loose, they have obtained contacts with other units and rocking can hardly be observed.  Essentially, 
a single layer system is thought to behave more as an integral layer, while a two layer system relies 
more on the stability of individual units.  
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In addition, stability tests of Van der Meer (1999) for Accropodes and Core-locs showed no 
influence of the storm duration and wave period, whilst the ‘no damage’ and ‘failure’ criteria were 
found very close, however at high Hs/ΔD numbers. He explains that up to a high wave height the 
single layer systems were stable but after the initiation of damage at this high wave a fairly sudden 
failure of the whole structure occurs. An initial impression might suggest such a type of failure may 
seem dangerous. Nevertheless, Van der Meer (1999) states “this behaviour turns into an advantage 
if a proper safety factor is used for design. If a safety factor around 1.3 is used on the stability 
number for start of damage, it means that if the design wave height is underpredicted by 10-20% 
nothing will happen! This in contrast to the double layer armours, where damage increases with 
increasing incident wave heights.”  
A wave height increased by 20% was also used for the most recent design and the physical 
model testing of the Colombo breakwater made of Core-Locs (Young and Giraudel, 2012). The 
designers state that this was to ensure that the structure will not fail catastrophically when 
subjected to a wave event only marginally greater than the nominal design.  
Melby and Turk (1994) monitored real armour layers consisting of Dolos and Core-Locs. In 
general, they noted mostly inconsequential breakage and generally good performance with the 
modern single layer armoured structures made of Core-Locs. The primary causes of breakage of 
units on site were instability due to undersizing, poor placement or poor interlocking and inadequate 
strength, with poor interlocking being the main cause of breakage. Phelp et al. (1998) monitored the 
construction of the concrete armour layer made of Core-Locs at Port St Frances, South Africa. Most 
of the damage recorded was attributed to difficulties arising from several design storms experienced 
during the construction of the breakwater (which suggest poor prediction of the wave climate), and 
to the placement of Core-Loc units too far seawards of the designed position of the toe, but were 
also subject to displacement due to poor interlocking. 
Melby and Turk (1997) conducted experiments and observed en masse sliding of the model 
armour layer of Core-Loc for the very large waves due to the long length of the slope and the high 
run down velocities. He states that a properly designed single armour layer damage progression and 
resulting failure of the armour layer would be associated with waves that significantly exceed the 
design storm conditions. Cevik et al. (2005) investigated experimentally the performance of Core-
Locs under regular and random wave conditions, breaking and non-breaking waves for random and 
more regular placement of units but for milder slopes 1:1.5 than the Van der Meer (1999) tests with 
1:1.33. He also found no influence of the wave steepness on the stability of these units. However, 
the random placement of units is recommended as it is more stable than the more regular 
placement pattern.   
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The placement of the new generation concrete units (focusing on the CLI units and 
specifically on Core-Locs) in a single layer and their interlocking mechanism are discussed in more 
detail in the next sections.  
It has been recognised that the published information about the response of single armour 
units under wave action is limited. Only very recently did Garcia et al. (2013) share the experiences 
of Artelia and HR Wallingford in testing single layer models (focusing on the CLI units) and described 
the theoretical performance of ‘stable’ and ‘unstable’ single layer armours as follows:  
“The following are observations of the theoretical performance which would be expected for 
a ‘stable’ armour layer:  
- During the initial settling test, we would expect to see a re-arrangement of the units located 
under the still water level and an overall “uniform” settlement of the layer taking place.  
- During tests under lower return storm conditions (approximately 60-80% of the design wave 
condition), some slight differential settlements of the layer can be observed and some units 
may be seen to be occasionally rocking. The packing density in the area underwater 
increases slightly.  
- During the design wave condition test, no damage (unit extractions) is observed as the 
armour layer should have been strengthened during the previous tests as units settled 
increasing interlock. Fewer movements (rocking or rotation) should be observed.  
- During the overload test we would expect to make similar observations to those of the 
design wave condition test but with some more settlement permitted.” 
In an ‘unstable’ single concrete armour layer, during the lower return storm conditions 
beside the more permanent settlements, losses of packing density may be observed in the upper 
part of the layer; whilst during the design wave condition test some units may have poor interlocking 
and extractions of units may take place (Garcia et al., 2013).  
2.7 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF BREAKWATERS ARMOURED WITH SINGLE 
LAYER CONCRETE UNITS  
This section describes the breakwaters armoured with single layer concrete units, providing 
the necessary tools for their general design following the CLI recommendations. The breakwater 
design parameters can be divided in three categories and are related to the sea waves, the armour 
units and the cross section. Figure 2.1 shows the cross section of a typical breakwater structure, 
including the various parts of the structure that will be discussed in this section. The front seaward 
side of a breakwater cross section which is exposed to incident wave is described. It includes the 
armour layer, which in this thesis consists of single layer concrete units, the underlayer and the toe.  
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The main dimensions which have to be initially determined are the crest height and slope 
angle.  Then the breakwater armour is most commonly designed using the empirical equation of 
Hudson. It actually calculates the weight of the armour unit (Wa) needed to withstand a 
characteristic wave height (Hs), in relation to the slope angle θ of the breakwater cross section and 
the unit material density.  
2.7.1 Slope angle 
In single concrete armour layers the influence of interlocking reduces with decreasing slope 
angles. To ensure interlocking capacity of single layer armour units, they are typically applied on 
armour slope steepness between 1:1.33 (or 3:4 (V:H)) and 2:3 (or 1:1.5 (V:H)). However, CLI 
recommends a steep slope of 1:1.33 (or 3:4).  
2.7.2. Crest  
 In designing the cross section of a breakwater, the induced run-up (and wave overtopping) 
is the most important parameter, since it determines the crest height (and width) of coastal 
structures.  In general, the crest elevation should be set at the minimum at which overtopping is 
predicted to occur and at the maximum of the expected wave run-up.  Furthermore, the run-up and 
the wave overtopping are influenced by the slope roughness and permeability of the structure, 
which also depend on the characteristics of the armour. It is also mentioned that low crest levels 
allow more wave overtopping which increases the front armour stability. 
2.7.3 Height 
Beside the above general design practice, in the case of single concrete armour layers the 
height of a breakwater cross section is expressed by the number of rows of units. There is a 
maximum number of rows of single layer concrete units set by their developers in order to avoid 
significant unit settlements. This is twenty (20) rows for all types of these units (Jensen, 2013). In 
case a concrete armour layer needs to be set at a higher level, berms made of either rocks or 
concrete units, may be chosen to be constructed below the main concrete armour.  
According to Burcharth et al. (1998) prestressing due to the unit weight is significant in such 
steep slopes as 1:1.33. Van de Koppel et al. (2012) investigated the total average loads acting 
downwards beneath the bottom row of a physical model X-bloc unit structure and found that in dry 
conditions the average static load is a function of the number of rows and reaches a constant value 
after about 10 rows, while when tested under wave action the wave loads showed no dependency 
on the number of rows or by the packing density but largely on the wave height. 
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2.7.4 Core 
The core covers the major part of the cross section of a breakwater. It is designed to be 
stable and protected by both the underlayer and the external armour layer. The selection of core 
material generally uses empirical guidelines based on past experience (Palmer and Christian, 1998). 
Fine rock material (usually made from screened quarry run from blasting) is used to fill the core (It is 
usually equal to around Wa/10000).  
The influence of core permeability on single armour stability is expected to be larger than it 
is in the case of two layer rock armours.  According to Burcharth et al. (1998), this is due to the 
smaller dissipation of wave energy in single layers than in double layers, thus providing space for 
larger flow velocities in and over the armour. Based on this background, Burcharth et al. (1998) 
confirmed experimentally the expected sensitivity of a single layer made of Accrpodes: the stability 
was found to be improved with a relatively coarse core material; however the evolution of damage 
was different as follows. In the case of coarse core material the structure failled suddenly, almost as 
collapse, whilst the failure of the structure was more gradual with fine core material. According to 
Burcharth et al. (1998) this large sensitivity of single concrete armours should make the control of 
core permeability with respect to porous flow very important in both physical models and prototype 
constructions.   
2.7.5 Underlayer  
The underlayer acts as a foundation of the armour layer and as a filter to prevent the core 
being eroded (CLI, 2012); it also protects the core during construction. The underlayer of the 
concrete armour consists of natural rockfill. The size of rock to be used in the underlayer is 
expressed as a proportion of the armour unit weight Wa. For a specific weight of 2400 kg/m3 it 
ranges between Wa/14 and Wa/7 (CLI, 2012). According to CLI (2012) this ensures adequate 
interlocking between adjacent layers and also that the gradation reduces the potential for internal 
erosion.  
The main standard characteristics recommended by CLI for the underlayer rockfill comply 
with the guidelines of CIRIA/CUR, CETMEF (2007). CLI (2012) allows designers to choose the 
characteristics of underlayer rock fill.  However, underlayer placing tolerances must be observed 
regardless of the size of the rocks used. 
The generalized specification for CLI units is that any one survey line should not vary more 
than 1/6 of their characteristic height (sometimes named in the literature as H), nor should the 
surface vary more than 1/10 of this characteristic height for an average of three consecutive survey 
lines. According to CLI (2012) contractors who meet or improve upon these tolerances achieve 
better production rates during the placement of concrete units. At minimum one profile every 10m 
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along the breakwater is recommended by CLI guidelines. Each profile must involve at least one 
measurement every one characteristic height of unit (H) along the slope.  
In practice, the contractor is free to choose the type of equipment to be used for measuring 
the underlayer. It may be mechanical (soundings along the underlayer) or electronic (single- or 
multi-beam sonars).  
Werren et al. (2002) state that although model studies and field experience show good 
performance of the Core-Loc units placed over a range of prepared underlayer tolerances, it has 
been found that especially the placement of single layer armour units can be much easier and more 
productive, if adequate care is taken to prepare the underlayer with minimal variation from the 
recommended tolerances. However, there is no evidence of the influence of the underlayer 
properties on the performance of the single concrete armour layers under wave action. 
2.7.6 Toe  
The design of a breakwater toe is also very important especially for the single interlocking 
armour units. Observations during the 3D stability tests of the breakwater of Noyo Harbor, California 
(Smith and Hennington, 1995) indicated that the major concern for a stable structure was a stable 
toe. The most unstable location was found to be the shoulder between the slope and the horizontal 
section of the berm.  
A good quality toe is also vital for the achievement of a high placing density (Verhagen, 
2002). The diving inspection of the concrete armour of Port St Frances, South Africa, (Phelp et al., 
1998)  also revealed the importance of the manner in which the first row of Core-Locs are placed 
behind the toe berm. Where good toe placement had been achieved, it provided a stable foundation 
on which to build the rest of the slope. Areas where the toe units were loose, the armour slope had 
become flattened (e.g. storm damage around the bend in the main breakwater) resulted in looser 
packing and poorer interlocking of the Core-Loc units above.  
Smith and Melby (1998) conducted 3D stability tests 
for the rehabilation of the breakwater at Vale de Cavaleiros, 
Cape Verde using Core-Locs. Results of their model study 
indicated that the armour units selected for the original design 
were stable when the toe was stable. The most stable toe was 
found to be the vertical-face toe trench.  Although Turk and 
Melby (1997) accept random placement of Core-Locs along the 
toe, experimental results showed a pattern placement along 
the toe is more stable. Units at the toe may be placed in a 
‘cannon fashion’ with front noses facing the slope (with nose 
Figure 2.3 – Toe units’ 
configuration presented by CLI 
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direction normal to the slope level) and legs being parallel to the slope level or in a way legs are 
placed inclined (in relation to the slope level) and noses of two adjacent units tend to face each 
other. The latter is the Accropode’s technical specification set by CLI (2011) for the toe units’ 
configuration as it is presented in Figure 2.3. In this thesis, it is named ‘inclined cannon fashion’.  
2.7.7 Single concrete armour layer 
The armour layer is facing directly the wave action. Its design relies mainly on the wave 
characteristics. The Hudson formula and especially the stability coefficient set by the units 
developers are used for the calculation of the armour unit weight Wa. The hydraulic stability of the 
concrete armour units – different from the rock armour - is mainly determined by the interlocking 
between units, which is controlled by the unit shape and the interaction, in terms of contacts, with 
the adjacent units. Given the concave shape of the concrete  units, their interlocking requires a steep 
slope where armour units can rest partly on the underlayer but they can mainly be keyed on the 
units from the row below, whilst they are supported from the units from the rows above (see Figure 
2.4).  
 
                                 cross-section                                     front view 
 
Figure 2.4 – Placement pattern of any type of interlocking single layer armour units on a breakwater rough 
slope. Left: Cross section (slope exaggerated). Right: Front view. 
Interlocking single layer armour units are placed on a staggered grid. The placing drawings 
suggested by CLI give the theoretical horizontal and upslope coordinates of the centre of gravity of 
each unit to be placed. CLI requires accurate placement to a certain packing density and random 
placement of units in terms of their orientations for good interlocking and a stable armour layer. 
Typically, CLI (2012) lists the criteria listed in Tbale 2.1 for effective placement of units. The 
positioning of the new generation concrete units in a single armour layer (focusing on CLI units) and 
the criteria recommended by the units’ developers, are discussed in detail in the next sections. 
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Table 2.1 – Placement criteria for single layer concrete armour units (CLI, 2012) 
- Placing density within the limits.  
- Units are in a single layer and no unit must be out of profile (less than 1/3 of the block 
outside the armour).  
- Each unit is in contact with the underlayer.  
- Units are interlocked with one another and not free to move.  
- The lozenge-shaped grid is the standard pattern used everywhere. Local exceptions are 
tolerated.  
- The underlayer rockfill cannot escape if there are any gaps between units.  
- Units are placed in mostly varied attitudes.  
2.8 PLACEMENT OF CONCRETE ARMOUR UNITS 
The technique for the placement of units on an armour layer is one of the most significant 
factors affecting their interlocking and consequently the whole armour stability. When designing 
single armour layers great care must be taken in the placement of units to ensure that they provide 
an adequate cover for the underlayer and that there is a high degree of interlock with adjacent 
armour units. To ensure an effective breakwater armour protection and stability a specific value of 
packing density, defined as the number of armour units per unit area, is commonly applied as a 
criterion. Both the interlocking of units and packing density of the whole armour layer are strongly 
controlled by the positioning of units. Not only shall the breakwater slope be covered by a certain 
number of units and provide the porosity and roughness required for wave absorption, but most 
importantly units must be positioned properly along the breakwater  slope, such that they can form 
the basis for the successive upper rows of units and allow for maximum interlocking. In practice, the 
special placement method will require close inspection and clear instruction to the contractor to 
assure proper placement procedures. 
The quality of the placement is determined by packing density as well as by interlocking. The 
packing density is considered measurable whereas the interlocking is usually assessed by visual 
inspection (Oever, 2006 and Oever et al., 2006). The current understanding of armour unit packing 
and placement is introduced in the following sections.        
2.8.1 Concrete unit positioning in an armour layer 
The shape of single layer concrete armour units is usually complex and optimized for wave 
energy dissipation. In order to provide effective protection, the pattern of their placement has to 
satisfy numerous conditions. These conditions are primarily based on the spatial location of each 
unit with respect to the neighbouring ones. Although the hydraulic stability of armour layers has 
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been extensively investigated by several researchers, the placement technique of concrete units is 
rarely discussed in the literature. In most cases the units are placed by hand on a model slope in a 
way that construction rules are satisfied and packing densities proposed by their inventors are 
achieved. In most experimental studies the hydraulic performance of the armour layer is examined, 
without focusing on the exact placement method of the units and without giving information about 
initial configurations of units. However, a general separation into a more regular or a more random 
placement of certain types of units has been found in some studies (e.g. Cevik et al., 2005). The 
technique for the placement of single layer concrete units ‘randomly’ (in fact with different 
orientations of adjacent units) affects their interlocking and consequently the whole armour 
stability. The final average dimensionless packing density achieved is thought to play a large part in 
actual performance of these units, but is unlikely to be the only consideration that matters.  
For each type of unit there is usually some guidance or a set of rules specified by their 
inventor to further encourage good interlocking. For instance, the local variability in the orientation 
of the Accropode unit is to be controlled for the proper functioning of the structure. Verma et al. 
(2004) discussed rules and sling techniques recommended to facilitate the desired orientation 
patterns for such units. Muttray et al. (2005) also discussed the placement of Accropode and Core-
loc armour units, listing technical rules that were originally introduced for these units such as 
requirements for the positioning and criteria for the orientation of individual units. In addition to 
Table 2.1 which lists the placement criteria of CLI (2012), Tables 2.2 and 2.3 provide an indication of 
such rules which have been used in practice for many years.   
Table 2.2 – Placement rules for single layer armour units: Accropodes (Verma et al,.2004) 
- Blocks are placed in a single layer 
- Interval between the centers of gravity of two blocks in the same row and column are equal 
- Slinging attitudes must be varied and inclination of the blocks preferred 
- Blocks shall be placed in deliberately varied attitudes, with neighbouring blocks having different 
attitudes 
- No two blocks in the same horizontal row should be in contact 
- Each block must be in contact with the underlayer 
- Each block must “key in” between two blocks on the row below 
- Less than one third of the blocks shall have the anvil parallel to the slope. Blocks in this attitude 
must be distributed throughout the facing and shall not be found in groups 
- No two adjacent blocks shall have their anvils touching 
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Table 2.3 – Placement rules for single layer armour units: Accropodes and Core-Locs (Muttray et al., 2005) 
Positioning The acceptable deviations from the placement grid are typically limited to less than 
10% of the unit size. 
Orientation (i)  adjacent armour units shall have different attitude 
 (ii)  armour units must not be in contact with units of the same row 
 (iii)  each armour unit must be keyed into two armour units of the row below 
 (iv) less than one third of the units shall have the plane face parallel to the slope 
 (v)  armour units with this orientation (plane side parallel to the slope) must be 
distributed throughout the slope and must not be found in groups 
 (vi) armour units shall rest on three points (two neighbouring units and the slope) 
 
The types of units invented more recently such as Xbloc and Accropode II are associated 
with a reduced emphasis on the need for such placement rules. It is especially noted that Muttray et 
al. (2005) state that criteria that are related to the armour unit orientation and to the relative 
orientation of neighbouring armour units (criteria (i) to (iii) of Table 3), which are essential for a 
proper placement of other armour units, are omitted for the Xblocs. 
Two examples of real placement of CLI units (Accropode II and Core-Loc) in a single layer in 
the field are presented in Figure 2.5.  
 
Figure 2.5 – Units placed in field. Left: Accropode II. Right: Core – Loc (courtesy of Artelia). 
No matter what type of unit is being used; for hydraulic model tests the placement of units 
in the laboratory environment is relatively well controlled, whereas the situation on site may prove 
less straightforward (Medina et al., 2014). Furthermore, the underwater placement of units typically 
requires final placing control to be assisted by divers, often with limited visibility, or continuous use 
of aids for the crane operator. For example, Mouquet (2009) described a topographical 3D system, 
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Posibloc to aid the subsurface placement of any unit type. The system can provide optimum 
placement control of armour units on breakwaters when using either land-based or marine 
equipment. Furthermore, an integrated software system, Visibloc provides virtual imaging of the 
placement when using data from the Posibloc system (Mouquet, 2009).  
Figure 2.6 shows the most recent placement of Core-Loc units of 8.5m3 in a single layer on 
the breakwater of Colombo (Young and Giraudel, 2012) using the Posibloc system. It consists of a 
positioning reference sensor suspended from the crane cables, a removable orientation module 
fixed to the unit and a computer in the crane cab. In order to control the unit orientation below the 
crane hook a spreader beam with tag lines is fitted. These lines are adjusted by shore crews as 
directed by the site engineer to achieve good placing and interlocking. A quick release hook is used 
to sling the units, keeping this operation diver free and improving safety. The orientation sensor is 
pin mounted on the unit and comes free as soon as the main sling is removed.  
The system provides a 3D visualisation of the unit placing site and therefore provides 
information on compliance with the unit placing rules in real time (Young and Giraudel, 2012). 
However, it must be noted that there are some accuracy issues regarding the final positions of units. 
For instance, the units can, sometimes easily, move after the sling release and this is not picked up 
by Visibloc. Interestingly, Peter Neville-Jones, Technical Director, Maritime and Ports, URS 
Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited, stated (personal communication, 4.09.2014) that “The 
slumping of the units down the slope is a major issue, as the units are not tight packed when placed, 
and are liable to move down the slope in the first few storms”.  
 
                                                             POSIBLOCTM position sensor 
 
 
 
 
 
                           Detachable orientation  
                                                      sensor 
    
            
                                                             
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 – Equipment for placement of Core-Loc units of 8.5m3 in a single layer on the breakwater of Colombo 
using the POSIBLOCTM system (courtesy of SLPA/AECOM). 
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The importance of placement of concrete units is undeniable.  Although it seems there is no 
problem to place the units in the laboratory environment, Verhagen (2002) also states it is 
questionable if the required placement can be achieved in prototype situations. Armour unit 
placement in deep water and harsh conditions can be a difficult operation. According to Muttray and 
Reedijk (2008), the fact the quality of placement in prototype deviates from the placement pattern 
in the laboratory, should be also covered by a safety margin of the design. 
For such complex requirements for each type of unit as described above, there can be errors 
in placement in the field. Sling techniques and grid placing do not guarantee a perfect interlocking 
(Baker et al., 2003). Such placement errors can lead either to a failure or to extensive rework, which 
affects the progress of the project.  
According to Verma et al. (2004) – a group from I.I.T. Madras India and Larsen and Toubro 
Construction Group, India – on a large harbour breakwater project, it was observed that planners 
found it complex to understand the Accropodes’ placement conditions initially (see Tables 2.2 and 
2.3). Furthermore, the engineers executing the plans on site also did not clearly interpret and 
understand the conditions of placement. As a result, there were numerous delays and rework.  
According to Verma et al. (2004) a key method to minimise errors should be the training of 
the personnel on the placement requirements. Training in placing units on a physical model was 
proved more effective than using the ‘3D Studio Max’ program, a simple visualize tool with some 
very simple mechanics.  
In published numerical model applications such as the one way-coupled numerical research 
of the hydraulic performance of concrete armour layers (wave run-up, reflection) conducted by the 
Maritime Engineering Division, University of Salerno, MEDUS (Dentale et al., 2009) and the two way-
coupled study conducted by Sakai et al. (2008), no details are given for numerical methods that can 
create such armour systems. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether the placement of units presented 
in their figures satisfy the construction rules.                                    
2.8.2 Interlocking of armour units 
A clear explanation of the role of interlocking was given by Latham et al. (2013) and is 
reproduced in this section below. Hydraulic stability of armour systems when examined from first 
principles is generally attributable to number of waves, wave characteristics, armour slope, unit 
interlocking, contact friction, porosity in the armour layer to provide space for turbulent energy 
dissipation, underlayer permeability for further dissipation, and appropriate armour to underlayer 
size ratio for filtering (e.g. Burcharth, 1993). The term ‘interlocking’ invariably appears but it is a 
qualitative term. In granular systems it implies the degree of hooking and joining of particles so that 
movement behaviour of a particle or unit is increasingly dependent on its neighbours the greater the 
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interlocking.  Interlocking therefore increases for more concave-shaped particles or units and for 
unit assemblies arranged with higher packing density. However, although packing with regular 
pattern orientation of units can facilitate high packing densities, the regularity can introduce 
structurally weak directions in the pack. From experience, unit designers have therefore learned not 
only to set a target packing density or placing grid, but also to introduce construction rules to ensure 
sufficient ‘randomness’ (in the sense of varied orientations of adjacent units) and to suppress 
conditions they consider are indicative of locally poor interlocking. 
A common optimisation problem in the design of armour units is the need to choose 
between hydraulic stability and structural stability. Armour units increase their hydraulic stability by 
interlocking. In the case of slender units this usually requires significant reduction of the structural 
strength because high tensile stresses are developed in such concave unit geometries. Therefore, 
the trend was to bulkier but still interlocking units. Figure 2.7 (Latham et al., 2013) shows an 
example of a typical well-interlocked structure built with one of the class of single layer bulkier units, 
the Core-Loc. A detailed inspection indicates that the units are not entirely at random since a row-
column structure is evident and certain construction practices are implemented to achieve the best 
interlocking such as adjacent units in a row should not touch.  
High armour layer porosity is also desirable for energy dissipation. However, a significant 
increase in the armour porosity may cause a reduced hydraulic stability (Medina et al., 2014). 
Nevertheless, for a given shape, tighter, i.e. higher packing density, which implies a lower porosity, 
provides better interlocking. A big challenge for investigation is therefore to address this 
optimisation problem.  
 
 
Figure 2.7 - Single layer concrete armour system, an example using Core-Loc units with discernible row column 
structure in lower left corner (Latham et al., 2013). 
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2.8.3 Packing density and terminology 
Porosity in a granular system is the volume fraction of voids in a total volume, the volume 
fraction of solids being the packing density. With only one or two layers of granular material, the 
definition of the boundary of interest for the total or sampled volume is a well-known source of 
practical problems, especially in the case of rock armour (Latham et al. 2002). Clear guidance was 
given in CIRIA/CUR, CETMEF (2007) for layer thickness and porosity coefficients for different shape 
rocks and different surface survey methods. Medina et al. (2014) highlight the same problem for 
concrete armour layers. The widely recognised formulae and symbols used for the geometry of 
armour layers is repeated. Placing density 𝜑𝜑 [units/m2] which is controlled by the use of placement 
grids is given by the formula (CEM, 2006):  
 
𝜑𝜑 = 𝛮𝛮𝛼𝛼
𝛢𝛢
= 𝑛𝑛 𝑘𝑘𝛥𝛥 (1 − 𝑃𝑃) �𝛾𝛾𝑟𝑟𝑊𝑊�2/3        [2.6] 
 
where 𝛮𝛮𝛼𝛼 is the number of armour units placed on a reference slope with surface area  𝛢𝛢, 𝑛𝑛 
is the number of layers of units, 𝑘𝑘𝛥𝛥 is layer coefficient, 𝑃𝑃 is the nominal armour porosity and 𝑊𝑊/𝛾𝛾𝑟𝑟  is 
volume of unit. As mentioned by Medina et al. (2014) different layer coefficients ∆k  and different 
nominal porosities 𝑃𝑃 may lead to the same placing density 𝜑𝜑.  
A convenient parameter to measure the relative consumption of concrete in the armour 
layer associated with the armour porosity and number of layers, is the dimensionless packing density 
𝛷𝛷 which is the dimensionless placing density using the equivalent unit size, Dn as unit length: 
 
𝛷𝛷 = 𝜑𝜑 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛2         [2.7] 
 
Medina et al. (2010) suggest that it is better to refer to armour porosities 𝑝𝑝 = (1 - 𝛷𝛷/ 𝑛𝑛) 
corresponding to a layer coefficient 𝑘𝑘𝛥𝛥=1, than to refer to nominal porosities P associated with a 
variety of specific layer coefficients 0.95< 𝑘𝑘𝛥𝛥<1.10. In the study of Medina et al. (2010) which focuses 
on double layer systems, dimensionless packing density, 𝛷𝛷, and related armour porosities 𝑝𝑝 and 
number of layers in the armour 𝑛𝑛, are the preferred parameters used to characterize armour 
porosity and placing density of small-scale and prototype breakwater armour layers, i.e. a system 
that predefines 𝑘𝑘𝛥𝛥 as 1. With the benefit of numerical tools, the volume fraction of void (or solid) 
within any rectanguloid sample window within a pack can be determined directly. However, in 
practice engineers focus quality control of their placement on numbers of units placed in a sample 
area, determining a dimensionless packing density, 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷.  
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In prototype surveys, especially for single layer systems, placing density is usually estimated 
by measuring the number of armour units in an area concerned. It can also be calculated by 
measuring the distances between units (Oever et al., 2006): 
 
𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 = �𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥 – 1�(𝑁𝑁𝑦𝑦 – 1)
𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦           [2.8]      
  
where 𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥 is the number of units in one row and 𝑁𝑁𝑦𝑦 is the number of rows, 𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 is the length of 
row and 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦 is the length upslope. Subtracting 1 from 𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥  and 𝑁𝑁𝑦𝑦  prevents artificially over-counting 
perimeter units appropriate for the sampled area defined by 𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 and 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦. However, the placement of 
units is not always associated with a perfect row and column staggered or ‘lozenge’ placement 
pattern. Sometimes after placement and possibly because of settlement disturbance, the positions 
of units are less regular and significantly off-set from the theoretical pattern grid. Lines connecting 
units are not always straight parallel and perpendicular and they do not always form a rectangular 
area. Errors can become appreciable when attempting to apply the Equation 2.7 to a sample area 
with poorly defined rows. 
Medina et al. (2014) listed for different types of concrete armour units placed in both double 
and single layers the different packing density values that have been discussed in the literature. For 
the single concrete armour units of CLI the recommended average packing density values depend on 
the unit size. The CORE-LOC™ Design Guide Table (CLI, 2012) includes values of packing density 
ranging from 0.640 for Core-Locs of 1m3 to 0.616 for Core-Locs of 11m3.  For Accropode II the 
recommended by CLI (2012) packing density values are ranging from 0.635 for units of 1m3 to 0.622 
for units of 10m3 (and to 0.610 for units of 28m3). CLI (2012) suggests layer coefficients vales for 
Core-Locs 1.52 and 1.29 for Accropodes; for Xbloc it is 1.40 (Muttray and Reedijk, 2008). 
2.9 PREVIOUS RESEARCH OF CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS WITH NUMERICAL 
MODELLING 
This section borrows heavily from Latham et al. (2013). The theoretical understanding of 
fluid-solid interaction and internal load response within concrete armour units is largely lacking. The 
hydraulic stability of concrete armour layers relies on physical model tests, which are carried out in 
suitably equipped laboratories with experienced staff. However, there have recently been published 
a few attempts to apply the numerical modelling to the hydraulic performance of these structures. 
Despite of the limitations and/or assumptions of numerical models, in general, one argument may 
be that setting-up an experimental model can take a long time and be expensive, whereas numerical 
models can be quickly set-up, carried out on computers and modelled in prototype scales directly. 
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For instance, the issue of scale effects, almost impossible to resolve in scaled flume and tank 
experiments are less severe or sometimes absent in numerical simulation. 
Numerical modelling methods are rapidly advancing and there is the hope that in the near 
future they will reach the point where they will be able to bring significant improvement to the 
design of rubble mound structures. In the last two decades, numerical models to simulate wave-
structure interaction have been developed with an emphasis on fluid dynamics. Wave-structure 
interaction, such as wave breaking on beach/rubble mound structures, wave overtopping, and wave 
reflection are reproduced with varying degrees of accuracy. These models have found it is necessary 
to simplify the rubble mound breakwater to be fixed permeable/impermeable layers (Del Jesus et 
al., 2011). However, the grand challenge is to model the process complexity that includes the 
interaction of energetic storm waves breaking on complex solid structures and the interaction that 
includes the disturbance and motion of solid armour unit geometries. 
The last few years there are some attempts of applying numerical methods to concrete 
armour layers.  Dentale et al. (2009) introduced a one way-coupled numerical model of the hydraulic 
performance of concrete armour layers (wave run-up, reflection) using the numerical model 
FLOW3D (http://www.flow3d.com) and different granular skeleton geometries to represent armour 
layers of the various unit types. Hydraulic performance compared reasonably well with available 
experimental data. Their method of solid geometry pack creation is under further development so 
that non-overlapping and free-to-move unit packs can be represented to model breakwater 
performance and unit stability with greater realism (an objective shared by the developers of the 
FEMDEM, Y3D code, which is used in this thesis (Latham et al., 2013)).  Sakai et al. (2008) developed 
leading two-way coupled methods using particle-based fluids models and reported interaction of 
waves with packs of Tetrapod units that were modelled with a Discrete Element Method (DEM). 
Several groups are employing DEM methods coupled to CFD codes, especially Lagrangian particle-
based fluids codes to model wave structure interactions. Simulation results where armour units have 
been displaced from an initial position by wave action were presented by Oñate et al. (2012), using 
the new fully Lagrangian-based Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM). Greben et al, (2010) use a 
commercial code popular in the video games industry, PhysX (by Navidia) to place packs of units 
such as Antifer Cubes and Dolos, in the context of developing methods required to model wave-
structure interactions for breakwaters. With PhysX, they then introduced a varying force to examine 
relative movement of units. Blender (Van Gumster, 2009) is a similar open source animation tool 
with certain physically realistic features used to introduce mechanical realism into computer 
animation visualisations.  
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To tackle the issue of unit strength in such units, Muttray et al. (2005) applied overturning 
and free fall drop tests as well as static and dynamic Finite Element stress analysis and compiled a 
comparison of performance for three armour unit types of equal (4m3) volume, Core-Loc, Accropode 
and Xbloc. However, such stress analysis has only an indirect applicability to assessment of structural 
stability and breakage probabilities since the distributions of local loadings affecting units may be 
very different for interlocked multi-body systems of armour layers built on site or in model tests 
compared with the two-body impact conditions (Latham et al., 2013). 
Applications of FEMDEM - a combination of finite and discrete elements method - in the 
coastal engineering context were first proposed by Latham and Munjiza (2002).  However, other 
techniques to combine FEM with DEM have been commercialised to produce the codes named 
UDEC, PFC (see Itasca, 2004) and ELFEN (see Rockfield, 2004). Lisjak and Grasselli (2014) provide a 
review of these codes as well as the open-source software Yade (Kozicki and Donzé, 2008) and Y-Geo 
(Mahabadi et al., 2012). The algorithms of these codes may be similar to the one used in this thesis, 
however they focus on fracturing processes, whereas in this thesis the rigid code is only used. 
Although any criticism of these codes is out of the scope of this thesis, it is attempted to describe 
their general differences as follows. PFC is DEM based code, also called glued DEM or clustered DEM; 
it is assumed not very easily applicable to simulate angular shapes. UDEC started with DDA method, 
putting joint element between blocks; recently they gradually discretised polyhedral into element. 
So 3DEC/DEC is more like FEMDEM now, but with less improved contact mechanics. Beyond any 
detailed differences of existing algorithms, there is a general difference between existing codes 
which is relevant to the type of availability of a software to scientists. Munjiza et al. (2010) highlight 
the importance for researchers of developing their own in-house application-specific modelling 
capability, such as the one used in this thesis which is available free in an open source format, and 
comment on the other two available options to researchers as follows. The commercial ‘black-box’ 
type simulation tools (such as ELFEN) are not always suitable and/or available for research, which 
seeks code transparency, validation and most commonly the flexibility to modify and extend 
functionality, whilst the freeware type tools are rare and applicable to a very narrow class of 
particulate problems.  
The feasibility and early progress in applying FEMDEM to concrete armour layers was 
discussed in recent years (see Latham et al. 2008, 2009, 2011; Latham and Xiang, 2009 and Xiang, et 
al., 2011). It was shown to have many key attributes with which to investigate inter- and intra-block 
mechanics within a concrete unit armour layer, such as arbitrary shape and the ability to handle 
dynamic stresses. 
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In previous work of Xiang et al., 2011 an 8 row armour layer system of 20 units was manually 
created in an interactive placement visualisation software environment, “Mover”, developed by 
Baird Associates. However, with “Mover”, placement of units is non-automated; units are placed 
manually i.e. by ‘mouse’ control; a pattern grid cannot be defined easily.  Such procedures are not 
repeatable.  
Numerical modelling of purely fluid systems is a relatively mature research field and 
modelling of purely dry particulates is about 25 years old and a rapidly developing field. By contrast, 
the modelling of the solid’s influence on the fluid motion and vice versa is very new and presents 
great challenges. Recio and Oumeraci (2009) have partially coupled UDEC to a CFD code to study 
hydraulic stability and deformation of revetments consisting of geotextile-filled sandbags. At 
Imperial College London, the Immersed Body Method in which FEMDEM code Y3D coupled with a 
highly versatile multi-purpose CFD code named Fluidity, was introduced for solving two-way coupled 
fluid-structure interaction problems by Xiang et al. (2012). The approach of Fluidity is based on 
solving Navier-Stokes equations using a Petrov-Galerkin finite element method with an adaptive 
unstructured mesh. This method has been applied to simulate fluid-structure (made of five units of 
Core-Loc concrete units) interaction as shown in Figure 2.8. 
 One major advantage of this numerical method is its ability to examine the distribution of 
contact forces with the potential to visualise the complete internal stress distribution within the 
solids, as well as track these during any further modelling of unit motion. However, it is not a 
numerical technology that has been fully developed to the extent required for realistic numerical 
applications. Thus far, the FEMDEM Y3D code used in this thesis for the numerical modeling of 
coastal structures armoured with concrete units has not yet been coupled with the Fluidity; it 
therefore works solely in dry conditions. 
 
       
Figure 2.8 - Five 20 tonne Core-Loc units positioned on a sloping foreshore with minimum of initial interlocking. 
Air/water interface tracking methods, model the high energy wave breaking resulting in wave forces dislodging 
the units; Colour key shows fluid velocities and stresses (Xiang et al., 2012). 
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2.10 DISCUSSION  
In the literature review presented in this Chapter 2, it was shown that the coastal structures 
armoured with modern complex shaped concrete units remains a challenging field of study. The 
design of single concrete armour layers currently suffers from empiricism and a poor understanding 
of several parameters influencing their performance under wave action. To design a breakwater 
armour layer and particularly to select the type and size of unit for hydraulic stability against wave 
action, designers generally refer to empirical formulae and implicitly accept scaled laboratory tests. 
They may consult best practice manuals (such as CEM 2006), use the various unit developers’ 
guidance for size and placing patterns, study laboratory model research that compares different 
schemes of concrete armours and their performance and follow precedent practice from structures 
around the world. In simple terms, the empirical approach and inbuilt assumption is that when an 
armour unit system is placed according to the unit inventor’s guidance, it is designed so that units 
will have zero or insignificant movement for the design storm, and they should not break. However, 
in reality there must be some movements of units occurring during the wave action. 
Data  for the performance of real structures in the field regarding both the placement of 
units on a breakwater slope and the response of the structure under disturbance have not yet been 
found published in the available literature. Regarding the placement of units in the field there are 
general criteria that units must satisfy which have been set by their developers, however there are 
no systematic methods recommended to achieve an effective placement of units. Although some 
types of damages on modern single concrete armour layers have been mentioned in the literature, 
no specific cases are named and no detailed measurements have been provided. In fact, there is a 
kind of competition between the units’ developers, with each group of inventors emphasising the 
excellent performance of their innovation. CLI (2012) states no failure, no breakage of its units (such 
as Core-Loc, Accropode and Accropode II) have been observed and notes the ease of placement of 
its new generation units. The developers of Xbloc units claim that this type of unit is advantageous 
regarding the less strict placement procedure required to build an effective structure.   
It seems appropriate to include here in this research review section, some issues relating to 
data acquisition from real structures that drastically hinder the aims of this PhD. Fundamental 
research methodological problems were encountered and these are likely to be encountered by 
other researchers wishing to follow up on validation of numerical models of coastal structures. 
Indeed, these problems may be insurmountable due to the existence of client confidentiality 
regarding the provision of data from real constructed structures. My several attempts to collect 
information (and/or data) about the real performance of single concrete armour layers were not 
successfull. Sogreah (currently Artelia) and Baird have been asked by Dr JP Latham on several 
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occasions over a four year period to provide us with any data from real structures. In December 
2012, the author took the initiative to visit the marina of Limassol, in Cyprus during the construction 
of the breakwater sections made of Accropode I. With their e-mail, received on 22.2.2013, members 
of the contractor company agreed to send data of positions and settlements of units along the 
breakwater trunk. In July 2014, the author asked Peter Neville-Jones, Technical Director, Maritime 
and Ports, URS Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited (an AECOM consultant company) to send 
any measurements/data and/or information about the placement and response of the most recently 
constructed breakwater in Colombo Port, which consists of Core-Loc units.  Thus far, no data 
relevant to either of these two or any real structures have been provided for the needs of this thesis 
(i.e. for the analysis of local packing density and for a comparison of positions of units numerically 
placed with these from real structures and/or from physical models). In many respects, this block on 
data sharing is understandable commercial practice as real structures are hugely expensive assets 
with drastic consequences if structures do not perform as expected - whether this is in the past or an 
insurance in case of damage in the future. 
Very recently, coastal engineers with vast experience in the field of breakwater concrete 
armour systems initiated a discussion on the safety performance of these structures. Maddrell 
(2013), consultant in Halcrow Group Ltd, lists examples of modes of failures of concrete armour 
layers (focusing on double layer concrete armour units) and suggests they should be considered as 
lessons engineers must re-learn. Regarding the single concrete armour layers, he presents as main 
reasons for the instability of two cases of breakwaters armoured with Accropodes, the undersized 
toe and filter rock as well as the improper interlocking of the armour with the toe. However, he is 
not reporting any specific case studies. Jensen (2013), director of marine and coastal engineering of 
COWI A/S, Denmark, states that the single layer armour units are not as sensitive as the slender 
units placed in double layers and not many failures with these units have been recorded. However, 
he notes that there are some problems – without being more specific. Based upon his four decades 
experience in breakwater damage, he believes that the use of single layer armour units is associated 
with too high risk of future damage (due to their limited potential for repairs), especially in the case 
of deep breakwaters in exposed locations with many rows of units placed on an armour slope. With 
his presentation in the most recent conference on Coasts, Marine Structures and Breakwaters in 
Edinburgh in September 2013, Jensen (2013) encouraged the coastal engineering community to 
initiate the necessary discussion about the safety of single layer armour systems.  
Thus far, the hydraulic stability of a specific project of single concrete armour layers relies on 
physical model tests, which are carried out in highly experienced and suitably equipped laboratories.  
Most of the numerous investigations and results concerning two-dimensional armour stability have 
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been based mainly on rather small scale experiments (i.e. 1:30, 1:40). Although physical modelling 
continues to provide the best available design validation, rarely obeys the similitude requirements 
for all the forces that may affect the prototype behaviour. According to Latham et al. (2008) this is 
not only true for the model material’s strength to resist breakages, but is also the case for hydraulic 
forces and flows within the permeable core of a breakwater (poorly represented by small scale 
models). The consequences of unavoidable scale effects associated with these small scale 
experiments are not easy to determine and near-prototype scale modelling (1:5 or less) would be 
preferable. However, in the world not many of such large and costly wave flume facilities exist. 
Besides, as Latham et al., 2008 state, going to larger flume tests, because of uncertainties posed by 
small scale physical tests, has a consequential cost that cannot be ignored and has been recognized 
by coastal engineers. Other differences between prototype and scale model that should be of 
concern to the designer of a breakwater armour include factors such as machine operator 
construction technique, frictional properties and the effect of local crushing of corner, edge and face 
contacts in concrete units, fatigue, dynamic stress transmission and the brittle properties of real 
geomaterials (Latham et al., 2008). Since numerical modelling does not suffer from scale effects (it 
suffers from others: discretization-induced effects, errors and computational cost), it is believed that 
numerical simulation with multi-physics (and multi-scale) capabilities will play an important role to 
complement flume (and field) research in understanding how armour stability is achieved through 
units placement, unit interlocking, mass and strength, energy dissipation (Latham et al., 2008). 
The most significant effort in numerical modelling of coastal structures is currently being 
undertaken in the fields of numerical wave tank development, wave-structure interaction and more 
rarely, their combination. Until recently, there has been little work on numerical representation of 
coastal structures armoured with concrete units. However, achieving the numerical modelling of 
realistic concrete armour unit skeletons is a vital prerequisite to wave-structure modelling and 
progress in understanding new generation concrete armour designs. The available numerical 
FEMDEM Y3D code together with the methods the author developed for the needs of this research 
are considered suitable for the representation and investigation of numerical models of single 
concrete armour layers.  
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 3. NUMERICAL CODE  
3.1 THE FEMDEM METHOD 
The Finite Element Method (FEM) developed over several decades for modelling stress and 
deformation of solids was combined with the collision and motion tracking capability of the Discrete 
Element Method (DEM), in the early 1990’s by Antonio Munjiza to produce the combined finite–
discrete element method (FEMDEM). Important for handling complex shapes, FEMDEM solves the 
contact mechanics using a distributed contact force approach. All the nodes local to a given contact 
and small overlap volumes are considered during collisions. A penalty function method delivers the 
contact forces (Munjiza 2004). FEMDEM was later extended to a 3D higher order and large strain 
formulation by Xiang et al. (2009) in a code named Y3D. The feasibility of the application of FEMDEM 
to concrete armour layers was first discussed in recent years by Dr Latham, (see Latham et al. 2008, 
2009, 2011; Latham and Xiang, 2009 and Xiang, et al., 2011). It was shown to have many ideal 
attributes, such as arbitrary shape and stress handling, to investigate inter- and intra- block 
mechanics within a concrete unit armour layer.  Before it can be exploited more fully in combination 
with wave-structure modelling, the first major task was to numerically create breakwater armour 
sections with equilibrium conditions representative of realistic structures.  
3.2 FEMDEM CODE Y3D 
The historical development of the FEMDEM code is given in Munjija (2010). The FEMDEM 
code Y3D as it was developed is presented in Xiang et al. (2009). This is the first reference to the fully 
deformable 3D FEMDEM code which was subjected to verification test cases and the application of 
FEMDEM to stresses in armour units for the simple case of a flat-on-flat drop test.  (Xiang et al. 
2009). FEMDEM Y3D was subsequently launched on the website of VGeST.net (see 
http://www.VGeST.net) of Imperial College London (ICL) and it now provides the foundation for 
numerical modelling of concrete armour layers and will in the near future have many additional 
features added such as a very recently developed 3D fracture model (Guo et al. 2015).  With 
FEMDEM Y3D the gigantic and complex-shaped concrete units can be represented in detail together 
with their mechanical interactions at full scale (i.e. with prototype dimensions). Y3D handles the 
transient dynamics of complex shaped multi-body behaviour and can support a vast range of 
alternative e.g. non-linear constitutive or internally fracturing properties. If stresses are sufficient to 
propagate cracks and initiate failure in the particles, they will fragment and the DEM formulations 
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will continue to track the fragment motions.  Hence the potential exists to model breakup of units 
and the damage done by broken unit pieces in a storm.  
A description of some of the main features of FEMDEM code Y3D, recently developed, has 
been provided by Dr J. Xiang in a confidential internal report and it is reproduced in Appendix A. 
Appendix A also includes the validation of some numerical methods. 
3.3 FEMDEM Y3D VERSIONS (Y3D_D AND Y3D_R) 
There are two versions of the FEMDEM solver. Y3D_D captures the deformability of the 
elements i.e. the stress and strain of the material objects being modeled and is required for dynamic 
and static stress analysis. Y3D_R is the rigid version often used for certain multi-body applications, 
such as the positioning of concrete units in an armour layer, where the material properties giving 
stress transmission through a body i.e. deformability, can be adequately represented by a rigid 
interior approximation. Numerically both utilise a full volumetric mesh for each unit and therefore 
can incorporate detailed contact mechanics and friction using distributed contact force methods 
(Munjiza, 2004) while capturing any shape of armour unit through discretizing the geometry into a 
finite element mesh.  
However, for the rigid case, new contact stiffness and damping coefficients need to be 
assigned and features of conventional DEM need to be implemented. This rigid implementation is 
very similar to that used for the cube packing tests reported in an early presentation of the FEMDEM 
method (Latham and Munjiza, 2004) and requires the moments of inertia and centre of gravity to 
compute body motion. Preliminary results using Y3D_D, for systems with few loosely packed units 
where dynamic and static stresses were examined at full scale were presented by Xiang et al. (2011) 
and for model scale units, by Latham et al. (2011).  
For the work of this thesis on simulation of realistic placements, where internal stresses are 
not the main simulation objective, the rigid FEMDEM code, Y3D_R is used to simulate deposition of 
units into the armour layer. The rigid version, named Y3D_R, has the advantage that it executes the 
simulation faster than the general deformable version, Y3D_D.  The time step needed for the 
simulations with Y3D_R is related to the dimension of the whole particle/unit body, while the time 
step for Y3D_D is related to the smallest element of the particle/unit meshes. For instance, if a Core-
Loc unit of 8m3 is formed of approximately 2500 elements, Y3D_R is about 50 times faster than 
Y3D_D (see also Section 3.8). 
In this thesis, Y3D_R is only used. The Y3D_D is applied solely to one case of a numerical 
single concrete armour layer (which had been previously created with Y3D_R), in order to present 
the potential of the code for the examination of static stresses developed within units, which 
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experience high contact forces. However, for the detailed analysis of dynamic and static stresses the 
code needs to be further developed. For example, it would be useful to extract stress data per unit 
rather than per element especially in the case we do not know which elements belong to which units 
other than by manual post-process of specific selected elements.  
3.4 POSITIT FOR DEPOSITING ROCKS AND UNITS  
3.4.1 POSITIT 
For the numerical creation of realistic concrete armour layers I developed a new unit 
placement algorithm (UPA), which requires the identification of each unit with a set of initial 
centroid positions and initial orientations. The new UPA is described in the next Chapter 4. For the 
application of this new placement method Dr J. Xiang wrote a code named “POSITIT” which 
introduces particles with specific characteristics (i.e. position, orientation, velocity, gravity) into a 
specifically predefined computational domain. Although it was developed for the needs of the 
current research, it was designed to be a versatile i.e. generic depositing tool, which can be used 
widely for other industrial applications such as in powder and mineral technology. Here it is 
described how POSITIT was developed for the placement of concrete units in a single layer.  
3.4.2 Combination of POSITIT and Y3D_R 
POSITIT is a generic code that has many features of a pre-processor but combines this with 
some of the fast mechanics of the rigid version of the FEMDEM Y3D code. POSITIT/Y3D_R allows the 
user to select multiples of any rock or armour unit shape and to position their centres on a 3D (or 
1D, 2D) grid in a computer domain or in a container of predefined geometry. Any initial non-
overlapping particle position, orientation and velocity can be pre-set. The material properties 
become important when contacts are detected and the motions are computed using the mechanics 
solver in Y3D_R. The particles begin to pile up mechanically as they are caught in the container. The 
mechanical algorithms are exploited efficiently. At the end of the run, when the particles have come 
to rest, the particles are touching and in static equilibrium (with zero kinetic energy). These static 
configurations of meshed solid elements can be set as a checkpoint for further simulations by Y3D, 
such as disturbance tests, Y3D_D tests.  
3.5 POSITIT AND Y3D FOR PLACEMENT OF UNITS 
In APPENDIX B both the Y3D and POSITIT files for the placement of concrete units in a single 
layer are presented. The input values, such as the time step, number of time steps, material density, 
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friction coefficient and other numerical parameters such as the dumping coefficient included in the 
Y3D code are presented in Appendix B.  
The input data included in POSITIT, such as the initial positions and orientations of units as 
well as the computational domain are also presented in Appendix B. In this study POSITIT and Y3D_R 
for the placement of concrete units in an armour layer work as follows (the application is presented 
in Chapter 4).  
- The user creates an array of particle centres on a 3D grid, e.g. in an  excel file using reference 
coordinates of the computational domain. 
- The object to be placed at each array point can be selected, e.g. it can be a rock particle or a 
concrete armour unit. This is a digital object with any (random) reference axes. 
- The reference axes can be adjusted to be with a certain orientation. For example the nose 
axis of the digital Core-Loc unit  as it was given by Sogreah (now Artelia) for the needs of this 
research was oblique but it was adjusted to the axes of the computational domain (see also 
next Chapter 4); in this thesis using “Mover”, an interactive visualisation software developed 
by Baird Associates. 
- In POSITIT there is an option to place the objects with random orientations (this is especially 
useful for the placement of rocks in an underlayer) or with specified orientations.  
- The container in which the particles are to be positioned is represented by an appropriate 
solid structure, which can be designed using GiD (CIMNE, 2012) a preprocessor, 
postprocessor and mesh generator program. In the case of armour systems this could be a 
breakwater test section with a slope level (without or with the rock underlayer) and a toe 
berm with side boundary walls. The computational domain includes a certain volume above 
and up the slope of this test section.  
- The array is defined so as to be within the computational domain.  
- The velocity (speed and direction) is applied globally to all the particles in the array.  
- Mechanical operations can begin as soon as the program to settle the units to equilibrium is 
set running. 
- As soon as close contact between any units is detected, particles are brought into contact 
very slowly. Once contact is made, the mechanics is switched on for those 
particles/container that have contacted, together with the effect of gravity on those 
contacted particles.  
- All particle material properties and friction have been set in the code. They are presented in 
the Y3D file in APPENDIX B.  
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- The particles begin to pile up mechanically as they are caught in the container. The 
mechanical algorithms are exploited very efficiently.  
- The program outputs the position of each particle at each predefined time interval for which 
data is required (time step). At the end of the run, if the particles have come to rest (with 
zero kinetic energy), the particles are touching and in equilibrium.  
- These static configurations of meshed solid elements can be set as starting conditions for 
further simulations by FEMDEM Y3D_R by applying perturbing boundary conditions (such as 
vibrations) and changes to material properties such as friction or even for running the 
deformable version of the code, Y3D_D .  
3.6 Y3D CODE FOR VIBRATION OF DOMAIN BOUNDARIES  
The FEMDEM code Y3D has not yet been fully coupled with fluids for the numerical 
simulation of wave-structure interaction. Fluid interactions are not included so it works for dry 
conditions. However, the method of vibration may be used for the disturbance of the numerical 
concrete armour layers. The code has the option of setting boundary conditions such as a constant 
velocity condition or for the case of vibration, oscillating displacements with a prescribed velocity 
history and frequency can be assigned for components in all three X, Y and Z directions.  
During this vibration large contact forces are often implicated when velocity conditions are 
enforced at the boundaries. When applying vibrations, the geometry that is moved as a rigid 
foundation with prescribed oscillatory velocity includes: the rock underlayer, side-walls and the first 
row of armour units placed on the horizontal section of the model i.e. the toe row itself. The units of 
the armour layer are then free to move. The vibration is implemented through prescribing the 
velocity V and frequency f.  
V is set to vary sinusoidally in time and the maximum velocity is assigned, such as Vmax = 
5m/s where the frequency is f in Hz and time t is in seconds: 
 
V = Vmax sin 2πft                 (m/s)        [3.1] 
 
The amplitude of the displacement Lmax, is given by : 
 
Lmax = Vmax/πf                    (m)       [3.2]  
 
and the displacement varies with time as:  
 
L = (Vmax/2πf) (1–cos 2πft) (m)                    [3.3] 
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The main vibration conditions, which are applied for the current numerical disturbance of 
concrete armour layers are: maximum velocity magnitude along the up-down slope level direction 
Vxy=5m/s and frequency f=2.5Hz. These vibration conditions were selected and agreed with the 
units developers after a long series of tests had run (see APPENDIX D and Chapter 5). The plot of 
Figure 3.1 shows the vibration which is implemented through prescribing the velocity V, the 
observed displacement of the foundation of the armour layer with time and the amplitude of the 
motion which is for this case 0.64m.  
In APPENDIX B the Y3D file for the vibration of a realistic concrete armour layer is presented. 
This armour layer was numerically created with POSITIT/Y3D (see 3.5) and includes a numerical layer 
of the underlayer and a numerical layer of the toe row of units (see next Chapter 4). These layers 
together with the boundary side walls are vibrated (with a velocity and frequency applied in the 
code), while the numerical layer which includes the concrete units is free to move. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 – Vibration velocity (V in m/s) along the slope level direction and displacement of the foundation of 
the concrete armour layer L (in m) against time when Vmax=5m/s, f=2.5Hz. 
3.7 PREVIOUS NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS USING 
FEMDEM Y3D CODE 
A preliminary investigation of an eight-row armour layer system of 20 concrete units (model scale 
and full scale Core-Loc units) in dry conditions subjected to different vibration intensities and friction 
values was demonstrated by Latham et al. (2011) and Xiang et al. (2011). The units were positioned 
on a small smooth slope using a visualization software named “Mover”, developed by Baird 
Associates (Figure 3.2). Even though the pack created in Mover was not ideal and not representative 
of a realistic armour layer, preliminary simulations and quantitative results demonstrated that 
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FEMDEM Y3D is a powerful tool and has the potential to 
capture settlements as well as tensile and differential stresses, 
contact forces and friction effects in response to vibration. 
The FEMDEM Y3D has not yet been coupled with any 
fluid code to the extend required for the numerical 
investigation of wave structure interaction. Preliminary results 
of the two-way coupling formulation of the adaptive mesh 
code Fluidity with the FEMDEM Y3D code was reported by Vire 
et al. (2012) and Xiang et al. (2013). Interface tracking was 
added to the model to generate the simulations of full-scale 
Core-Loc movement and stress development under wave action 
(Xiang et al., 2012). However, this is a work in progress from 
other members of the group.  
 
      
 
Figure 3.3 - Two-way coupled motion of 5 Core-Loc concrete units responding to wave action, with gravitational 
acceleration, modelled with Y3D/Fluidity (Xiang et al., 2012, Xiang et al., 2013). 
3.8 COMPUTATIONAL TIME 
Another issue that should be mentioned here is the computational time. It will be presented 
later in this thesis that the numerical creation of single layers consisting of 242 concrete units of 8m3 
has been achieved. Two types of units have been used, Core-Locs (see Chapter 4) and Accropodes II 
(see Chapter 7). A type of Accropode II unit without studs (Accropode II, NS) has also been tested 
(see Chapter 7). Table 3.1 presents an information summary of these model units and the 
computational time needed to run the main simulations. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 – Numerical 
investigation of 20 Core-Loc units 
using FEMDEM code  (Xiang et al., 
2011). 
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Table 3.1 – Information summary and computational time for simulations with three types of units, Core-Loc, 
Accropode II and Accropode II with no studs (Accropode II, NS) 
Type of unit Core-Loc Accropode II Accropode II, NS 
 
Meshed unit 
   
Number of unit elements 767 11203 2930 
Time-step using Y3D_R (sec) 2.5 10-4 2.5 10-4 2.5 10-4 
Time-step using Y3D_D (sec) 2.5 10-6 1.6 10-7 3.2 10-7 
 CPU time on a Ubuntu workstation (Intel® Xeon® E5645 2.4Ghz) 
in minutes (in days) 
 
Placement of units  
with Y3D_R 
 
997.64 
 
 
4120.93 
 
 
1469.1 
 
 
10 cycles of vibration  
with Y3D_R 
 
197.05 
 
 
1268.1 
 
 
365.75 
 
 
1 cycle of vibration 
with Y3D_D 
 
6926.11 (4.8) 
 
 
1471200 (1021) 
(estimated) 
 
 
126000 (88) 
(estimated) 
 
 
3.9 DISCUSSION 
FEMDEM modelling combines the multi-body particle interaction and motion modelling 
(Discrete Element Model, DEM) with the ability to model internal deformation of arbitrary shape 
(Finite Element Model, FEM). Combined FEMDEM allows the individual particle behaviour governed 
by DEM formulations (particle contact detection and interaction) to be combined with an ability to 
discretise any particle into considerably smaller deformable finite elements.  
Important advantages over DEM models based on spheres, ellipsoids or even superquadrics 
are that complex particle shapes can now be represented in detail. The FEMDEM Y3D code as it has 
been developed by Dr J. Xiang can play a major role in the research of coastal structures armoured 
with concrete units. It handles multi-body dynamics of complex-shaped deformable particles with 
great accuracy and captures the stress components everywhere in time and space. In principle 
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therefore, the all-important contact forces, stresses and deformations can be studied in prototype 
dimensions rigorously using FEMDEM Y3D code.  
In this application of positioning of concrete units to build an armour layer system, where 
the material properties giving stress transmission through a body i.e. deformability are not essential, 
the method can be adequately represented by a rigid interior approximation, and therefore the rigid 
version of the code Y3D_R is used. For the application of  the new unit placement algorithm (UPA) I 
developed (see next Chapter 4), which contains initial pre-defined positions and orientations of 
units, Dr J. Xiang developed a positioning code named POSITIT, which is linked with Y3D_R  for the 
numerical simulation of underlayer and armour unit placements.  
There is the major limitation to coastal applications of the current code; it works for dry 
conditions. Although the multi-body solids code has been coupled with the fluids code, Fluidity (Vire 
et al, 2012, Xiang et al., 2012, Xiang et al., 2013), further research is needed, either to add numerical 
wave tank capability to Fluidity, or to fully couple the code Y3D with other general purpose CFD 
codes which poses the type of ‘numerical wave tank tool box’ required for wave-structure 
interactions (e.g. OpenFOAM (www.openfoam.com), Flow3D (www.flow3d.com)). However, by 
applying a vibration to the foundation of the armour layer (in this case the breakwater underlayer 
and toe row of units) the concrete units can be subjected to a disturbance of controlled intensity. 
This study of coastal structures armoured with single layer systems which is based on vibration, is a 
first step towards showing potentially important results for disturbed layers.  
With respect to the above important limitation of the code, and considering other 
simplifying assumptions, such as the simple friction law based on Coulomb friction and the elastic 
properties of materials, as well as the lack of a complete multi-body validation study of the code, it is 
very important to emphasise that the results do not represent the real behaviour of units and that 
this is a model with various assumptions, reporting a numerical work in progress. Another 
assumption included in the current code is associated with the calculation of the coordination 
number (CN), which does not exactly follow the physical rules and currently accounts for the 
contacts of both the edge on flat surface and flat surface on a falt surface as CN=1, whilst multiple 
contacts of neighboring elements are also assumed as CN=1. However, since the same code is used 
in this thesis for all cases, any comparisons of results may provide useful trends.  
For the present application of the FEMDEM Y3D code to coastal structures armoured with 
concrete units the challenges needed to be overcome were a) the numerical creation of realistic 
single layer concrete armours (with an underlayer made of rocks) and b) the investigation of their 
performance under disturbance, however in dry conditions by applying vibration. These major 
achievements are included in this thesis.  
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It is noted that Dr J. Xiang is responsible for the numerical code, developed under Dr 
Latham’s direction and used in this research. During the PhD research he has further improved it for 
the applications presented in this thesis. Extending the model capability to inelastic materials and 
exploiting higher performance computing, as well as the validation of the code and improvement of 
contacts calculations are further challenges being addressed by other members of the group. 
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 4. NUMERICAL CREATION OF REALISTIC CONCRETE 
ARMOUR LAYERS 
4.1 MOTIVATION 
Contractors building double-layer systems control the placement density using a placement 
grid in the plane of the slope and allow certain freedoms to achieve different orientation (also 
named as ‘random’ due to their variability), the system functioning by stability of individual units. 
Single layer armouring systems function through collective interlock of the layer as a whole and must 
in addition meet a higher degree of quality control before a unit is deemed acceptably positioned in 
terms of its ‘interlocking’. In practice, manual adjustments are invariably needed for some of the 
units to increase their ‘interlocking’ and keep up the high placement density specified. Reproducing 
these strict technical requirements and construction rules (see Tables 2.1 and 2.2) is much more 
challenging numerically. 
As yet, there are no details given in the literature of methods that can reproduce realistic 
armour systems. To numerically create single layer ‘random’ placed systems that have sufficient 
realism to provide reliable geometrical information is not straightforward when also satisfying the 
placement rules. To build software that mimics a crane operator, i.e. a ‘numerical crane’ is one 
approach. If successful, the software operator would manually carry out sequential placements in a 
visualizer environment much like the crane operator and the mechanics solver would need accurate 
high speed (real-time) execution to build a statistically representative layer (e.g. of >200 units) in 
practical timescales. To create such a numerical crane constitutes a major software engineering task 
which would require fast and accurate physics solvers.  An alternative approach - that has been 
adopted in this research - is to develop a unit placement method with no manual interventions 
necessary, but which incorporates constraints, randomness and physics-based operations. This 
approach has the advantages of reasonable run times and importantly repeatability so that different 
model cases can be the subject of more objective comparisons.  
Methods of placement of concrete units to achieve a realistic representation of breakwater 
armour layers in a numerical model have not been found published in the available literature. One of 
the main pre-requisites and therefore a main objective of this PhD was the development of a 
method for the numerical creation of a realistic single layer system of concrete armour units on a 
slope structure. No such investigation has been reported in the literature. 
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The aim was to numerically place concrete units such as Core-Locs and create a single 
armour layer, which satisfies the technical placement criteria set by the units’ developers and 
followed by armour systems placed on site (see Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). 
4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOCOL FOR THE PLACEMENT OF CONCRETE ARMOUR 
UNITS  
4.2.1 Training in placement of units 
The development of qualification skills, such as those of a CLI armour unit placer, through 
training and practicing in placing units was considered necessary as an introduction to this task. To 
receive formal training in the placement of CLI units the author undertook two visits to HR 
Wallingford in May and June of 2011.  
A model shore protection section armoured with Accropode II units that had been built for 
routine 2D flume testing as proof of design (overtopping and stability testing) created the focus of 
discussions. Extensive examples of hand-placing methods that were likely and unlikely to produce 
acceptable model armour packs were demonstrated by members of Sogreah 
(currently Artelia). Key piece of information imparted by the demonstrations 
for the hand placement process were that (i) toe detailing and initial spacing 
of the toe row from the break of slope is critical, (ii) model building by 
successive unit placements aims to have ‘random’ orientation, (iii) 
positioning is ideally midway between units in the row below to retain 
lozenge and row structure, (iv) the person placing should learn to apply just 
enough velocity to each unit as they let go as this helps ensure good 
interlocking and encourages the near maximum packing densities for 
random packing to be achieved. The opportunity to build armour systems 
under guidance of a CLI trainer in the 2D physical model was highly 
instructive (Figure 4.1). At the conclusion of these training visits/meetings it 
was clear that placing concrete armour units efficiently is considered a 
significant challenge. This is the case in both the field and the laboratory. 
4.2.2 Physical model tests 
It is worth taking into consideration that the ‘human feeling’ of stability which exists during 
the placement of units on a physical model or even in the field cannot be obtained in the numerical 
environment. In order to discover an ‘objective’ and ‘repeatable’ numerical procedure of placing 
concrete units effectively, numerous experiments with placing of model units on a smooth model 
slope at Imperial College London (ICL) were conducted. 
Figure 4.1 - Training 
in placement of model 
units at HR 
Wallingford 
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Core-Loc model units, provided by Sogreah, were placed by hand on a smooth model slope 
3:4 (V:H).  The characteristic height of the model units, referred to as the H dimension, which is the 
overall length of each of the three tapered octagonal members, is equal to 61.5mm. The model 
Core-Loc units were placed following all the construction rules (see Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3).  Special 
consideration was given to the placement of the toe units. They were placed either in an ‘inclined 
cannon fashion’ or regularly - in a ‘cannon fashion’. Placement of the units started by placing the toe 
rows, and then building a pyramid or triangular section on the slope from the toe. Six rows were 
finally built, using the available 45 model units. The interlocking as well as the placement grid - 
distance between the centroids of two adjacent units on the same horizontal row Dh and distance 
between the centroids of units upslope in the plane of the structure slope Dv, in terms of 
characteristic height H were checked during the placement of each model unit.  
After conducting many tests of placing units on the model slope, it was concluded that rules 
regarding their positioning were understandable and could be achieved following a predefined 
placement grid.  The main difficulty was the achievement of ‘random’ orientations of adjacent units. 
At the conclusion of many placement tests, it was discovered that initially, four specific reference 
orientations should be assigned to a repeating sequence of four adjacent units. The selected number 
of four initial regular orientations is explained as follows. On the specifically designed lozenge-
shaped grid  a unit is surrounded by six other units; it is partly interlocked with two units from the 
row below and two units from the row above and has two adjacent units on the same row with 
which even though there is no contact their orientations shall all be different.  In terms of 
mathematical combinations/possibilities, any number of types of orientation less than four always 
leads to some of the adjacent units having the same orientation. Four types of pre-defined 
orientations of units are enough to achieve a combination of different orientations of all adjacent 
units on the specific pattern grid.  
Figure 4.2 presents six regular orientation types of model Core-Locs. The numbers of the 
units correspond to the number of types of orientations of Core-Locs which are used in the present 
thesis. Numbers 5 and 6 are not used in the initial pattern grid during placement as they have the 
disadvantage of greater potential instability compared with 1 to 4. With 1 to 4, either the legs or 
noses initially point towards the underlayer rocks, providing the opportunity for good keying, 
whereas with the 5 and 6, there is a much larger flattish surface of the unit in contact with the 
underlayer i.e., less interlock with the rough underlayer.  
The introduction of a combination of four types 1 – 4 of initial predefined orientations for 
each unit on the theoretical pattern grid was the key-concept of the new placement method. On 
these regular orientations it is then possible to allow more freedom during the hand placement in a 
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physical model as well as in the numerical model (i.e. by assigning low friction coefficient values for 
the numerical placement of units, cfnp - see Section 4.4.4 and Chapter 6). Examples of preliminary 
testing with ‘random’ placement of model units allowing more freedom during the hand placement 
and more regular placement of model units using the new placement method are shown in Figures 
4.3 and 4.4.    
 
Figure 4.2 - Six possible configurations of Core-Loc unit with symmetry axes aligned parallel and perpendicular 
to the reference axes of the horizontal bench on which they stand. Numbers correspond to the regular types of 
orientation of Core-Locs. 
           
Figure 4.3 – ‘Random’ placement of  model units. Units at the toe placed in an ‘inclined cannon fashion’.  
 
Figure 4.4 – More regular placement of model units. Units at the toe placed in a ‘cannon fashion’.  
4.2.3 Preliminary numerical placement of units  
Having learned from these experiments, the author invented a numerical placement 
protocol, which contains methods of defining initial positions and initial different types of 
orientations of units for their placing on a numerical slope. It is explained below. It was further 
improved for the numerical creation of realistic concrete armour layers at a specific packing density 
value (see next Sections 4.3 and 4.4). 
3 
1 
2 
3 4 4 
 
Orientation type 1 
Orientation type 2 
Orientation type 3 
Orientation type 4 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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In previous work (Xiang et al., 2011) an 8 row armour layer System of 20 units was manually 
created (Figure 3.2) in an interactive placement visualisation software environment, “Mover”, 
developed by Baird Associates. With “Mover”, placement of units is non-automated; units are placed 
manually i.e. by ‘mouse’ control; a pattern grid cannot be defined easily. Such procedures are not 
repeatable, whilst the computational run times for the case of a large (realistic) breakwater section 
were considered unpractical. For this purpose, a more powerful and fully automated placement 
protocol was developed. With this new protocol, ‘position’ and ‘orientation’ of each unit define the 
pattern grid. These provide the input data to POSITIT, which is linked to the mechanical solver Y3D. 
Various functions of POSITIT such as user-defined particle/unit centroids, orientations, initial 
velocities for faster positioning, contact velocities were developed for the needs of the application of 
the new unit placement protocol. Conclusively, the protocol consists of methods for the definition of 
both position and orientation for each unit, as follows.  
Regarding the initial orientations of units, the introduction of four types of regular 
orientations for each unit positioned on the theoretical pattern grid was the key concept of the new 
placement method for the achievement of  interlocking. The four different regular (in relation to the 
slope level) orientations of Core-Loc units were defined using “Mover” as it shown in Figure 4.5. It is 
noted that due the fact the reference axes of the CAD mesh file of Core-Locs (as it was given by the 
developers of the units, Sogreah (currently Artelia)) has arbitrary angle with the reference axes of 
the breakwater model we use in this thesis, the author found that it was convenient to realign the 
units and define the four regular types of orientations (1 to 4).  
 
 
 Type of orientation: 1              Type of orientation: 2      Type of orientation: 3     Type of orientation: 4 
Figure 4.5 – Definition of four regular (in relation to the slope level) types of orientations of units using 
“Mover”. 
Regarding the positions of units, it was a challenge to place each unit in the volume domain 
of the computer model such that the initial conditions of the armour layer simulation start from an 
equilibrium configuration that is relevant to patterns and placement densities achieved in prototype 
breakwaters, where units positioned in the numerical model are just touching and not overlapping. 
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This is because units positioned in the numerical model must not overlap or else the mechanical 
FEMDEM Y3D code will be unstable when the simulation begins.  
According to placement criteria, the pattern grid requires units placed in the same row to be 
not touching. In order to achieve interlocking and a certain packing density value of i.e. 0.6, the 
horizontal distance between Core-Loc units of 8m3 is i.e. Dh=1.1H (H being the height of the unit, for 
Core-Loc of 8m3 H=3.31m). But, along the upslope direction units as placed are touching; 
theoretically they must have a distance of i.e. Dv=0.55H to achieve a packing density of 0.6. Since 
the array read into POSITIT must not allow overlapping particles, the units should also be placed in 
their initial grid without touching along the upslope direction. In addition, all the units should not be 
in contact with the slope in their initial special configuration. To satisfy these two requirements, the 
method of lowering units from a certain distance was used for the placement of Core-Locs in a single 
layer.   
With the aim to present our first attempts of applying these new numerical placement 
methods Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show a couple of preliminary placements of units on a smooth slope 
level and on a small test section with a preliminary underlayer (made of mono-sized rocks), 
respectively.  
It is noted that in Figure 4.6 the initial grid configuration has a form of pyramid (as it 
happens sometimes in practice) and was parallel to the smooth slope level, while in Figure 4.7 the 
units were lowered vertically. It is also noted that as soon as a unit makes contact on its way down 
(with other units or with the slope level), the added contact velocity is immediately set to zero and 
the motion under gravity is computed by the solver Y3D. In this way, we provide the units with the 
freedom to find their final ‘random’ position in relation to the positions of the adjacent units and 
interlock.  
The final packs seen with units at rest (lower right of Figure 4.6 and right of Figure 4.7) show 
armour unit systems with many attributes that are considered necessary for realistic initial builds.  
The preliminary results were therefore considered very promising as this new technique had the 
potential to create appropriate concrete armour unit systems in a single layer. 
POSITIT provides the options of lowering particles with any velocity magnitude and 
direction. Since the preliminary method with units sliding down the smooth slope (see Figure 4.6), is 
not considered applicable for rough underlayers (rocks of the underlayer inhibit units from sliding), 
alternative initial placement grid configurations and initial conditions (i.e. introducing impact 
velocity of different directions and magnitudes) were introduced and tested on a smooth slope level. 
Units can slide (Figure 4.8 left) or both drop and slide (Figure 4.8 middle).  
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Figure 4.6 - Numerical deposition of an armour layer pyramid on a smooth slope:  row after row of Core-Loc 
units (initially each unit has a specific type of orientation) are introduced on a patterned array with layer-
parallel velocity using POSITIT. A suitable cannon fashion specification of the toe row was already placed 
(Anastasaki et al., 2013).  
  
Figure 4.7 – 64 Core-Loc unit pack on a small section of a rock underlayer. Left: View of numerically created 
underlayer with one single rock shape of ~0.9m. Middle: Units as numerically placed and analysis of velocity 
magnitude soon after the final row is introduced. Right: Close-up view showing units in the same row are not 
touching and orientations of adjacent units vary (Anastasaki et al., 2013).  
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After running a large number of simulations with different initial grid configurations 
(different pattern grid level slopes), it was concluded that lowering units row by row vertically, 
directly towards their target positions was the most effective placement method (see Figure 4.8 
right, see also Figure 4.10). This is most compatible with typical construction methods where sling 
positions are usually set to be lowered to a convenient height directly above the target (X and Y) 
position of a unit although in practice units are placed individually and not a row at a time.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 – Alternative initial placement grid configurations. 
4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF A UNIT PLACEMENT ALGORITHM (UPA) 
A new unit placement algorithm, named UPA, was developed for the numerical creation of a 
realistic single concrete armour layer using the FEMDEM Y3D code. In fact it provides the input data 
of POSITIT. It is described below.  
The initial grid of positions of units together with the number of the orientation type defined 
for each unit are illustrated in detail in Figure 4.9. This template shows the sequencing of 
orientations of units which is named in this thesis S1. The new unit placement algorithm (UPA), 
which expresses the pattern grid of positions and orientations of units as shown in Figure 4.9, can be 
described as follows. 
On the pattern grid, the orientation of the first per row unit (from right to left) determines 
the subsequent orientation type for the following three units, and therefore the combination of 
orientations of all units on the whole armour layer. In the current method, the first units (from right 
to left) in each of the first four successive odd rows (from the toe to the crest of the armour section) 
have orientations: 2,1,4,3 (2nd column in Figure 4.9).  The first units of the first four successive even 
rows have orientations: 3,2,1,4 (1st column in Figure 4.9). These combinations of orientations of the 
first unit in each row are repeated for the next eight upper rows and so on. Along each row the 
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orientations of the second and third units, up to the last per row unit, follow continuously the 
numerical sequencing 1,2,3,4.  
In this thesis, we adopt the following sign convention with the origin in the right: Z-axis, 
horizontal along the breakwater trunk (positive to left); X-axis, horizontal (points out, positive 
towards the viewer (i.e. seawards)); Y-axis is the vertical axis (points up, positive upwards). The 
direction parallel to the slope in this paper is the S-axis (positive upwards). Each unit Ui,𝑗𝑗 on a 
pattern grid has pre-defined position X� i,𝑗𝑗 and type of orientation  σi,𝑗𝑗  (Equation 4.1). It is noted that 
σ is herein the symbol representing an integer number between 1 and 4 (which represents the initial 
type of a regular unit orientation). It is noted that i is the number of the row associated with that 
unit as shown in Figure 4.9 and j is the number of unit in each row from right to left, which is not the 
same as the column number identified in Figure 4.9.   
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Figure 4.9 - Pattern grid of positions of units and number of type of orientation defined for each unit. 
The position of each unit as indicated by the coordinates of its centroid are projected on the 
slope level plane (Z, S) (Equation 4.1). 
 
 Ui,𝑗𝑗=�X� i,𝑗𝑗 ,  σi,𝑗𝑗�   or     Ui,j =  �Zi,𝑗𝑗Si,𝑗𝑗
σi,𝑗𝑗�                      [4.1] 
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Regarding the initial positions of units in the horizontal direction there is a separation 
between odd and even rows (Equation 4.2). The upslope distance between units is always Dv 
(Equation 4.3). 
 Zi,𝑗𝑗 = �i even                       (𝑗𝑗 − 1)Dhi   odd           Dh
2
+ (𝑗𝑗 − 1)Dh�        [4.2] 
 Si,𝑗𝑗 = (i − 1)Dv               [4.3] 
 
The orientation type of each unit on the pattern grid, as illustrated in Figure 4.8, can be 
assigned by the algorithmic Equation 4.4 using the modulus arithmetic rules. In computing, 
the  modulus  operation (symbolized in Eq. 4.4 by “%”) simply finds the remainder of division of one 
number (here taken as the modulus of the bracketed term) by another number (in this case 4). It is 
noted again that σ is herein the symbol representing an integer number between 1 and 4 and is 
determined by the Equation 4.4.  
 
σi,j = �i even             �𝑗𝑗 + 2 − i2�%4 + 1i   odd               �𝑗𝑗 − i−1
2
�%4 + 1  �        [4.4] 
 
Figure 4.10 illustrates the stages of the numerical placement of units on a smooth slope by 
applying the new UPA; concrete units (Core-Locs) with initially defined positions and orientations are 
lowering row by row vertically towards their target positions and find new final (at rest) positions 
and ‘random’ orientations. The numerical creation of a realistic concrete armour layer on a rock 
underlayer is described in the next section. 
4.4 NUMERICAL CREATION OF A REALISTIC CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYER  
The main aim was to develop a ‘simple’ numerical method for placing concrete armour units 
in a single layer with minimal subjectivity, while ensuring the resulted pack satisfies all the technical 
requirements and criteria. It should aslo be repeatable and objective in order to allow the creation 
of realistic concrete armour layers with different characteristics, such as with different packing 
density. The FEMDEM Y3D code is applied for the first time to real structures. It is linked with 
POSITIT, which actually includes the calculations of the new UPA.  
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The workflow for the numerical creation of a realistic single concrete armour layer of a 
breakwater section is described below.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.10 - Details of the numerical placement of (137) units on a smooth slope with the new UPA algorithm. 
Left: initial positions and orientations of units; red dots show theoretically targeted centroid positions. Units are 
numerically lowering rigidly and towards their target positions. Top right: reference axes (X, Y, Z) for the 
breakwater trunk section and the tilted reference frame of the armour slope as shown by orthogonal planes 
(red lines). Lower right: numerically placed units on a smooth slope (toe units had been previously placed with 
an inclined cannon fashion and were then ‘frozen’ (assigned with zero velocity)). Note that the colour key 
identifies the progressive increase in the armour unit numbering, from unit 1 (blue) to unit 137 (red). 
4.4.1 Breakwater test section 
Testing of long trunk sections is preferable in order to limit boundary-sidewall effects and 
ensure statistically valid calculations (i.e. average packing density, positioning etc.). Such wall 
constraints are typically unavoidable in 2D laboratory flume models. With the purpose of simulating 
a realistic full-scale concrete armour layer consisting of 8m3 Core-Loc units in prototype scale,  a 
large test section was designed for the accommodation of the maximum number of rows, set by 
their developers 20 (21 including the toe row of units). Regarding the width (length) of the test 
section, theoretical considerations lead to the conclusion that to ensure that one unit is well 
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interlocked with other units (which must also interlock with other units) 4 units at the fourth row 
below this unit is the minimum number of units which are required. In this research 12 units (3 times 
the minimum number of 4 units in a row) were chosen for the creation of the test section. Per row 
12 units are alternating with 11 units. 
Although wave action is not simulated in this research, it is possible to estimate that the 
given unit size of interest set at a volume of 8m3, can withstand a typical corresponding design storm 
significant wave height (Hs) for the 3:4 slope of Hs~6-7m (a design storm severity relevant to many 
parts of the world). This can be translated into a high armour exposed to high waves, and therefore, 
associated with high risk of damage (see Section 2.10, Jensen (2013)).  
The geometry of an impermeable sloping panel with physical dimensions matching the cross 
section of a realistic breakwater trunk section was drawn and then meshed in the software “Gid” 
(CIMNE, 2012), a pre-processor, mesher and post-processor software. The key geometric details of 
the test section suitable for modelling a breakwater with 8m3 concrete units is shown in Figure 4.11. 
It has dimensions of 45m length (Z-axis) and 28m height (Y-axis). It includes a horizontal toe berm of 
3.5m width (X-axis) to ensure a more realistic and stable placement of the first row of units (for 
Core-Loc of 8m3, H=3.31m).  The intended number of units per row is 12 Core-Loc units of 8m3 
(alternating with 11) while up the slope the large breakwater test section can accommodate 21 rows 
of units. On this smooth slope an underlayer of suitable thickness can also be modelled by 
deposition of rocks. The large test section has been used for exploring unit placements on smooth 
underlayer slopes (as shown in Figure 4.10) and for underlayer placements (as shown in the Figures 
of the next Section). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11 - Large test section of a breakwater created in prototype dimensions.  
3.5m 
45m 
28m 
3:4 
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4.4.2 Underlayer 
4.4.2.1 Deposition of rocks   
The objective was to numerically create a model of a realistic underlayer. If the models use 
appropriately realistic rock shapes and modelled layers show compliance within the tolerances that 
are applied to real construction contracts, this would suggest realism has been achieved. 
The numerical method for modelling the deposition of rocks relies on even spacings 
between rock pieces during rock underlayer deposition. POSITIT settings are versatile. The method 
includes having sheets of rocks arranged parallel to the slope level descending vertically and at the 
instant of collisions, having gravity applied normal to the slope and for further vibro-compaction.  
Four sheets of rock were required to produce a typical double rock diameter thick 
underlayer. The grids of positions of rocks in each sheet were designed by Dr J-P. Latham. The 
procedure involves a binary size distribution where sheets of rocks of a size matching the upper class 
limit are alternated with sheets of rock of the lower class limit to generate an appropriate layer 
thickness. 
The 4-sheet weakly bi-modal (two sizes; one of 0.9 and one of 1.1m) rock layer (Figure 4.12) 
was deposited using a volume-constrained modelling procedure (Figure 4.13) in which the 
technically correct design armour/underlayer mass ratio of 10:1 was applied. (Later, in Chapters 6 
and 7, results for Wa/Wr ratios from ~7 to 19 using the same underlayer and rescaling methods are 
presented). In fact, a constraining panel is used to rapidly constrain the rocks to an enclosing volume 
for the underlayer. The rocks in this constrained model behave as rigid bodies and are then forced to 
rotate and slide into better alignment with the above surface. This reduces the overall topographic 
roughness. The constraining phase is followed by the equilibration to a state of rest. It is noted that 
the simulations for the numerical creation of the underlayer were run by Dr J. Xiang.  
 
Figure 4.12 – Four sheets of rocks (in total 3437 rocks) for the numerical creation of the underlayer.  
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Figure 4.14 shows the final numerical rough underlayer after the removal of the constraining 
panel and rendering of 3437 underlayer rocks showing details of rough faceted surfaces of the 
underlayer rocks. 
   
a. b. c. 
Figure 4.13 – a. Underlayer placement with a constraining panel mechanically imposed on the underlayer rock 
pieces to accelerate numerical procedure. b. Not all have reached a rest state at this stage. c. At the end of the 
constraining phase, equilibration follows to state of rest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 – Rough underlayer numerically created. 
4.4.2.2 Analysis of the roughness of the underlayer model  
In this thesis, the author analysed the surface of the underlayer with reference to methods 
and tolerances that are applied in practice (CIRIA/CUR, CETMEF, 2007; see also Chapter 2, Section 
2.7.5.). In practice, profile line surveys should be made along the breakwater sections at intervals 
equal to 10m or 3H, where H is the concrete unit height. For Core-Loc units of 8m3 the unit height is 
H=3.31m. Following this standard procedure, three profile lines at Z=10, 20 and 30m were selected 
for the underlayer model of the breakwater test section. Figure 4.15 shows one underlayer profile at 
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Z=10m. Along each one of the three profile lines, the underlayer surface height was measured at 
horizontal intervals of H (Figure 4.15). Paraview provides cut plane views and tools (such as a ruler) 
for the necessary measurements.  In total, measurements were captured at 11 regions (H1 to H11). 
The methods of highest points and conventional staff were used for the measurements (CIRIA/CUR, 
CETMEF, 2007). In each region both the highest and lowest points were measured.  
 
    
Figure 4.15 – Rough underlayer, profile line at Z=10m≈3H and measurements at horizontal intervals of H (here 
at 2H).  
 
As it has been discussed in Chapter 2, CLI considers the following vertical tolerances on the 
underlayer profile compared to theoretical dimensions: “All stones in the profile should be within ± 
H/6 of the theoretical outer profile of the underlayer, H being the height of the concrete unit”. The 
underlayer surfaces at the three profile lines at Z=10, 20 and 30m along the breakwater test section 
are illustrated in the diagram of Figure 4.16 left. In Figure 4.16 right, the difference between the 
highest and lowest point of surface (in relation to twice the H/6) is illustrated. It is always less than 
the 2H/6=1.1m. This is what might be expected given that the stone sizes range from 0.9 to 1.1m. It 
is concluded from the analysis of the three profile lines of the underlayer model that all the stone 
heights are within the recommended CLI tolerances of ±H/6 when surveyed from cut plane data as 
described. 
   
Figure 4.16 – Left: Three profile lines at every Z=3H≈10m of rough underlayer surface. Right: Difference 
between highest and lowest point captured at intervals equal to H=3.31m for each profile line. 
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4.4.3 Placement of concrete armour units on a rough underlayer 
The unit placement algorithm (UPA) contains calculations of initial positions of units and 
definition of initial types of orientations for the units. A pattern grid is theoretically designed on the 
plane of the slope 3:4 (V:H) for a row by row lowering of units considering both the technical 
recommendations and the target packing density.   
To achieve a theoretical dimensionless packing density requires a certain horizontal distance 
Dh between units in a row and up/down slope distance Dv between rows which follows from simple 
geometric considerations. The spacings depend on the grid symmetry and the unit height. For Core-
Loc unit of 8m3 volume Dn=2m and H=1.665Dn=3.31m. A square lozenge pattern with these units is 
designed with a Dh=1.12H and Dv=0.55H to have target dimensionless packing density of 0.60 
(Whereas Dh=1.10H, Dv = 0.55H is theoretically the ideal preset spacing, in the simulation the target 
PD of 0.60 was met with this slightly wider Dh grid combination). This combination of Dh and Dv is 
the grid configuration named in this thesis G1.  
When applying the new placement method of lowering units vertically towards their target 
position a constant vertical (along the Y-axis) distance y’ is added between units in order to initially 
place the grid clearly above the slope and without units touching each other. This added vertical 
distance between the units also allows their row by row placement; it is at least equal to half the 
unit height H. Along the slope level direction the distance between units as placed must theoretically 
be Dv. Conclusively, along the vertical direction, the Y-axis, the distance between the centroids of 
units is H/2+H/2+y’, here y’=Dv=0.55H (see Scheme of Figure 4.17). Along the horizontal direction, 
the X-axis, the distance between the centroids of units is Dv cosθ, where θ is the armour slope angle 
(see Scheme of Figure 4.17).  These are the input data of positions of units in POSITIT.  
Figure 4.17 illustrates the initial grid configuration on the numerical rough slope, with the 
initial positions and orientations of units according to the unit placement algorithm (UPA). Both the 
side and front view of the initial pattern grid of units are shown in Figure 4.17. The distance between 
units along the Z-axis is shown in the front view. The distances between units along the X-axis and S-
axis are clearly shown in a scheme in Figure 4.17. As all units are simultaneously lowered vertically 
with constant velocity (of 2m/s, see POSITIT file in APPENDIX B) lower rows contact the slope before 
higher rows. 
According to the UPA, each unit on the pattern grid is assigned with a specific initial regular 
orientation (see front view, in Figure 4.17). The initial configuration of the four regular types of 
orientations of units (types 1, 2, 3, 4) as they are shown in Figure 4.2, is named in this thesis O1. 
They are sequencing as shown in Figure 4.9. This is the sequence of orientations named in this thesis 
S1.  
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Figure 4.17 – Initial positions and orientations of units. For the method of lowering the units vertically, the 
distances between the initial positions of units on the grid are: Dh, along the Z-axis; H+y’ (y’ here is 0.55H), 
along the Y-axis; and (Dv cos(θ)) along the X-axis. The sequence of the four initial orientation types of units 
(named 1, 2, 3, 4) in each row are calculated with the new UPA.  
Before the placement of units on the armour slope, a row of 12 units had been lowered at 
the toe; in this study with an ‘inclined cannon fashion’. They have a repeated attitude for every 
second unit all of which stand on a horizontal underlayer. The horizontal distance between the 
centroids of the toe units, along the Z-axis, is Dh. After their placement, the toe units were 
numerically frozen (assigned with zero velocity) in order to secure the stability of the toe row of 
units (for computational reasons and to ensure a regular base-line from which repeat builds could be 
compared independently of variations arising from toe row variability). This is also happening in 
some laboratory models where the toe is fixed with a grid covering the toe units, with the purpose 
of preventing any effect movement of the toe could have on the armour response.  
According to the new placement protocol, units are lowered vertically row by row. Note that 
POSITIT enables the mechanical simulation solver to reset any lowering unit’s velocity to zero upon 
contacting rocks of the underlayer or the already frozen toe units or the units that have already 
experienced making contact (these are typically still repositioning as their motion adjusts to the time 
varying contact forces). This is in part compatible with typical crane construction methods where 
sling positions are usually set to be rapidly lowered to a convenient height just above target but 
holding the target (Z and X) coordinates for that unit, with a very slow final touch down. However, in 
practice units are manually placed individually and not automatically a row at a time. 
In applying the Y3D code all physical and material properties were assigned with realistic 
values in prototype dimensions (i.e. gravity=9.81 m/s2, concrete density=2.34 t/m3).  
A friction coefficient value of 0.9 was assumed a realistic mean value for the current 
research (see discussion below in Section 4.4.5 and in Latham et al., 2013). This can also be the 
friction coefficient value for the numerical placement of units (cfnp). In the subsequent stage the 
simulation runs in order to bring the units to rest (zero kinetic energy) also with friction coefficient 
cf=0.9. All the other numerical parameters assigned in the code were chosen by Dr J. Xiang who has 
developed the code for this type of application. They are presented in the FEMDEM Y3D files 
included in APPENDIX B.  
The numerical placement of units with the aforementioned placement configuration and 
parameters G1, O1, S1 and cfnp=cf=0.9 (see Figure 4.17) is presented in Figure 4.18. This is the ‘first 
realistic concrete armour layer’, numerically created. The FEMDEM Y3D code allows the analysis of 
the coordination number of units and it is illustrated in Figure 4.18.  
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4.4.4 Inspection of the numerical concrete armour layer  
The difficulty with a full scale validation study is that no reliable documentation, field data or 
other numerical test results were available for a more objective comparison with real structures, 
such is the nature of client confidentiality. 
A qualitative visual comparison between site observations i.e. Figure 2.7 and this first 
numerically created Core-Loc armour layer seems promising. Visual inspection of the numerically 
created armour as it is happening in the practice in real structures is possible. The main placement 
criteria regarding the positioning and orientations of units were checked (see Figures 4.18) and they 
were met as follows. The numerically created armour layer can also be compared with a real 
placement of units above water as in Figure 4.19 (see full photo of real structure in Figure 5.1). 
 
- units are placed in rows and columns  
- adjacent units have different orientations  
- units in the same row do not touch each other 
- each unit rests on two other units from the row below  
- orientations of units on the armour layer are appeared different and not severely 
clustered (with reference to attitude) in a manner suggesting patterned ordered 
structures.  
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Figure 4.18 – Numerical creation of the ‘first realistic concrete armour layer’ made of Core-Locs on a rock 
underlayer with the application of the UPA and with placement parameters: G1, O1, S1, cfnp=0.9, cf=0.9. 
Coordination number of each unit is illustrated. Visual inspection. 
          
                                                                      
Figure 4.19 – Zoom in views of concrete armour layers for visual inspection. Left: Numerical first concrete 
armour layer. Right: in practice, San Vincente, Chile (courtesy of CLI) (see also Figure 5.1). 
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Detailed numerical analysis of the armour layer revealed that two placement requirements 
were not met (tools and methods are presented in Chapter 5):  
(a) there were units with no contact with the rocks of the underlayer. This is actually 
believed to be more prevalent on site than is perhaps generally recognized. Row by row mechanical 
simulation, though different to manual one by one placements, shows how during settlement of a 
row above an already placed unit, that same unit can sometimes be prized up off the underlayer to 
interlock with the new neighbours arriving from above), and  
(b) a somewhat larger proportion of units appeared with legs roughly normal to the slope 
than was acceptable on the basis of orientation variability criteria for acceptance and seemed typical 
of built structures. 
4.4.5 Improvement of the unit placement method for the numerical creation of the 
reference concrete armour layer  
For the numerical creation of the ‘first realistic concrete armour layer’, illustrated in Figure 
4.18 the new UPA was applied with placement parameters G1, O1, S1 and cfnp=0.9, cf=0.9. This 
friction coefficient values will be adopted for all final modelling considerations designed to capture a 
realistic frictional response between units. At this point the selection of friction coefficient value 
applied in the code should be discussed as follows (this concept is included in a confidential report 
and Anastasaki et al., 2015). 
Mobilised friction coefficients for shear of concrete to concrete depend on surface 
roughness and normal pressure. Whereas 0.5 appears to be an appropriate friction value for normal 
stresses of 0.5-2 MPa for smooth cast surfaces sheared as a flat-on-flat geometry; should the 
surfaces be rough such as the extreme case of a fresh fracture surface, as may be experienced by 
older units or at a contact of an edge or corner against a flatter surface, a maximum mobilized value 
above 1.0 is supported by the experimental data of Tassios and Vintzeleou, (1987). For sliding of 
concrete caisson on rock rubble, Hutchinson et al. (2000) referred to guidance for friction coefficient 
(0.6 in Japan and 0.7 in France) and presented large scale experimental data giving a maximum 
mobilized friction coefficient of 0.78. Data and guidance on concrete-concrete friction coefficients 
tends to vary widely and particularly depends on whether a ‘safe guidance limit’ or ‘most probable 
value’ is being proposed. It will be apparent that real concrete contact and friction forces are 
complex and highly variable as a result of surface damage where concrete spalls and abrades and 
aggregate is exposed. 
Generally, in this research, assigning the friction coefficient is important not so much for the 
creation of numerical packs included in this thesis but mainly for the future modelling unit and 
armour layer stability in response to wave action. For the present numerical placement of units our 
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intention is not to develop a ‘numerical crane’ software with all the manual judgments and 
attendant forces that even include local action at the points where the sling attaches. Rather, it is to 
use repeatable objective numerical procedures, by whatever means, to arrive at the desired pack 
that has sufficiently similar properties to the subjectively and manually placed real layers.  This is the 
reason different values of friction coefficient have been used at different stages of units placement. 
For the models in this research, a friction coefficient was agreed with the unit developers to 
be set at 0.9 at the stage of equilibrium.  This was assumed as more representative for this research 
case. For the vibration of concrete armour layers (it is noted that it is not representative of real wave 
action) the coefficient of friction 0.9 is also used (see also Appendix D).This is the cf. However, for 
the initial numerical placement of units lower ‘unrealistic’ value of friction coefficient (this is the 
cfnp) would be preferable.  
Specifically, it was discovered that realistic friction values inhibited suitable re-arrangements 
of units to allow packs to easily form at the target packing densities of around 0.60-0.63. We found 
that artificially lower friction coefficients provided units with more freedom to move/slide during 
their initial positioning. After conducting a series of preliminary tests with different values of 
coefficient of friction for numerical placement (cfnp), the initial placement phase for the system of 
242 units is applied with a cfnp=0.25. In a subsequent phase, units are brought to rest (checked by a 
global convergence to zero kinetic energy) with the realistic value of friction coefficient restored to 
cf=0.9 so that forces (and subsequent disturbances) can be correctly modelled. It should also be 
noted that lower than the selected value of friction coefficient cf at the stage at which units rest 
have little influence on the contact forces comparing to the effects of the packing density (Latham et 
al., 2013; see also Chapter 7).   
The influence of the cfnp on the quality of the placed layer is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 
In order to improve on the two shortcomings mentioned in 4.4.4, the numerical placement 
protocol was further improved:  
(a’) contacts of units with the underlayer were improved by the application of a new 
numerical process, which includes a very slight vibration and compaction of units, and  
(b’) the type of regular orientation 4 shown in Figure 4.2 was tilted upwards (about the 
horizontal axis, towards the sky) by 45 degrees with the intention to reduce the presence of units 
being finally placed with legs normal to the slope This further rotation of the regular type of unit 
orientation number 4 by 450 is the configuration of orientations types of units named in this thesis 
O2.  
In this thesis, the numerically created armour layer following the new UPA with cfnp=0.25 
and with the application of the above additional methods for the improvement of the geometry, (a’) 
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and (b’), is termed the ‘reference concrete armour layer’. Its average packing density is equal to 
0.601. It is shown in Figure 4.20 and analysed in detail in the next Chapter 5. 
 
Figure 4.20 – Reference concrete armour layer numerically created with the optimised method (cfnp=0.25 and 
cf=0.9, contacts of units with the underlayer and the appearance of units with legs normal to the slope are 
improved). Coordination number of each unit is illustrated. 
In summary, a reference armour layer with packing density of 0.60 was created as follows.  
- The standard family of four initial orientations but with the orientation type 4 tilted by 45 
degrees enter the domain and are lowered vertically using a standard placement grid 
positioning of Dh=1.12H and Dv=0.55H. 
- On first solid contact of units, the lowering velocity of the contacting unit is set to zero, a 
friction coefficient of cfnp=0.25 is set and a gravitational acceleration of 9.81 m/s2 is applied 
vertically, 
After the initial placement of units two further steps are followed for the improvement of 
realism of the numerical armour layer: 
- Step 1: For improvement of contacts of units with the underlayer, a gentle horizontal (Z 
direction) vibration (with velocity 0.25 m/s and frequency 10Hz) is applied to the units 
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together with a slight compaction force (normal to the slope level with an acceleration of 
1.667g  (g=9.81 m/s2)).  
- Step 2: To ensure a state of equilibrium in the placed layer is one for which realistic friction 
has been restored, friction is adjusted to cf=0.9, while the system is brought to a final state 
of rest after the slight compaction force has been removed.  
The degree to which the aforementioned improvements in the numerical placement method 
affect the quality of the placed layer is discussed in the next Chapter 6.  
The workflow summary for the numerical placement of units in a single concrete armour 
layer is presented in Appendix C. For the numerical creation of the reference concrete armour layer 
the FEMDEM Y3D files including the compaction process, as well as the  POSITIT file, which includes 
the positions and orientations of units lowering with an assigned velocity are all presented in 
Appendix B.   
4.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Looking to a future where the structural stability of single concrete armour layers is based 
upon numerical investigation, in this thesis the author addresses the first major task, which is the 
development of a method for the numerical placement of concrete units such as Core-Locs in a 
single armour layer.  
For the numerical creation of a realistic concrete armour layer, the author developed a new 
unit placement algorithm (UPA). The key concept of this new placement technique is the 
introduction of a sequence of four types of initial regular orientations for each unit in their pre-set 
placement pattern grid. For its numerical application a depositioning code POSITIT was developed by 
Dr J. Xiang to be linked with the mechanical solver FEMDEM code Y3D_R.  
It is the first time a realistic single concrete armour layer is numerically created. Preliminary 
visual observations showed that the geometric characteristics of the numerical structure match 
appropriately to those required for constructions on site and in laboratory models and satisfy the 
technical criteria. The reference concrete armour layer numerically created is analysed in detail in 
Chapter 5. 
This new methodology has the advantages of repeatability, reasonable run times and 
importantly, enables different models of concrete unit systems to be built whereupon different 
characteristics of a single armour layer can be examined and compared (see Chapters 6 and 7).  
It is noted that although the method of the numerical creation of a realistic concrete armour 
layer has already been published (see list of publications in Chapter 1, Section 1.4) only in this thesis 
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is it revealed in such detail (APPENDIX B includes all the FEMDEM Y3D and POSITIT files used for the 
present simulations for placement of units and vibration of armours). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. METHODS DEVELOPED FOR THE ANALYSIS OF CONCRETE 
ARMOUR LAYERS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The focus of this research was on numerically creating a breakwater concrete armour that 
has the characteristics of single layers built with current engineering practice. The new placement 
method was first applied to the creation of a single armour layer with 242 Core-Loc units in 21 rows 
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(including the toe row) with a dimensionless packing density of 0.60. It is presented in Figure 5.1 
right, next to the photo of a real single concrete armour layer made of Core-Locs, built in San 
Vincente, Chile (Figure 5.1 left), for visual comparison (see also Section 4.4.5). A set of analysis tools 
has been developed for the extraction of useful information about the performance of such armour 
layers. In Section 5.2 the following tools are applied to analyse the numerically created reference 
armour layer. It is the first time that concrete armour layers either built on site and/or in the 
laboratory or in any numerical environment have been analysed to such an extent. 
 
- Positions of centroids of concrete armour units 
- Stereographic projection of the nose axis orientations of units 
- Accurate packing density calculations on a local and global basis with a new method  
- Unit coordination number, for all contacts or as contacts only with underlayer 
- All contact forces between units and with underlayer 
- Maximum contact force magnitude per unit (to generate force distributions)  
    
 
Figure 5.1 –Core-Loc units placed in a single armour layer Left: in practice, San Vincente, Chile (courtesy of CLI). 
Right: numerically using the FEMDEM Y3D code and the new UPA (the reference concrete armour layer). 
The scope of the numerical methods available in this research study for modelling is limited 
to interactions of solids and in this sense, the breakwater can only be modelled in dry conditions. 
However, to investigate the performance of various concrete armour layers, they were subjected to 
a vibration disturbance as a simple means to expose the structures to an oscillatory loading.  The 
method of vibration is introduced in Section 5.3. The armour layers after disturbance are analysed 
mainly in terms of centroid positioning from which measures of displacement are derived together 
with details of how the packing density evolves during vibration cycles. Although the vibration 
X 
Y 
Z 
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method is not representative of the real wave action it is the first time concrete armour layers after 
being subjected to a disturbance can be analysed in such detail. 
The output (.vtu) files may be analysed by some of the aforementioned tools built into the 
opensource postprocessor ParaView (www.paraview.org). Armour layer analysis tools that were 
incorporated into the postprocessor by Dr J. Xiang are the velocity of the centroids of units, the 
coordination number and the contact forces. There is information which may be extracted in .txt 
files: coordinates of centroids of units, unit nose axes, coordination number, all contact forces and 
maximum contact force per unit. The author used this for the further analysis of the armour layer as 
follows. 
The coordinates of the positions of the centroids of the units as they are finally placed and at 
rest are used for the analysis of the placement of units on the armour layer and the calculation of 
the packing density PD on a local (per unit) and global basis with a new method that the author 
developed. After the vibration of the armour layer a new pack with a packing density of PDa is 
formed and the displacement of units (D) can be assessed in normalised terms by dividing by the 
nominal size of the unit Dn, i.e.  D/Dn.  
The whole structure can be analysed in detail at any time during the time history over which 
boundary constraints and forces are applied. At all the key stages (herein as the units are placed and 
after disturbance) the positions of the unit centroids are recorded in a so-called “positions” file, 
which the author developed in Excel. Beside the packing density, deviations of initial or final 
placement from the target positions and/or the ‘stability’ e.g. after disturbance can be characterised 
by calculating displacements of units. This file is linked with other files where statistical parameters 
as well as distribution, cumulative frequency plots and other type diagrams are all automatically 
calculated for all contact forces, all maximum contact forces per unit, contacts (coordination 
number, i.e. number of contacts of units with neighbouring units and underlayer rocks, or expressed 
specifically to count contacts with the underlayer and not with other units) and displacements of 
units. To estimate the ‘irregularity’ of orientations of units, the unit nose axes orientation data can 
be presented in stereographic projection plots.  
5.2 CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYER NUMERICALLY CREATED 
5.2.1 Positions of centroids of units 
The basic concept of placement pattern for a straight (trunk) section of a concrete armour 
layer is a staggered grid. In this staggered grid (with a lozenge or diamond pattern), each unit is in 
contact with four other units, two below and two above. Adjacent units in the same row are not in 
contact with each other. For any placement procedure, a target spacing grid is calculated for the unit 
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centroids with both horizontal spacing Dh and upslope spacing Dv expressed as a multiple of H, the 
unit height. For the current reference concrete armour layer a theoretical square grid with Dh=1.1H 
(where for a Core-Loc unit of 8m3, H=3.31m) and an upslope placing distance of Dv=0.55H has been 
applied as the theoretical target grid. 
In reality, the ‘as placed and at rest’ centroids cannot be expected to coincide exactly with 
the target centroids. The coordinate reference frame adopted is as follows (see Chapter 4, Section 
4.3 and Figures 4.9 top right, 4.17 lower right and Figure 5.1): Z-axis, horizontal along the breakwater 
trunk (positive to left); X-axis, horizontal (points out, positive towards the viewer (i.e. seawards)); Y-
axis is the vertical axis (points up, positive upwards). The direction parallel to the slope in this paper 
is the S-axis (positive upwards), with the origin, X=Y=Z=0 at the start of the base of the slope in the 
right. The positions of centroids of units (X, Y, Z) can be output at any time.   
Simple horizontal deviations of units’ positions relative to target position can be expressed 
as positioning “Errors” by comparing both the target (suffix t) and final (suffix f) positions of the 
centroids of 𝑁𝑁 units for components projected onto the relevant horizontal axes Z and X. For 
example the average “Error” along the horizontal along both the Z-axis and X-axis is: 
𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑧𝑧 = 1𝑁𝑁�(𝑍𝑍𝑐𝑐 − 𝑍𝑍𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁
1
)    and     𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑥𝑥 = 1𝑁𝑁�(𝑋𝑋𝑐𝑐 − 𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓)𝑁𝑁
1
                                                   [5.1] 
The positions of units in the direction of the slope level is of particular interest. The slope is 
characterized by Y=X tanθ. Since the units are placed on a rough underlayer and they can sit with 
different orientation aspect in relation to the mean slope, their heights above the underlayer datum 
slope may differ. For accurate analysis and comparisons, all the centroids of units are projected onto 
the same reference slope for the top of the underlayer, called here the Reference Slope Level (RSL) 
as follows. Using trigonometric relations it is obtained (see Figure 5.2): a =  X+Y tanθ
1+tan2θ
               [5.2] 
The upslope distance between the target and final centroids in the upslope direction is then 
expressed by the positioning “Error” in the reference Slope direction, 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 (Figure 5.3): 
𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁𝜃𝜃�𝑋𝑋𝑐𝑐 − 𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓� +  𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝜃𝜃�𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐 − 𝑌𝑌𝑓𝑓�                               [5.3] 
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Figure 5.2 - Projection of a centroid of unit onto the 
Reference Slope Level (RSL). 
Figure 5.3 Positioning errors of final centroids of units 
(Xf,Yf) in relation to the target positions (Xt,Yt) on the 
horizontal level X (Ehx) and on the Reference Slope 
Level (ES). 
Both final and target positions of centroids of units of the reference armour layer in the 
directions of interest are presented in Figures 5.4 left and right, respectively. The row and column 
structure (lozenge geometry) often preferred by CLin building models is well maintained. Here, the 
final positions sit slightly below targets.  
To quantify these positioning errors average values can be readily calculated. Even though 
the average distance between target and final positions of units can be useful, the directional 
deviations are of particular importance. For instance, a positive x deviation denotes units which are 
placed below the target positions and a positive z deviation indicates a unit which has moved to the 
left in relation to the target position. In all cases a zero deviation in the x and z directions refers to a 
perfect targeted initial placement. Both the absolute and directional distances between the target 
and final positions of units are presented in Table 5.1. Horizontal negative average directional 
distance denotes units move on average to the right in relation to the target values. The fact both 
the absolute and directional average upslope distances have the same positive value denotes that all 
units are positioned below the target values. By contrast, in the Z direction units are found to both 
the both left and right of the target values.  Zero distance denotes final position of units just on 
target. 
Table 5.1 - Average distance between target and final positions of units. 
 
Absolute average distance between 
target and final positions of units (m) 
Directional distance  
between target and final positions of units (m) 
 
 average max min 
Ehz 0,241 -0,082 0,679 -0,487 
Ehx 1,261 -1,261 -0,508 -2,028 
ES 1,090 1,090 2,000 0,158 
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 Figure 5.4 - Final and target positions of centroids of units projected onto the horizontal plane (X, Z) and onto 
the reference slope level (S, Z). 
The placement of units is better assessed by statistically checking the spacing between 
neighbouring pairs of units compared with the recommended target distances for both the 
horizontal and upslope distances between adjacent units.  
In the pattern grid after placement, each separate unit can be identified by its sequence 
position in the grid. Where i= the sequence number of each unit in each row and j = the sequence 
number in each column, it is possible to check statistically, the degree to which the final positions of 
units satisfy the technical target placing requirements which are as follows:  
- Positions of units in the same row should ideally have a distance Zi,j - Zi+1,j equal to Dh  
- The upslope distance of units Si,j – Si,j+1 should ideally be equal to Dv  
- Since a unit must rest on two units of the row below, the horizontal distance Zi,j - Z i,j+1 should 
ideally be equal to Dh/2  
The mean spacing between neighbouring pairs of units in their final positions divided by 
their theoretical target spacing is presented in Table 5.2. Their distributions are presented in Table 
5.3; the interpretation that there is greater upslope spacing variability than horizontal variability is 
clear. Having captured the coordinates of the centroids of units, other statistical values can be 
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extracted from these distributions. They are presented in Table 5.4. Small standard deviation values 
(StDev) indicate that data are clustered closely to the mean value; value 1 indicates a theoretical 
targeted placement. 
 
Table 5.2 - Spacing between the final positions of units normalised by target spacing. 
 
Sij-Si,j+1 / Dv Zi,j-Zi+1,j /Dh 
mean 0,985 1,010 
max 1,488 1,296 
min 0,472 0,780 
 
Table 5.3 - Data for frequency analysis of upslope spacings between adjacent units in consecutive rows and 
horizontal spacings between adjacent units in the same row. 
 Number of units placed within a  distance D 
Spacing interval between units 
in successive rows or columns 
as a proportion of the 
theoretical spacing (Dv) or (Dh) 
Upslope direction 
Sij-Si,j+1 / Dv 
Horizontal direction 
Zi,j-Zi+1,j /Dh 
0.4-0.5 2 0 
0.5-0.6 3 0 
0.6-0.7 15 0 
0.7-0.8 15 1 
0.8-0.9 31 27 
0.9-1.0 38 76 
1.0-1.1 44 73 
1.1-1.2 32 38 
1.2-1.3 19 6 
1.3-1.4 9 0 
1.4-1.5 1 0 
 
5.2.2 Orientation of unit nose axes  
A useful method to examine whether unit axes (e.g. the axis direction of the nose of the 
unit) have been placed with or later adopt a preferred orientation is to use the stereographic 
projection method (e.g. see Lisle and Leyshon, 2004). The method is explained in relation to Core-
Loc layers in Latham et al. (2013). It is briefly reproduced below.  
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Table 5.4 - Statistical analysis of upslope spacings between adjacent units in consecutive rows and horizontal 
spacings between adjacent units in the same row. 
Summary Statistics   
  
 
Zij-Zi,j+1 / (Dh/2) Sij-Si,j+1 / Dv Zi,j-Zi+1,j /Dh 
Sample Size (N): 209 209 221 
      
Mean: 1.013 0.985 1.010 
StErr: 0.013 0.013 0.007 
Median: 1.023 1.008 1.012 
Spread       
StDev: 0.189 0.195 0.099 
Max: 1.521 1.488 1.296 
Min: 0.448 0.472 0.782 
Range: 1.074 1.015 0.513 
Q(.75): 1.144 1.123 1.071 
Q(.25): 0.883 0.848 0.933 
IQ Range: 0.261 0.275 0.138 
Shape       
Skewness: -0.036 -0.237 0.241 
Kurtosis: 0.138 -0.248 -0.208 
      
90% Interval       
Q(.05): 0.730 0.641 0.859 
Q(.95): 1.328 1.289 1.173 
95% Interval       
Q(.025): 0.644 0.604 0.835 
Q(.975): 1.410 1.342 1.195 
Alpha (a): 0.050 0.050 0.050 
% Interval: 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Q(a/2): 0.644 0.604 0.835 
Q(1-a/2): 1.410 1.342 1.195 
 
Stereographic projection using a Lambert Equal Area lower hemispherical projection is a 
method widely used for presenting three-dimensional information on a two-dimensional plot. Line 
directions are represented by points (poles) and planes are represented by curved lines (great 
circles) or straight lines (for the special case of vertical lines). The stereonet represents a horizontal 
reference plane, the equatorial plane through the sphere centre, onto which intersections with the 
lower hemisphere of lines or planes are projected. 
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The Core-Loc has three axes of symmetry. The axis running through the two identical noses 
and centre of the unit (the nose axis) is normal to the plane containing the four legs. It is possible to 
plot the nose axis orientation uniquely (except when it lies exactly horizontally in which case the 
pole can be plotted at either end of the two diametrically opposites points on the perimeter (see, 
configuration 2, in Figure 5.5).  However, the attitude of the unit cannot be captured with the pole 
alone as the unit has 180 degrees of rotational freedom about this axis. To further refine the 
usefulness of the plotting system and identify separate units with identical orientation, a colour 
coding of the pole from 0 to 180 degrees is an option. However, simply plotting the nose axes of 
Core-Loc poles, as it is the case in this thesis, can readily give an objective indication of spread or 
clustering of unit orientations.    
 
 
Figure 5.5 - Indication of the position of the poles plotted for the nose axis orientation considering each of the 
six reference configurations (see Figure 4.2).  
A vertical line plots in the centre of the net and horizontal lines plot on the perimeter. A 
North-South vertical plane plots as a straight N-S vertical line while an East-West vertical plane plots 
as a straight E - W line. In Figure 5.5 the units in configuration 1 and 2 are shown balancing on one 
another as their nose axes poles plot as superimposed points at the centre of the stereo net. 
Horizontal nose axes poles are plotted on the perimeter; configurations 3 and 5 at the position 
pointing W – E, e.g. in this application along the trunk of a breakwater and configurations 4 and 6 at 
the position pointing S - N, e.g. up and down the armour slope of the breakwater for the tilted 
reference frame considered in this study. The standard X, Y, Z reference frame and the armour slope 
reference frame created by a rotation of tan-1(3/4) or ~37 degree about the Z horizontal axis are 
shown together in Figure 4.10 (top right, the red lines show the orthogonal reference planes). 
The units in Figure 5.6 have been carefully oriented and positioned to illustrate unit 
attitudes representative of the pole positions they occupy.  They include non-unique three-
dimensional attitudes of the Core-Loc units having nose axes that are horizontal, vertical and dipping 
2
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at 45o, as described by these pole positions. Note, the nose axes shown dipping downwards at 45o  to 
the cardinal directions N, S, E or W are positioned over the grid marking representing a 45o dip. 
Similarly, horizontal nose axes with NE, SE, SW, and NW azimuths are positioned over the equivalent 
grid markings.   
The stereographic projection net can be used with the equatorial reference frame rotated to 
align parallel with a convenient reference frame. The stereographic projection plots of nose axes 
poles apply the equatorial reference frame to the plane of the armour layer with the cardinal points 
N-S in the up-downslope directions (S-axis direction) and W-E in the direction of the breakwater 
trunk (Z-axis direction).  
 
 
Figure 5.6 - Left: Examples of positions of poles (note the exact pole position would plot directly under the 
image of unit) representing the nose axis orientations of the associated photographed units. Right: Example of 
orientation data plotted as poles on the net, including examples from Left figure (shown with solid bold dots).   
Units nose axes orientations data in terms of trend and plunge (the angle of declination from 
the reference horizontal, i.e. the plane of the slope) can be extracted by the code. 
 For the projection of the orientation data we used the available program “Stereonet” (see 
http://www.geo.cornell.edu/geology/faculty/RWA/programs/stereonet.html). Figure 5.7 shows the 
projection of the nose axis orientation data for the reference concrete armour layer numerically 
created. It is considered that ‘randomness’ of orientations has been achieved. A Kamb plot (Kamb, 
1959) is used for the contouring of the orientation data.  The program ‘Stereonet’ is also used for the 
automated production of this type of contoured figure (De Paor, 1996). It is apparent that the relic 
of configurations can still be detected in the large but dispersed clusters with nose axes dipping ~40o 
upslope or ~40o downslope with other confogurations more often tending to retain axes near to 
horizontal with alignment near to the direction representing the breakwater trunk. 
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 Figure 5.7 – Stereoplot of unit nose axes orientations and Kamb plot for the reference concrete armour layer 
(solid big circles denote the initial types orientations:1 and 2 at the centre, 3 at west, 4 at south). 
5.2.3 Packing density  
In this thesis, the author developed a rigorous approach based on individual units for the 
accurate estimation of packing density with reference to the plane of slope. The main concept is 
based on the placement pattern with a staggered grid, where each unit is in contact with four other 
units, two below and two above, the unit to the left and right and straight above and below are not 
in contact (Figure 5.8 left). In practice, the final placement may be more random such as the general 
case presented in Figure 5.8 right. For each unit the area formed by these four surrounding units can 
be calculated (see Equation 5.4). However, this area will in general not be square or rectangular. 
This area, associated with unit A(ச,஛) can be expressed by the following equation: 
 
ܣ(఑,ఒ) =  ଵଶ  ቈ
൫߄(఑ାଵ,ఒାଵ) െ ߄(఑ିଵ,ఒ)൯ ൫ܵ(఑ାଵ,ఒ) െ ܵ(఑ିఒ,ఒାଵ)൯+
൫߄(఑ିଵ,ఒାଵ) െ ߄(఑ାଵ,ఒ)൯ ൫ܵ(఑ାଵ,ఒାଵ) െ ܵ(఑ିଵ,ఒ)൯  
቉      [5.4] 
        
where Z and S are the coordinates of the centroids of units in the horizontal and upslope directions, 
respectively. The number of units corresponding to this unit area is 2.  The placing density is then 
equal to 2/ܣ(఑,ఒ) and the dimensionless packing density PD is calculated usingthe equivalent unit 
size (Dn) as in Eq. 2.6 
In Figure 5.9 the packing density which corresponds to each unit is presented in 
dimensionless form where the horizontal axis is the index number of each unit for which an area can 
be calculated from its neighbours, starting from unit 1 in the toe row and ending with the unit 242 at 
the end of the top row. There are units next to the side walls as well as at the upper last row which 

are not connected with four units. The same is true for the lower units which are in contact with the 
toe units. For those units a corresponding area is not calculated and not presented in the Figure 5.9. 
For instance, in the row of 12 units the local packing density is calculated for 10 units (2 units are 
touching the side walls), whilst in the row consisting of 11 units (no units are touching the side walls) 
the local packing density is calculated for all the 11 units. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 – Left: Layout between units on a theoretical placement grid (i: row, j: column). Right: Random 
positions of units not forming a square area (κ: row, λ: column). 
 
Figure 5.9 - Dimensionless packing density PD calculated on a per unit basis for the reference concrete armour 
layer. (The two different symbols are used just to denote the units in different alternating rows). 
In Table 5.4 the average dimensionless packing densities per row as well as the total average 
packing density of the whole structure are presented. Calculations have been made including (and 
excluding) units close to the side walls. Calculations have been verified for the theoretical as 
compared with the target area of each unit. In this illustrative case, the target dimensionless packing 
density was 0.60, but with the considerable local variation i.e. pack heterogeneity, being thoroughly 
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examined with the statistical tools developed. In Table 5.5 the coefficient of variation is calculated 
by dividing the standard deviation by the mean value based on 10 (or 11) units per row. 
Table 5.5 - Average dimensionless packing density per row for the reference concrete armour layer with 
coefficient of variation and average dimensionless packing density (PD) of the whole structure (row 2 to 19). 
 Average Packing Density Coefficient of variation 
Row For all 
units 
Excluding units close 
to side walls 
For all units 
 
Excluding units close 
to side walls 
2 0.630 0.626 8.19% 9.03% 
3 0.592 0.585 6.99% 7.24% 
4 0.565 0.564 4.31% 4.53% 
5 0.588 0.586 5.98% 5.75% 
6 0.612 0.608 6.64% 6.84% 
7 0.620 0.621 10.18% 11.30% 
8 0.625 0.635 8.13% 8.24% 
9 0.604 0.601 4.79% 5.20% 
10 0.598 0.600 9.78% 10.99% 
11 0.614 0.614 6.96% 7.77% 
12 0.622 0.624 9.08% 9.11% 
13 0.619 0.625 8.83% 9.49% 
14 0.592 0.596 9.24% 10.08% 
15 0.593 0.588 7.59% 7.25% 
16 0.592 0.586 7.18% 7.63% 
17 0.591 0.588 9.98% 6.42% 
18 0.593 0.593 8.37% 8.28% 
19 0.557 0.551 7.25% 7.12% 
Total average: 0.601 0.599 7.75% 7.91% 
 
The total average packing density of the reference armour layer is PD=0.601. Concerning the 
total average packing density of the whole structure, there are wall effects, just as found in 
laboratory tests. Including units close to the boundary sidewalls from the calculations leads to 
under-estimations of only 0.1% to 0.2% compared to when all units are included. Unless otherwise 
stated, average packing density results are based on the analysis of armour layers with units close to 
the sidewalls included.  
Figure 5.10-Left illustrates the variation of the average packing density, PD, per row for the 
reference concrete armour layer. It is decreasing and increasing almost every 3 to 4 rows. 
5.2.4 Coordination number: contacts between units with neighbours and underlayer 
The number of contacts each unit makes with its neighbours is known as the coordination 
number, sometimes simply called the contact number CN in the figures. For the 242 units placed on 
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the rough underlayer, results shown in Figure 5.11-Left with a colour coded key are as might be 
expected (see also Figure 5.10-Right). The red underlayer and container walls are represented as one 
solid body and thus have coordination number > 10 (i.e.~500). There are units which have very high 
CN (8 to 10) and close examination was able to verify this as being correct. Most of units have CN>5. 
Another analysis option exists to simply consider contacts between unit and underlayer (Figure 5.11 
right). There are only eight units not touching the underlayer. However, closer inspection showed 
that the distances between the end of these units and the rocks of the underlayer did not exceed 
1cm.  
                                
Figure 5.10 – Left: Variation of packing density PD calculated on an average per row basis from row 2 to 19. 
Right: Variation of coordination number of units calculated on an average per row basis from row 1 to 20 for 
the reference concrete armour layer. 
 
Figure 5.11 - Coordination number indicating: Left: All contacts of units including the underlayer. Right: only 
contacts with the underlayer slope. 
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5.2.5 Contact forces 
The magnitude of all contact forces experienced by each unit in the static pack has been 
extracted. The maximum contact force experienced by each unit is of particular interest and this is 
illustrated in Figure 5.12 left where there is a clear indication from these models that units near the 
toe are bearing higher contact forces, close to their own weight (~188kN). For the unit with the 
maximum force (see Figure 5.12 left, red unit, in the first row) details of the local contact force 
magnitude are presented in Figure 5.12 right. It is noted that generally the high magnitudes of 
contact force shown here should be viewed with caution especially given our assumptions (i.e. that 
inelastic behaviour and possible crushing at sharp contacts is excluded). However, it is maybe due to 
the force chains of many units above which impose load onto this one unit and it is placed above the 
toe row of units which cannot be displaced downwards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 – Left: Maximum contact force exerted on each unit (Newtons). Right: Details of local contact force 
magnitude for the unit with the maximum contact force. 
5.3 CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYER NUMERICALLY DISTURBED 
5.3.1 Method of vibration 
In the current version of the code the wave action has not yet been introduced. However, to 
investigate the performance of different concrete armour layer schemes under the influence of an 
oscillatory disturbance it is possible to apply vibrating boundary conditions.  It is however important 
to recognise that the behaviour under wave action is likely to be significantly different from that 
shown here under vibration loading. 
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The numerical investigation carried out for the choice of the vibration conditions that best 
suit the needs of the current study is presented in Appendix C (extracted from an internal 
unpublished project report). A series of tests were performed to find out which vibration conditions 
can result in the increase of packing density, which has been observed in the field or in laboratories.  
For the case of an initial packing density of PD=0.60, a packing density PDa=0.64 is possible to be 
achieved after disturbance. However, Core-Loc armour layers may reach the extreme value of 0.66. 
Preliminary tests showed there to be a vibration frequency range that was excessively responsive 
(related to resonance) and at very low or high frequencies there was no significant rearrangement 
stimulated and no settlement. The vibration frequency was set to induce a strong response and the 
intensity (maximum up- and down-slope velocity) was adjusted to create significant settlements 
after 20-40 cycles. Sinusoidal vibration with a maximum vibration velocity of 5 m/s and a frequency 
of 2.5Hz was found preferable for the present numerical work. Vibration with a low value of friction 
coefficient (cf=0.1) together with the choice of an in-out slope vibration direction (X-axis) led to large 
displacements of units, suggesting such parameter settings could be relevant to simulate extreme 
disturbance conditions. 
It must be noted that because the computation is expensive, vibration frequencies and cycle 
numbers to match waves and real storm events are not yet possible; a large number of vibration 
cycles (and long CPU time) would be required to achieve a packing density after disturbance  
PDa=0.64. 
In the present study the conditions of vibration, which were agreed with the units’ 
developers to be used for the disturbance of concrete armour layers are presented in Table 5.6. 
When applying vibration, the geometry that is moved as a rigid foundation with prescribed 
oscillatory velocity includes the rock underlayer, the side-walls and the toe row, while the units are 
left free to respond, which is the point of the tests. 
Table 5.6 – Vibration conditions applied for the numerical disturbance of concrete armour layers. 
Vibration direction  along the up-down slope direction (S-axis) 
Vibration velocity V=5m/s 
Vibration frequency f=2.5Hz 
Friction coefficient  cf=0.9  
5.3.2 Performance of concrete armour layer after disturbance 
In this study the changes in packing density after disturbance are investigated. In contrast to 
the methods commonly used on site and in the laboratories, where packing density is measured 
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near the still water level, the sample area used in this study for the calculation of the packing density 
before and after vibration is the entire armour layer. Given that with these numerical tools the 
positions of the centroids of units after they have been displaced are known, the local (per unit/row) 
and/or the total average packing density can be compared both before and after the disturbance. 
The progressive packing with time or in this case with vibration cycles is of great significance.   
Figure 5.13 shows results of the packing density reached by the reference armour layer made of 
Core-Loc units with PD=0.601 (named herein CL_0.601) at the end of every 10 vibration cycles.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.13 – Average packing density of the reference armour layer consisting of Core-Locs with PD=0.601 
(CL_0.601) at the end of every 10 vibration cycles (Vxy=5m/s, frequency 2.5Hz). 
At this point it can be noted that the value of the friction coefficient doesn’t just change the 
time scale in the system, it also changes the path of the system. For instance at low values of 
coefficient the units are likely to slide in order to compact, while at higher values of the friction 
coefficient the compaction will need to involve more rotational movements. In Figure 5.13 the 
expected trend is clear, that lower friction facilitates greater unit mobility, tighter positioning of 
units and increased packing density values. It is observed that packing density increases linearly for 
the low friction case and in a systematic slightly non-linear trend for the realistic friction case. 
However, the details of progressive response when the units are visualized and viewed in the 
horizontal direction suggest there is a maximum density value the armour can reach before the 
integrity of a single layer is lost. The loss of integrity which implies the layer is no longer functioning 
as it was designed to can occur in two ways. Essentially, as the units become increasingly disturbed, 
either the structure transforms from a coherent single layer to one that thereafter progressively 
thickens near the toe like a granular flow, or some units start to become “squeezed” up and away 
from the underlayer or the neighbouring armour units – in what might have a parallel with “unit 
extraction” for a real structure. However, this is not necessarily the same process that promotes unit 
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extractions under wave action. The appearance of the effect of vibration including what happens 
beyond the limit where units are significantly squeezed upwards at around PD=0.64 after the 50 
cycles is shown in Figure 5.14. The vibration effect appears quite uniformly incremental for many 
cycles until certain units become increasingly vulnerable to uplift by squeezing action – for the 
reference armour layer this is happening well before 60 cycles of vibration were completed.  
  
  
  
 
Figure 5.14 - Vertical projection of centroids of units before vibration of the reference concrete armour layer 
with PD=0.601 (CL_0.601) and at the end of every 10 vibration cycles (Vxy=5m/s, frequency 2.5Hz, cf=0.9). 
In the present study, the vibration cycles are continued up to the stage where recognisable 
single layers are retained but the first signs of loss of integrity are noted. Further numbers of cycles 
where damaged and/or destroyed structures develop are not considered to be of practical interest. 
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Keeping to damage levels before units can be squeezed upwards is in accordance with the damage 
criteria defined by CLI: ‘no model unit removed’ under both the ‘design’ and ‘over load’ wave 
conditions.  
The plot in Figure 5.13 for the realistic friction coefficient of 0.9 is terminated at about PD of 
0.640 because with further vibration the units cannot accommodate a random structure that is 
strictly within a single layer. When frictional resistance is all but removed completely, with a cf=0.1, 
the theoretical maximum packing density PDa associated with this layer was found to be about 
0.667 for these vibration conditions.  
To perform these progressive vibration tests, the vibrations have to be switched off after 
each ten cycles in order to extract results for a state of rest. To be more precise, it should be noted 
that reported PDa values therefore refer to when the units have both completed the vibration cycles 
and have subsequently come to rest, always with cf=0.9. 
5.3.3 Displacements of concrete units after disturbance 
In Figure 5.15, the reference armour layer made of Core-Loc units with PD=0.601 (named 
herein CL_0.601) before vibration (white colour units) and after 50 (red colour units) cycles of 
vibration (with Vxy=5m/s, f=2.5Hz and cf=0.9) is illustrated. The positions of units after 40 vibration 
cycles are also illustrated for visual comparison (blue colour units). In this Figure 5.15 it can be seen 
that red units are usually further downslope but not always. Although, it seems that there are some 
units which cannot find tighter positions after the 40 cycles of vibration, the reference armour layer 
reaches its tightest packing density after the 50 cycles of vibration.  
The distance units have moved in response to the vibration disturbance (i.e. total 
displacement) is an indication of the armour layer’s vulnerability; the less the displacements of units 
the more stable is the armour layer. The units mainly move downslope, therefore the displacements 
of units from their initial position (in m) are expressed by the measured distance between the 
positions of the centroids of units before (b) and after (a) vibration. Displacements of all units (after 
50 cycles of vibration) along the in-out slope direction, X-axis, (Xb-Xa)) are presented in Figure 5.16.  
Larger are the displacements at the upper rows. Smallest are the movements of units in rows near 
the toe; they don’t outdistance the 1m.  
Displacements of units along the up-down slope direction (S-axis) D (in m) and normalized by 
the nominal diameter of a unit Dn (in m) are mainly analysed. For Core-Locs of 8m3, Dn=2m. Figure 
5.17 shows the normalized unit displacement map; a new method of showing displacements of units 
which is also suggested by Garcia et al. (2013). It illustrates the displacements of units (normalized 
with the nominal size of the unit) of the reference concrete armour layer after the 50 cycles of 
vibration (with Vxy=5m/s, f=2.5Hz and cf=0.9). This graph shows the location of each unit in the Z, S 
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frame with a colour code to define the amplitude of the movement (downwards, along the S-axis) of 
the units after disturbance. This test herein is named as following: test identifier letter 
corresponding to Core-Locs, CL; the packing density before the vibration, PD; the number of 
vibration cycles, N; and the packing density after vibration, PDa.  
 
 
Figure 5.15 – Reference concrete armour layer before vibration (white colour units) and after vibration with 
Vxy=5m/s, f=2.5Hz and cf=0.9 for 40 cycles (blue colour units) and 50 cycles (red colour units).  
 
Figure 5.16 – Displacement of units along the in-out slope direction (X-axis) after vibration of the reference 
concrete armour layer with Vxy=5m/s, f=2.5Hz and cf=0.9  for 50 cycles.  
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 Figure 5.17 - Positions of units projected on the slope level after 50 cycles of vibration (V50) of the reference 
armour layer made of Core-Locs and PD=0.601 (CL_0.601)). The average packing density of the armour layer 
after the vibration is PDa=0.642. Different colours denote different ranges of displacements of units D/Dn (for 
Core-Locs of 8m3, Dn=2m).     
5.3.4 Safe Displacements Percentage (SDP) 
Regarding the stability of single concrete armour layers there are not established criteria, 
e.g. distance values, of displacements. Besides, very often the settlements of units are investigated 
visually, therefore qualitatively. In this thesis, it is assumed that movements of units less than 30% of 
their size may be considered ‘safe’. Other researchers count the number with <50% of Dn as a 
threshold to evaluate stability experimentally.  
In this thesis the number of units expressed as a percentage (%) with D/Dn smaller than 0.3 
is mainly presented as an indication of stability or resistance to disturbance by vibration. In the next 
Chapters, the parameter for the number % <0.3D/Dn is referred as the Safe Displacement 
Percentage, SDP. However, there are some cases where the 0.5 value is presented as well. 
In Figure 5.18 the range of displacements of units indicated by different threshold levels is 
illustrated row by row. This is a new graphical method of displaying displacements of units which is 
very informative. In this type of plot (Figure 5.18) the SDP values are represented by the lighter grey 
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areas. These plots indicate that the largest displacements occur in the upper rows of the structure, 
whilst for the lower rows the movements of units may be considered on the safe side.  
 
Figure 5.18 – Number of units (%) in each row with a range of displacements D/Dn after 50 cycles of vibration 
(V50) of the reference concrete armour layer (CL_0.601).  
5.4 MODEL STATES  
In the current armour layer simulation, there are different states distinguished. They are 
described in Table 5.7. 
 
5.5 STRESSES IN ARMOUR UNITS  
The true power of FEMDEM to provide a better understanding of concrete armour units is 
the inherent ability to provide unit motions combined with stresses in time and space. For stress 
analysis, the deformable version of the Y3D code Y3D_D is required and to simulate large systems 
for any simulation of significant real time on a structure is prohibitively expensive in terms of CPU. 
Static stress is however more amenable to study without excessive CPU times.  
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Table 5.7 – Model States. 
Placement States  
-Design Placement State (DPS) Theoretical design of grid and orientations according to which 
units will be numerically positioned on entry into the 
computational domain, i.e. part of the input data for POSITIT. 
-Placed Placement State (PPS) The first simulated equilibrium state of the placement created by 
the solver with cfnp (friction coefficient for the numerical 
positioning of units). 
-Rest Placement State (RPS)  
 
The state after the improvement of their contacts with the 
underlayer, the units being represented by a friction coefficient 
cf=0.9. 
Disturbance States  
-Mild Disturbance State (MDS) Vibration along the direction parallel to the slope (S-axis) with 
velocity V=5m/s, frequency f=2.5 Hz and cf= 0.9 for 10 cycles. 
-Ultimate disturbance State (UDS) Vibration along the direction parallel to the slope (S-axis) with 
V=5m/s, f=2.5 Hz and cf=0.9 up to the limit (number of vibration 
cycles) where an armour layer has been transformed to a very 
tight pack but has not lost the main functions of a single concrete 
armour layer. 
- Extreme Disturbance State (EDS)  
 
Vibration along the in-out slope direction (X-axis) or the vertical 
direction (Y-axis) with V=5m/s, f=2.5 Hz and cf=0.1 for 10 cycles. 
Accidental State (AS)  
 This state includes any mistakes, errors in placement of units (PE) 
and/or any accidental events such as an EDS. It also implicitly 
covers a sensitivity study presented in Chapter 6 (in 6.4). 
 
 
The reference concrete armour layer consisting of Core-Loc units of 8m3 with total average 
packing density equal to 0.601 has been the focus of many proof-of-concept level applications in this 
section. This layer was also the subject of stress analysis. To achieve this, the file with unit system 
geometries created with Y3D_R are imported into the deformable version of Y3D code (Y3D_D), 
brought again to equilibrium (using a much smaller timestep based on the element mesh size (see 
Table 3.1), and static stresses everywhere within the units can immediately be observed once the at 
rest state is achieved. The most meaningful stress components to inspect are probably the von 
Mises Stress (simply called Stress Magnitude below), Principal Stresses σ1, σ3 and Differential Stress 
(σ1 - σ3) of which Differential Stress as best indicator of likelihood of brittle shear failure and σ3 as 
best indicator of likelihood of tensile failure, will be presented. Note, positive σ3 values indicate 
tensile stresses. The tensile strength of concrete making up the unit may be typically in the region of 
3MPa and uniaxial compressive strength is usually in excess of 30 MPa.  
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At this time, numerical methods have not been developed that allow a search within each 
unit or statistical measures of stress components within each unit to be extracted. To date, stress at 
the finite element level is revealed through the post-processing tools within Paraview, which allow 
visualisation of stress component values within elements (and all components in the .vtu file). The 
extreme values of key components after sampling all elements in all units (excluding rocks and walls) 
are presented in Table 5.8.  
Table 5.8 - Extreme stress component values found by sampling all finite elements of the 242 units.  
Max Von Mises Stress Max Differential 
Stress 
Max Principal Stress Min Principal Stress 
(Maximum tensile stress 
value) 
{[(σ1 - σ2)2 + (σ2 - σ3)2 + 
(σ1 - σ3)2] / 2}1/2 
σ1 - σ3 σ1 σ3 
MPa MPa MPa MPa 
9.50 8.86 8.78 4.25 
 
 
In the next Figures 5.18 and 5.19 colour stress maps showing magnitude of key stress 
components for all tetrahedral finite elements in the armour units visible from this view. Stress 
Magitude, Differential Stress, Maximum Principal Stress σ1 and Minimum Principal Stress σ3. Note 
that tensile stresses are shown positive, σ3 map records the maximum tensile stresses. Only surface 
elements can be seen here; higher values were detected elsewhere as given in Table 5.8. The high 
tensile stresses do not correlate with where high differential stresses occur or where contact forces 
are seen to be highest. In the Figure 5.19 the colour map is scaled up to the maximum and minimum 
data values recorded within the layer. In Figure 5.20 the same output data file is illustrated but with 
the colour map rescaled up to different values for better visualization of different stresses developed 
within all units.  
Having all the stresses captured everywhere in the whole test section means we can focus 
and see the stresses locally to an area or as developed within any unit. For instance, we chose for 
analysis the area of the unit that according to the static contact force analysis performed with 
Y3D_R, experiences the maximum contact force recorded (unit in red colour, see Figure 5.21 and 
Figure 5.12). It is the unit 1/10 (row 1/number of unit 10, from right to left) near to the toe of the 
layer. Paraview allows the generation of close up views as well as cut plane views allowing stresses 
of internal finite-elements to be seen. The colour maps may be changed many times for better 
visualization and interrogation of results. Representative screenshots of surface stress components 
are presented in Figures 5.22 and 5.23. In Figure 5.22, stress components (Stress Magnitude and 
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Differential Stress) are presented with colour map scaled up to the maximum recorded values, whilst 
in Figure 5.23 the stress components (Differential Stress and Sigma 3) are shown with colouring 
rescaled to a different range of values more relevant to strength and failure criteria. 
 
 
  
  
 
Figure 5.19 – Stress Magnitude, Differential Stress (σ1 - σ3), Principle stresses σ1 (sigma 1) and σ3 (sigma 3). 
Colour map scaled to data range, between the minimum and maximum recorded values.  
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Figure 5.20 – Stress Magnitude, Differential Stress (σ1 - σ3), Principle stresses σ1 (sigma 1) and σ3 (sigma 3). 
Colour map scaled up to different values for better visualization of results.  
 
Figure 5.21 – Region of unit with maximum contact force to be analysed in next figures (circle: surface view, 
line: cut plane view). 
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Figure 5.22 - Details of stresses in surface elements in toe area. Left: Stress magnitude. Right: Differential stress. 
Colour map is scaled up to the maximum values. 
 
  
 
Figure 5.23 - Details of stresses in surface elements in the toe area. Left: differential stress with elements from units 
in the force chain registering differential stresses of about 2MPa. Right: Many units with regions exposed to tensile 
stresses in excess of 0.5MPa.  
The visual examination of internal stresses can be extended within the units with cut plane 
views, as shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25. In Figures 5.24 and 5.25 stress magnitude is presented first 
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with colour scaled to data range and then with different colour scales for better visualization of the 
recorded values. 
The static tensile stresses look to be comfortably less than those we associate with tensile 
failure although it is worth repeating what was learned in Table 5.7, that somewhere, an element is 
experiencing a tensile stress of 4.25 MPa. Although Paraview can give a full view of the regions of 
high stress with semi-transparent unit geometries, there is the need to develop analysis tools further 
- not an inherently difficult task - to provide statistics for stress components for each separate unit 
(242) as well as having stresses for all the elements (186,000).  
 
  
  
  
Figure 5.24 - Stress Magnitude. Colour map is scaled to the data range (top left) and rescaled at three different 
reference  values (the rest screenshots). 
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Figure 5.25 - Differential stress magnitude (top), Sigma 1 (middle) and Sigma 3 (bottom). Colour map is scaled 
to the data range (left) and is rescaled up to different values (right). 
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In conclusion, the Y3D_R is used for faster positioning and vibration of units; but there 
always exists the possibility of importing the layer geometry, at any moment of sequence history, 
into the deformable Y3D_D code whereupon all the associated stress components everywhere in the 
whole armour layer and within each unit can be determined. Due to the various assumptions and 
most importantly the lack of validation of the code there can only be relatively low confidence about 
the resulted values of stresses. There is also another factor, the CPU run-time for each simulation, 
which is holding back this application of Y3D_D to armour layers. However, where the CPU run-time 
for the Y3D_D simulated process is practical, running the deformable version of the Y3D code 
enables Paraview to provide visualization of stress results. In this Chapter visual analysis of static 
stresses of the reference concrete armour layer is included with the only purpose to show the 
potential of the current numerical technology. However, the technology required to extract results 
for stress components on a per unit rather than per finite element basis needs to be developed. 
Furthermore, a full dynamic stress analysis using Y3D_D require run-times that are not practical for 
this thesis research (see Chapter 3, Table 3.1). It is noted that the simulation of one cycle of vibration 
of the reference armour layer needs 20 minutes to run with the Y3D_R, while with the Y3D_D it may 
need 5 days.  
5.6 CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis a mechanical model representation of a layer of Core-Loc units with sufficient 
realism to provide insights into dry static systems has been presented. This was made possible 
through applying the FEMDEM Y3D code (which is linked with the depositional code POSITIT) and a 
new set of analysis tools. Methodologies for modelling the response to loading disturbances in terms 
of displacements of all units and changes in packing density of the new pack also needed developing 
and this was the next major numerical modelling goal. The numerical simulation is limited in dry 
conditions. Therefore, to investigate the performance of concrete armour layers, they can be 
subjected to a vibration disturbance as a simple means to expose the structures to an oscillatory 
loading.   
Concrete armour layers can now for the first time be built, disturbed and analysed. To 
demonstrate armour layer realism and performance, (and for future analysis of deforming armour 
layers) a range of analysis tools were developed and illustrated. A set of tools readily available as 
post-processed output from the code includes the positions of the centroids of units, the 
coordination number as contacts only with rock underlayer or for all contacts with concrete units 
and rocks, all the contact forces, the maximum contact force magnitude per unit and the unit nose 
axes orientations. In this thesis the author developed additional tools for the quantitative estimation 
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of the performance of single concrete armour layers. These include the calculation of the packing 
density on both a local and global basis, and the measurement of displacements of units after 
disturbance. The local packing density as the author introduced it in this thesis per unit and per row 
has not been presented in any software system or previous study whether for prototype, physical 
model or numerical armour layers. In addition, in this thesis the author presented unit displacement 
maps which are similar to the one presented by Garcia et al. (2013) for model Accropode II. 
However, the distribution of displacements of units per row, which the author mainly uses in this 
thesis (in Chapter 7) proved a very effective graphical display method for the quantitative estimation 
and comparison of the performance of different concrete armour layers. Hopefully, this ability to 
examine heterogeneity and the statistical nature of armour unit behaviour will in the future improve 
engineering design guidance and understanding of movement and settlements.  
The rigid version of Y3D code (Y3D_R) is used for faster positioning and vibration of units; 
but there always exists the possibility of importing the layer geometry into the deformable Y3D_D 
code whereupon all the associated stress components everywhere in the whole armour layer and 
within each unit can be viewed. Due to the various assumptions and most importantly the lack of 
validation of the code there is no confidence about the resulted values of stresses (using the Y3D_D). 
This is also true for the contact forces (using Y3D_R). In this Chapter Y3D_D run for the reference 
concrete armour layer with the only purpose to show the potential of the current numerical 
technology. However, the technology required to extract results for stress components on a per unit 
rather than per finite element basis needs to be developed.  
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 6.  INVESTIGATION OF PARAMETERS AND SETTINGS 
INFLUENCING THE PLACEMENT OF CONCRETE ARMOUR 
UNITS AND THEIR PERFORMANCE 
6.1 INTRODUCTION – SET-UP OF PARAMETER STUDY  
In this Chapter a systematic study into the factors influencing the performance of the 
numerical placement procedure in its ability to reproduce realistic and acceptable single concrete 
armour layers is presented. Parameters are varied to investigate their influence on the initial 
placement achieved. Also of interest is how many of the sub-standard initial pack placements 
compare with the more ideal ones in terms of displacements of units after a mild disturbance. Some 
departures from the conventional approach to layer construction are also numerically investigated 
to provide a type of sensitivity study to assess the significance of adhering to the often specified 
placement criteria demanded by designers and used in practice. The common terms and logic 
behind the research methods to be reported in this Chapter are introduced below.  
In this study, only Core-Loc units of 8m3 are used. To explore the role of the main 
parameters of the numerical method of placement, the author varies the grid of initial positions of 
units and specifically the horizontal and upslope distances between units (Dh and Dv) as well as the 
initial orientations of units. The friction coefficient value applied during the numerical lowering of 
units strongly influences the final positions of units. It is noted this is the friction coefficient used 
solely for the numerical placement of units, cfnp, whilst units are always brought to rest with a more 
realistic value of friction coefficient, cf=0.9 in the final stage of the numerical placement process. The 
influence of different underlayer roughness in terms of sizes of rocks in relation to armour units size 
(Wr/Wa) is also investigated.   
Table 6.1 lists the model tests. Note: results associated with grid variation are identified with 
the letter (G), similarly, the (O) for orientation results and (U) for roughness of underlayer.  
The author designed the simulations with the purpose of optimizing (in the sense of 
improving) the new placement method, to confirm its potential for the effective numerical creation 
of realistic breakwater concrete armour sections, and to understand the behaviour of these 
structures. The results are presented in Section 6.2.  
All simulations are performed for dry conditions. Therefore, results presented herein may be 
considered to have limited applicability to the real behavior of structures under wave action, though 
of interest for placement operations.  
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Table 6.1 – Parameters of model tests for the optimization of the numerical placement method. 
Grid (Dh and Dv: horizontal and upslope distance 
between centroids of units  along the Z-axis and 
the parallel to the slope level, S-axis, respectively) 
 Friction coefficient for the 
numerical placement of units, 
cfnp 
G1 Dh=1.12H Dv=0.55H  cfnp=0.1 
G2 Dh=1.12H Dv=0.54H  cfnp=0.25 
G3 Dh=1.12H Dv=0.53H  cfnp=0.3 
G4 Dh=1.10H Dv=0.55H  cfnp=0.6 
G5 Dh=1.13H Dv=0.55H  cfnp=0.9 
      
Orientations (configuration of initial types of orientations 
of units) 
 Underlayer (Wa/Wr: armour to 
rock unit weight  ratio)  
O1 four regular types - normal to the slope   U10 Wa/Wr=10 
O2 three regular types and one type (no 4) tilted 
upwards by 45° 
 U14 Wa/Wr=14 
O3 four regular types rotated by 10° (around all axes)  U19 Wa/Wr=19 
O4 four regular types rotated by 20° (around all axes)  U9 Wa/Wr=8.6 
O5 four regular types rotated by 45° (around all axes)  U7 Wa/Wr=6.87 
 
Despite of the dry conditions, the method of vibration is applied to simulate disturbance by 
an oscillatory force.  In Section 6.3, the key trends that result from disturbance by a mild vibration 
are examined and conclude the first part of this Chapter. 
The author also explores other variations such as where some adjacent units are given the 
same initial orientations and where an entire armour layer has the same initial orientation for all the 
units. Different sequencing of unit orientations and other cases, which are not described above, are 
investigated so as to challenge some of the technical placement criteria normally imposed to satisfy 
layer integrity and interlocking. Results for these variations are mainly presented in the second part 
of this Chapter, which includes Sections 6.4 and 6.5, where armour layer performance under a set 
vibration disturbance provides the best context to evaluate a type of sensitivity to these different 
construction methods. In contrast to the sensitivity analysis of various physical parameters, the 
influence of a different time step to run the code, which is considered a numerical parameter, on 
simulation results was analysed in Section 6.6. 
In this study the armour layers are analysed at the RPS (rest placement state), mainly in 
terms of the variability of the packing density achieved and/or after the MDS (mild disturbance 
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state), mainly in terms of packing density and displacements of units, unless otherwise mentioned 
(see Table 5.6).  
6.2 OPTIMISATION STUDY FOR PARAMETERS AND SETTINGS OF THE REFERENCE 
NUMERICAL PLACEMENT METHOD 
In this Section 6.2 the investigation of the parameters of the placement method is 
presented. Their influence on armour layer quality led to the optimised method, which is adopted 
for the creation of the reference concrete armour layer (presented in Chapters 4 and 5) and for the 
further research (presented in Chapter 7). Different numerical placements were used to derive 
insights into placement mechanisms that perhaps are operating on site.  
6.2.1 Improvement of contacts of units with the underlayer 
For the numerical creation of the reference armour layer units were placed with the 
following design parameters at DPS (see Table 6.1): initial placement grid G1, rough underlayer U10 
and configuration of initial orientations of units O2 (see later discussion of orientations) and 
cfnp=0.25 (see next discussion of cfnp). Specific analysis of this armour layer created regarding the 
contacts of units, revealed that a few units were not touching the rocks of the underlayer. Although 
their height above the underlayer rocks was very small, this occasional lack of contact is considered 
to be a likely consequence of the tight positioning of units and interlocking with other units and the 
pre-set grid spacings that seek relatively high packing density of the layer. 
This lack of unit contact with underlayer rocks may also occur in the field. For that reason, 
the unit developers have set a technical rule for constructions in practice. It recommends units not 
touching the underlayer should not exceed 10%. This criterion should also be satisfied in our 
numerical placements. 
For the improvement of contacts of units with the underlayer, an additional numerical 
process was applied. As it was mentioned in Chapter 4, it includes a very slight vibration along the 
horizontal direction together with a slight compression of units normal to the slope while an 
artificially low friction is set (step 1). Herein it is named as ‘the compaction process’. Units are then 
brought to rest having reset to a realistic friction with cf=0.9 (step 2). The Y3D files for the numerical 
application of these two steps of the compaction process are presented in Appendix A.  
Figure 6.1 illustrates the number of contacts of units separately with the underlayer before 
and after the application of this process for the improvement of contacts of units with the 
underlayer. With the present ‘compaction process’, at the RPS eight units have no contacts with the 
underlayer, resulting to an armour layer with only 8/242=3% units with no contact with the 
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underlayer, whilst the average packing density value of the armour layer remained the same, 
PD=0.601. 
The number of units with zero contact with the underlayer as well as the distance of these 
units above the rocks can be measured in the numerical environment, information that is practically 
inconceivable to obtain reliably on site, especially for underwater inspection. Much time and many 
manual adjustments are needed to satisfy this important requirement during the placement of 
concrete units on site.  
 
  
DPS: G1, O2, U10, cfnp=0.25 DPS: G1, O2, U10, cfnp=0.25 
before the ‘compaction process’ after the ‘compaction process’ 
  
Figure 6.1 – Left: Contacts of units separately with the underlayer. Left: Before the application of the 
‘compaction process’.  Right: After the application of the ‘compaction process’.  
In the present study, the above two-step ‘compaction process’ - the process to enhance 
contact with the underlayer and restoration to a state of equilibrium with realistic friction cf =0.9 for 
the at rest state, RPS - was chosen for the creation of the reference armour layer.  
6.2.2 Friction coefficient for the numerical placement of units (cfnp) 
In general, it was expected that low values of the coefficient of friction for the numerical 
placement of units (cfnp) may provide units with more freedom to move/slide causing the creation 
of tighter packs. It is noted this is the friction coefficient value chosen at the DPS and applied solely 
for the initial numerical placement of armour layers (the PPS) while at the next stage, RPS, units are 
brought to equilibrium with the realistic value of cf=0.9. It is tempting to speculate that the 
numerical process of employing artificially low cfnp plays the role of on-site manoeuvers needed by 
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crane operators or contractors for the better positioning and interlocking of each unit (as required 
for the typically high target packing density of modern specifications). 
The value of cfnp=0.25 was used for the numerical creation of what is nominally this study’s 
reference concrete armour layer, taken to be a realistic concrete armour layer with average target 
packing density value equal to 0.601 and with orientations of placed units spreading with a wide 
dispersion on the stereographic projection plot. It was first designed (at the DPS) with a G1, O1, U10, 
however as will be discussed later (in 6.2.4), ultimately the O2 configuration of initial orientations of 
units was chosen (see also Figure 6.7).  
Depositing concrete units with G1, O1, U10 and cfnp=0.9 led to the creation of an armour 
layer with PD=0.579. Armour layers also were built at the DPS with the same grid G1 and same initial 
orientations O1 on the rough underlayer U10, but with lower cfnp values 0.1, 0.25, 0.3 and 0.6. For 
these tests, the placement of units at the RPS is illustrated in Figure 6.2 (see next page), where the 
coordination number of each unit is shown. The corresponding values of average packing density PD 
are 0.611, 0.599, 0.592 and 0.580, respectively.  
It is concluded that the lower the values of cfnp, the tighter the packs. The influence on 
average packing density of varying cfnp from 0.1 to 0.9 was approximately 5% (Figure 6.3). 
Furthermore, the coordination number (see Figure 6.2), which may be an indication of the 
interlocking is improved (increased) in the case of low values of cfnp.  
The value of cfnp=0.25 was chosen to create the initial numerical placement of units (PPS) 
after which the target packing density value of PD=0.601 would be achieved on completing the 
‘compaction process’, the process to enhance contact with the underlayer and restoration to a state 
of equilibrium with realistic friction cf =0.9 for the at rest state, RPS.  
 
 
Figure 6.3 - Average packing density PD of armour layers placed numerically with different values of friction 
coefficient for the numerical placement of concrete units, cfnp, on rough and smooth underlayer, U10 and US, 
respectively. 
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RPS: G1, O1, U10, cfnp=0.1 RPS: G1, O1, U10, cfnp =0.25 
  
RPS: G1, O1, U10, cfnp=0.3 RPS: G1, O1, U10, cfnp=0.6 
 
 
RPS: G1, O1, U10, cfnp=0.9  
Figure 6.2 – Placement of concrete units at RPS with initial design parameters (at DPS): G1, O1, U10 and 
different cfnp values 0.1, 0.25, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9. Coordination number of each unit is illustrated. 
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6.2.3 Comparing placement on smooth and rough rock underlayers 
The influence of applying low values of cfnp for the special case of a smooth underlayer (US) 
(i.e. when no underlayer rocks exist and the units sit on a planar sloping surface) was also 
investigated with placement of units, in accordance with G1 and O1. The placement of units on a 
smooth underlayer US, with G1 and O1 and three different cfnp values 0.9, 0.6 and 0.3 is presented 
in Figure 6.4.  
 
  
DPS: G1, O1, US RPS: G1, O1, US, cfnp=0.9 
 
  
RPS: G1, O1, US, cfnp=0.6 RPS: G1, O1, US, cfnp=0.3 
Figure 6.4 – Top left: Positions of concrete units at DPS with initial design parameters: G1, O1, on a smooth 
underlayer US and different cfnp values 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9. Right: Placement of concrete units at PPS. 
Coordination number of each unit as placed at PPS is illustrated. 
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The lower cfnp values caused tighter packs. For cfnp values of 0.9, 0.6 and 0.3, the average 
packing density values for the smooth underlayer (US) were 0.586, 0.588 and 0.605, respectively 
(see also Figure 6.3).  
The average per row packing density of armour layers placed on a smooth underlayer with 
different cfnp is illustrated in Figure 6.5 where it can be compared with the placement on the rough 
underlayer U10. The presence of rocks compared to the smooth underlayer does influence the 
positioning of units and the final packing density differs by 1.2 to 2.0%; the lower the cfnp – below 
0.6 - the larger the increase of the average packing density of the armour layer. The average packing 
density results for the rock underlayer (U10) was 0.579, 0.580 and 0.592 for cfnp values of 0.9, 0.6 
and 0.3, respectively.  Regarding the variation of the average per row packing density for the smooth 
and rough underlayers, most different is in the case of cfnp=0.3 (see Figure 6.5). The pattern of 
orientations of units was similar for both the rough and smooth underlayers. This may suggest that 
the interaction between parts of neighbouring units during their placement is stronger than the 
effect of the rock underlayer in determining the final position and orientation of units.  
 
   
Figure 6.5 - Comparison of average per row packing density of armour layers placed on smooth (US) and rough 
(U10) underlayers with different cfnp values, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9. 
6.2.4 Improvement of initial orientations of units 
In order to reduce the appearance of units placed with legs normal to the slope, the one unit 
from the sequence of four units with initial regular orientation prone to taking up this attitude, the 
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no 4 (see Figure 4.2) was tilted upwards (about the horizontal axis towards the sky) by 450. This is 
the new configuration of the four initial orientations of units, named O2. The initial placement 
configuration at DPS with G1, U10, cfnp=0.25 and different O1 and O2 as well as the final placement 
of units at RPS are illustrated in Figure 6.6.  
 
DPS: G1, O1 (white colour units) and O2 (red colour units), U10, cfnp=0.25 
  
RPS: G1, O1, U10, cfnp=0.25 RPS: G1, O2, U10, cfnp=0.25 
Figure 6.6 – Initial placement configuration (DPS, top) with parameters: G1, U10, cfnp=0.25 and different 
orientation types O1 (white) and O2 (red). Coordination number of each unit as placed at RPS is illustrated. 
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The stereoplot of orientations of units (see Figure 6.7), as placed with the O1 configuration 
(four regular initial orientation types – square symbol) and with the O2 configuration (three regular 
initial orientation types and one unit orientation type tilted by 450 – circle), suggests that the 
initiative to tilt this unit type by 45 degrees was right and the spread of orientations is improved. In 
Figure 6.7, the results of tests with two different cfnp values, cfnp=0.25 (Figure 6.7 – left) and 
cfnp=0.3 (Figure 6.7 – right) are presented. The points representing the nose axis orientations of 
units are spreading through the north hemisphere rather than gathering around the north pole.  
 
              
DPS: G1, U10, O1 (square) O2 (circle), cfnp=0.25         DPS: G1, U10, O1 (square) O2 (circle), cfnp=0.30  
Figure 6.7 – Stereoplot of orientations of as placed units with placement parameters at DPS: G1, U10 and 
different initial orientations O1 (square) and O2 (circle). Left is the case of the layer created with cfnp=0.25 and 
right is the layer created with cfnp=0.30.  
Not only are the orientations of units more dispersed, but was also  the average packing 
density of armour layers created with the O2 configuration of initial orientations of units slightly 
improved (by 0.3%) in comparison with the configuration O1. In the case of cfnp=0.25, PD=0.599 for 
the test O1 and PD=0.601 for the test O2; in the case of cfnp=0.3, PD=0.592 for the test O1 and 
PD=0.594 for the test O2. The differences are shown to illustrate the fine tuning applied to achieve 
the target of PD=0.60 which requires cfnp=0.25. 
At this point (where orientations of units as placed with different values of cfnp are 
presented) it is also noted that ven if the final average packing density value is almost the same, the 
specifics of the structure are influenced by the friction coefficient assigned during the numerical 
placement of units, cfnp. At low values of cfnp the units are likely to slide in order to compact, while 

at higher values of cfnp the compaction will need to involve more rotational movements (see Figure 
6.7).  
In conclusion, the O2 configuration of initial orientations of units with three regular types 
and one tilted upwards  by 450 was chosen for the creation of the improved reference concrete 
armour layer, which now has average packing density PD=0.601 and far fewer nose axes near to 
being in the plane of the slope, hence reducing the likelihood of legs appearing normal to the slope. 
6.2.5 Influence of units spacings Dh and Dv in the design grid  
The major first step at the DPS is the design of a plan of positions of units in order to meet a 
target packing density. The reference armour layer reached the packing density value of 0.60 with 
initial horizontal and up-down slope distances between units of Dh=1.12H and Dv=0.55H. Different 
initial horizontal and upslope distances between units at the DPS create armour layers of different 
packing densities. However, to ensure units in the same row are not touching it is common for Dh 
spacings to be set no lower than 1.1H which therefore constrains Dv. The placement of units with 
different initial grids (G, see Table 6.1) are presented in Figure 6.8 (see next page). The other 
characteristics at the DPS, the orientations of units (O2), the roughness of the  underlayer (U10) and 
the numerical friction coefficient (cfnp=0.25) remained the same. Figure 6.9 compares the average 
per row packing density for the five different armour layers numerically created with different initial 
grids, G1 to G5. It also presents the total average packing density PD values (see the key of Figure 
6.9). 
 
 
Figure 6.9 – Packing Density, average value per row and total average value PD, for different initial placement 
grids G1 to G5 (see Table 6.1). 
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RPS: G1, O2, U10 , cfnp=0.25 RPS: G2, O2, U10, cfnp=0.25 
  
RPS: G3, O2, U10, cfnp=0.25 RPS: G4, O2, U10, cfnp=0.25 
 
 
RPS: G5, O2, U10, cfnp=0.25  
Figure 6.8 – Placement of concrete units at RPS with initial design parameters (at DPS): O2, U10, cfnp=0.25 and 
different grid spacing G1 to G5 (see Table 6.1). Coordination number of each unit as placed at RPS is illustrated. 
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A relation between horizontal and up-down slope distances between units was clearly found 
in these tests. When the initial horizontal distance between units on the grid is slightly large 
(comparing to the theoretical value), the distance between units as placed along the slope direction 
naturally compensates to become smaller and vice-versa (see Table 6.2). This was also noted in 
laboratory experiments with placement of cube units, presented by Verhagen et al. (2002).  
Table 6.2 – Initial horizontal and upslope distances between units (Dh and Dv, in m) at the DPS and average 
horizontal and upslope distances between units as placed (Dhav and Dvav, in m) at the RPS (H being the Core-
Loc unit height, H =3.31m for Core-Loc of 8m3).  
Test / 
Grid 
Initial horizontal 
distance 
between units 
at the DPS 
Initial vertical 
distance between 
units along the 
armour slope 
direction at the 
DPS 
Average 
horizontal 
distance 
between units 
as placed at 
the RPS 
Average vertical 
distance between units 
as placed along the 
armour slope direction 
at the RPS 
G1 Dh=1.12H Dv=0.55H Dhav=1.131H Dvav=0.541H 
G2 Dh=1.12H Dv=0.54H Dhav=1.126H Dvav=0.541H 
G3 Dh=1.12H Dv=0.53H Dhav=1.129H Dvav=0.526H 
G4 Dh=1.10H Dv=0.55H Dhav=1.122H Dvav=0.544H 
G5 Dh=1.13H Dv=0.55H Dhav=1.131H Dvav=0.544H 
 
The aforementioned observation may lead to the conclusion that in each test with different 
parameters the units all find unique positions and form different packs with different density, 
despite the theoretical target values. This is the case in both the field and the current numerical 
environment, where even though the placement of units would be expected to be totally controlled, 
unique packs can be created by mimicking ‘real’ procedures as representatively as possible through 
small changes in initial settings.  
For the creation of the reference armour layer with target PD=0.60 the positioning grid G1 
was chosen. The analysis of concrete armour layers created with different packing density values as 
well as their influence on the performance of concrete armour layers under disturbance is discussed 
in 6.3 and in much more detail in the next Chapter 7. 
6.2.6 Influence of underlayer rock sizes 
The placement of Core-Loc units of 8m3 was studied as a function of different roughness of 
the underlayer. The effect of the underlayer roughness was investigated by introducing different size 
ratios between armour unit and rock. Given that we have already numerically created a satisfactory 
underlayer consisting of particular rock shapes and sizes appropriate for the placement of 8m3 Core-
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Loc armour systems (reference armour layer with PD=0.601), we can re-scale its geometry to any 
size. A method for the production of underlayers with different sizes of stones and therefore 
different armour to rock weight ratios was developed. It includes the following main principles: 
- The armour unit type and size remain the same: Core-Loc of 8m3. 
- The existing underlayer, which was used for the reference case is rescaled to sizes, which are 
appropriate for the placement of a different number of columns of units than those 
appearing in the reference armour layer (12 units and 11 units can be seen in alternating 
columns). In rescaling, the exact same number of underlayer rocks appear. The total number 
of rows of units including the toe row (21) remains the same as in the reference case. The 
different numbers of columns of units in alternative rows for four new models were: 13+12 
units; 14+13; 11+10 and 10+9. The scaling factors corresponding to the rescaled underlayer 
foundation width needed to precisely accommodate the above sets of integer numbers of 
units per row (to avoid a loose fit near the side walls) are presented in Table 6.3. The tests of 
the different underlayers (Series U) are characterized by the different armour unit to rock 
weight ratio (with U value equal to Wa/Wr). 
- The parameter settings for placing armour units i.e. placement grid (G1), initial configuration 
of orientations of units (O2), friction coefficient values (cfnp=0.25 at the PPS and cf=0.9 at 
the RPS) all remain the same as those used for the reference case. 
Table 6.3 – Scaling factors of the base case underlayer for the placement of armour layer systems (consisting of 
different number of units per row) on underlayers (U) with different armour to rock weight ratios (Wa/Wr). 
Underlayer  Wa/Wr Required number of units  
 in each alternative row 
Underlayer 
scaling factors 
U10 10 12+11 1 
U14 14 11+10 0.913 
U19 19 10+9 0.826 
U9 8.6 13+12 1.087 
U7 6.87 14+13 1.174 
 
The aim was to run tests for the placement of concrete armour units on different sizes of 
underlayer rocks with a range of weight ratios Warmour/Wrock (Wa/Wr) above and below 10, which 
was used in the reference armour layer. The armour layer system as placed on different underlayers 
at the RPS is shown in Figure 6.10 (see net page). The reference layer with the underlayer U10 is also 
presented in this Figure 6.10. The coordination number for each armour layer placed on different 
underlayer shown in Figure 6.10 is also presented in a cumulative plot in Figure 6.11.  
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RPS: G1, O2, U19, cfnp=0.25  RPS: G1, O2, U14, cfnp=0.25 
 
 
RPS: G1, O2, U10, cfnp=0.25 RPS: G1, O2, U9, cfnp=0.25 
 
RPS: G1, O2, U7, cfnp=0.25 
 
 
Figure 6.10 – Placement of concrete units at RPS with initial design parameters (at DPS): G1, O2, cfnp=0.25 and 
different underlayer roughness (U19, U14, U10, U9, U7). Coordination number of each unit as placed at RPS is 
illustrated. 
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Figure 6.11 – Coordination number of concrete units at RPS with initial design parameters (at DPS): G1, O2, 
cfnp=0.25 and different underlayer roughness (U19, U14, U10, U9, U7). 
There is a clear influence of rock sizes making up the underlayer on the placement of units in 
terms of both the positions of units and their orientations. Different Wa/Wr ratios led to different 
armour packing density. The larger the ratio, the smoother the underlayer behaved with reference 
to the same size Core-Loc units above. 
For Wa/Wr = 10 (U10) the initial placement grid G1 and unit orientations O2 led to a pack of 
units with packing density equal to 0.601. When the underlayer rock sizes increase, the ratio 
decreases, the roughness is relatively greater and the packing density decreases, as would be 
expected intuitively. The pack of units placed on the underlayer with the smallest rock size (U19 with 
ratio Wa/Wr=19) became tightest with PD=0.611, while for the largest rocks (U with ratio 
Wa/Wr=6.87) the packing density was lowest with, PD=0.587.  
Regarding the quality of units’ placement on different underlayers, the coordination number 
of each armour layer is compared in Figure 6.11.  Units when placed on the underlayer consisting of 
the smallest rocks develop more contacts with other units and the underlayer. The influence of the 
underlayer roughness on the placement and performance of the concrete armour layers is further 
discussed in 6.3 and in much more detail in the next Chapter 7. 
6.3 RESPONSE OF CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS WITH DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 
TO A MILD DISTURBANCE 
The response of armour layers created when changing the classical design factors, such as 
grid spacing and underlayer roughness to a mild intensity vibration disturbance (MDS) is analysed in 
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terms of increase in average packing density and the SDP, expressed by the safe displacements of 
units from their original position, D/Dn<0.3. 
6.3.1 Influence of packing density  
Packing density is considered of the upmost importance. It influences the stability 
performance of an armour layer under disturbance. In the previous Section 6.2 different packs were 
numerically created by changing the initial grid of units, G. They were then disturbed under mild 
conditions (MDS). In Table 6.4 the packing density value of armour layers created with different grid 
before and after vibration (PD and PDa, respectively) as well as the safe displacement percentage 
SDP i.e. number of units for which D/Dn<0.3 are listed. Figure 6.12 compares the absolute number of 
units (frequency) of different packs, which were displaced by different values of D/Dn.    
Table 6.4 – Packing density values (total average) before (PD) and after (PDa) mild disturbance conditions 
(MDS) and SDP (the safe displacement percentage i.e. number of units for which D/Dn<0.3) 
Test PD PDa SDP 
G1 0.601 0.612 87.4 
G2 0.604 0.614 83.5 
G3 0.618 0.627 88.3 
G4 0.603 0.613 83.0 
G5 0.606 0.611 80.9 
 
 
Figure 6.12 - Number of units (frequency) which were displaced by D/Dn after mild disturbance (MDS) 
conditions at different armour layers created with different initial grids G1 to G5. 
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Although initial positioning of units at smaller or larger distances than the reference 
horizontal distance between units (Dh=1.12H) led to slightly tighter packs, the reference armour 
layer with PD=0.601 proved more immobile (SDP=87% see Table 6.4). However, the tightest armour 
layer with packing density PD=0.618 created with a very small initial distance between units along 
the upslope direction, Dv=0.53H, was fractionally more immobile (SDP=88% see Table 6.4). It is 
noted the most recent guidelines of CLI recommends for Core-Loc units of 8m3 a packing density of 
0.619. 
6.3.2 Influence of sizes of underlayer rocks  
In order to understand better the influence of underlayer rock sizes on the performance of 
concrete armour layers, the different underlayers were subjected to mild disturbance conditions 
(MDS). In general, vibration of the underlayer along the up-down slope direction causes armour unit 
displacements, mainly downslope, which lead to tighter packs. The looser the initial pack, the larger 
are the displacements of units under disturbance.  
Rock sizes of underlayer do influence the placement of units.  The loosest initial pack is the 
armour layer placed on the underlayer U7 with the smallest armour to unit weight ratio 
Wa/Wr=6.87, i.e. the relatively roughest underlayer.  This is the armour layer that clearly recorded 
the most cases of outlying large displacements of units upon mild vibration.  
Figure 6.13 illustrates the displacements (D/Dn) of units at MDS. Note that due to the 
different number of units on each armour layer with different underlayer rock sizes, in this Figure 
6.12 ‘Frequency’ expresses the percentage of units rather than the number of units.  
The reference case with Wa/Wr=10 is less mobile than the smoother (U14) or the rougher 
(U7, U9) underlayers and definitely better than the fully smooth underlayer, US.  However, the tight 
initial positioning of units with the smallest rock underlayer U19 is probably the reason for the large 
SDP.  
Table 6.5 shows the average packing density of armour layers placed on different 
underlayers before and after vibration, including the case of the armour placed on the smooth 
underlayer US. The total average packing density increase after vibration is relatively constant 
irrespective of the slight differences of starting value of PD, ranging from 1.5% (U7) to 2% (U14) i.e. 
the relatively smoother underlayers may be allowing more compaction for the same vibration 
disturbance.  
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 Figure 6.13 – Displacements of units placed on underlayers with different sizes of rocks after mild disturbance 
conditions (MDS). 
Table 6.5 –Packing density average values of armour layers placed on different underlayers before and after 
mild vibration and SDP. 
Test PD PDa SDP 
    
U19 0.611 0.621 89.5 
U14 0.602 0.615 86.7 
U10 0.601 0.612 87.4 
U9 0.596 0.606 76.8 
U7 0.587 0.596 79.6 
US 0.605 0.634 60.0 
 
6.4  RESPONSE OF CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS WITH VARYING PLACEMENT 
DEFECTS TO A MILD DISTURBANCE 
Having developed a numerical placement protocol for the creation of realistic concrete 
armour layers following the technical rules, there may be doubts and/or questions that can be 
addressed through simulation such as: what if the initial regular types of orientations of units are 
different? Or, what if adjacent units have identical orientations?  What will happen in cases of 
placement errors such as depositing units from a longer in-out slope distance, or if units are missing 
from the design grid, or row sequencing reorganized?  Can we apply any extreme vibration 
conditions in order to unlock units from the layer?  Which units are more vulnerable?  
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The following additional model cases were set up to investigate a kind of sensitivity of 
armour layers to the placement techniques and to prove the benefits of compliance with the 
placement acceptance criteria by breaking some of the rules. The application of vibration (most 
commonly mild vibration (MDS)) was necessary to provide a basis for such a sensitivity analysis.  
6.4.1 Positions and orientations of units after mild disturbance  
The reference armour layer with packing density PD=0.601 was vibrated for 10 cycles under 
mild conditions in the up-down slope direction (MDS). The current disturbance conditions caused 
the transformation of the armour layer to a tighter pack with higher total average density, 
PDa=0.612. However, the increase of the packing density after each one vibration cycle was constant 
and followed the same row-based heterogeneity curves (Figure 6.14) as those exhibited initially at 
the RPS (cycle 0).  
 
Figure 6.14 – Average packing density per row after each one cycle of mild vibration (MDS).  
The systematic displacement of rows of units during each vibration cycle may be considered 
an indication of the integrity of the numerically created single layer.  
The orientations of units before and after mild vibration were compared in Figure 6.15. The 
fact the orientations of units do not change dramatically may be considered an indication of 
effective interlocking between units. 
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 Figure 6.15 - Stereographic projection of nose axes orientations of units before vibration (solid circles) and after 
mild vibration (MDS, open circles).   
6.4.2 Regularity of initial types of orientations of units 
In order to check how sensitive the numerical placement of units is in relation to the key 
concept of the present method, the regularity of the four initial types of orientations of units was 
varied. To investigate how the recommended regularity of initial types of orientations of units 
influences the performance of concrete armour layers, the four initial orientations of units were 
changed by rotating them systematically around all three axis directions (X,Y,Z) significantly 
(physically important) by 100, by 200 and by 450 for the tests O3, O4 and O5, respectively. Another 
test O6 which includes rotation of initial types of orientations by only 2 degrees (can be considered 
not important) is analysed at the Accidental State (Section 6.5). 
Figure 6.16 shows the initial placement configurations at DPS and the final placement of 
units at RPS. The different packs are all compared in the Figure 6.17 with the purpose of showing the 
potential of this technology; armour layers can in all stages compared by overlying their placement 
comparing to methods of overlying photos of physical model armour layers in the laboratory.  
In this Figure 6.17 the close up views of the different configurations of orientations for the 
tests O3, O4 and O5 in relation to O1 are also shown. From such comparisons we can observe the 
relative positions and orientations of units. Here, the orientations of units differ and cause different 
packs.  
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  O3  
  O4  
  O5  
Figure 6.16 – Left: Initial placement configuration (DPS) with parameters: G1, U10, cfnp=0.25 and different 
orientation types O1 (grey), O3 (red), O4 (blue), O5 (green). Right: Units as placed at RPS. Coordination number 
of each unit at RPS is illustrated. 
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 O1 and O3 
O1 and O4 
O1 and O5 
  
 
Figure 6.17 – Top: Initial positions and orientations of units at DPS, with  zoom in of comparative initial 
orientations of units,  for design parameters are: G1, U10, cfnp=0.25 and different orientation types O2 (white), 
O3 (red), O4 (blue), O5 (green), (O1 is shown at DPS in grey). Bottom: Final positions of units at RPS.  
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Results of these tests in terms of average packing density before and after mild vibration as 
well as of the SDP are listed in Table 6.6 together with the results of the tests O1 and O2 (reference 
case).  Figure 6.18 illustrates the different clustered patterns for each test O1 to O5.  
Table 6.6 – Packing density average values of armour layers created with different initial types of orientations 
of units (tests O1 to O5) before and after mild vibration and SDP. 
Test Rotation of the four initial types of 
orientations around three axes (in degrees) PD PDa SDP 
O3 10 0.602 0.617 72.6 
O4 20 0.606 0.625 83.0 
O5 45 0.603 0.619 72.2 
O1 0 0.600 0.617 85.2 
O2 Only one in four units rotated upwards by 45 
degrees 
0.601 0.612 87.4 
 
 
 
         Test O3               Test O4                         Test O5 
 
Test O1              Test O2 
Figure 6.18 – Stereoplot of orientations of units as placed with different initial types of orientations on the grid 
for tests O1 to O5. 
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The contoured areas are visually compared. For instance, unit orientations appear more 
dispersed in the test O4 in comparison with the tests O3 and O5, but best (i.e. widest spread) of all 
(including the test O1) appears to be the reference case (test O2) with its larger contoured plot area.   
Initial average packing density is not the only parameter controlling the stability/mobility of 
the armour layer. Through inspection of the SDP, it is evident that relative orientations of 
neighboring units can also strongly influence their mobility. The more scattered i.e. dispersed the 
orientations of units as seen on the stereographic projection plots (most dispersed is O2, least 
dispersed is O5), the more apparently stable the armour layer is under the current mild disturbance 
conditions.  
6.4.3 Sequence of types of orientations of units  
The sensitivity of the armour layer pack performance in relation to the initial orientations of 
units and their sequencing in the pre-set pattern grid is of interest. According to the new placement 
method and the reference algorithm UPA, the initial four types of orientations of units follow a 
specific sequence in both rows and columns. This was test S1 (see Figure 4.9). In test S1 the first 
units of the four first even and odd rows are of type 2,3,4,1 and 3,4,1,2, respectively. In each row, 
units are then following the numerical sequence: 1,2,3,4... In this way, units placed on adjacent 
crosses always have different orientations.  
For Test S2, the sequence is different; the same placement grid is used but with unit 
orientation type 1 swapped with type 2, and with type 3 swapped with type 4 (see Figure 6.18).  
There is also the option of units in the same column having the same type of orientation. 
This is in contrast to the technical placement criteria that all adjacent units must have different 
orientations. Test S3 illustrates such a case as it is seen in Figure 6.19. The initial and final positions 
of units, at DPS and RPS, respectively, for the tests S2 and S3 are presented in Figure 6.20 together 
with the reference case (S1). 
 
  
S2 S3 
Figure 6.19 - Sequences of types of orientations of units on the pattern grid S2 and S3. 
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      S1 
 
      S2  
      S3  
Figure 6.20 – Left: Initial positions of units at DPS for design parameters G1, U10, cfnp=2.5, O2 but different 
sequence of orientations of units S1 (reference), S2 and S3. Right: Final positions of units at RPS. Coordination 
number of each unit at RPS is illustrated. 
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Positions of units as placed at RPS with different initial sequencing of the orientations (Tests 
S2 and S3) are almost the same. Slight differences in average packing density per row for tests S2 
and S3 (see Figure 6.21) do not cause a different total average packing density of the armour layer.  
However, vibration of these armour layers S1, S2 and S3 leads to different packs. Results of 
packing density before and after vibration and mobility of units in terms of SDP for the tests S1, S2 
and S3 are presented in Table 6.7. Displacement maps for the tests S1 (reference case), S2 and S3 
are presented in Figure 6.22, which shows very clearly that S1 is the most stable. This graphical 
method of displaying of displacements of units allows us to observe any local patterns of 
displacements such as those which have occurred next to the right side wall of armour layer S3.  
It is concluded, not surprisingly, that each armour layer created with the same design of 
positioning grid but different combination of initial orientations of units performed in a unique way. 
Packs with almost the same density behave differently under vibration and the SDP seems not 
entirely correlated with the increase of packing density occurring during the mild vibration. It is 
noted again that in the test S3 units in the same column have all the same orientation, which does 
not follow the technical rule according to which all adjacent units must have different orientations. 
This is probably the reason the SDP is low comparing to the other tests (see Table 6.7) and units 
which are not well interlocked slide downwards after vibration as it seen in the displacement map 
(see Figure 6.21).    
However, the armour layer created with the reference numerical algorithm proved more 
stable. Note that the reference armour layer and numerical algorithm use the orientation (O2) types 
sequenced in a such way that on any cross of the positioning grid (G1) the types of orientations are 
different and in each row and they follow a numerical sequence (the sequence S1, see Figure 4.9). 
 
 Table 6.7 - Packing density average values 
for tests S1, S2 and S3 before and after mild 
vibration and SDP. 
Test PD PDa SDP 
S1 0.601 0.612 87.4 
S2 0.596 0.611 73.5 
S3 0.595 0.603 67.0 
 
 
 Figure 6.21 - Average packing density PD per row for 
tests S1, S2 and S3. 
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Figure 6.22 – Positions of units after mild disturbance (MDS) and displacements of units (D/Dn) for tests S1, S2 
and S3. 
6.4.4 Same initial orientations of adjacent units  
The influence of enforcing identical orientations of adjacent units in the placement grid on 
the performance of armour layers is also worthy of investigation. Units were placed with the 
reference input characteristics but with a few adjacent units of adjacent rows retaining the same 
initial orientation. Specifically, five and seven units (units no 143 to 147 and 153 to 159) in the two 
middle rows the 12th and 13th, respectively, were given the same type 2 orientation (with nose axis 
normal to the slope and legs parallel to the horizontal Z-axis). This was test O7. Test O8 included an 
additional couple of rows with the same initial configuration of orientations of adjacent units as in 
test O7. In test O8, units no 166 to 171 in the 14th row and units no 176 to 182 in the 15th row also 
retain the same initial type 2 orientation. Another test O9 was run to investigate the case of 
retaining the same orientations of adjacent units in the upper last four rows. The initial and final 
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positions of units for tests O7, O8, O9 are shown in Figure 6.23. Table 6.8 lists the results of the 
above placement tests O7 to O9 as well as the performance of these packs at the MDS in terms of 
packing density, PD, and the SDP. The results of the reference armour layer (Test O2) are also 
presented in Table 6.8. Another Test O10 presented in Table 6.8 is discussed later (in Section 6.4.5). 
Table 6.8 - Packing density average values for tests O7, O8 and O9 with same initial orientations of some 
adjacent units before and after mild vibration and SD.  Results of reference test O2. Results of test O10 (same 
initial orientation of all units).  
  Test  PD PDa SDP 
O7 a total of 12 units from two adjacent rows in the centre of 
the model (5 units in 12th row and 7 units in 13th row) have 
the same orientation 
0.591 0.604 83.5 
O8 a total of 25 units from four adjacent rows in the centre of 
the model (5 units in 12th row, 7 units in 13th row, 5 units in 
14th row and 7 units in 15th row) have the same orientation 
0.601 0.617 72.2 
O9 a total of 12 units from the upper two adjacent rows in the 
centre of the model (7 units in 17th  row and 5 units in 18th 
row, and 7 units in 19th row and 5 units in 20th row) have 
the same orientation 
0.602 0.610 86.5 
O2 Reference case 0.601 0.612 87.4 
O10 All units have the same initial orientation 0.603 0.615 87.0 
 
Results of similar tests presented in a conference paper by Anastasaki et al. 2013 suggested 
that one or two adjacent units with the same initial orientation in the same row do not make any 
significant difference to the total average packing density. Neither is there a significant difference to 
the positioning of units, or the average stereoplot of orientations of units. But when there are a 
whole series of units in one row in the placement grid with the same orientation and especially 
when there are units in two adjacent rows with the same orientation, the positions of the finally 
placed units, the orientations as well as the average packing density both per row and for the total 
layer do change significantly from the reference case. The orientations of units which are placed in 
the middle rows of the layer (around the 12th  to 15th rows) do not change much for the case where 
adjacent units of the upper rows have initially the same orientation. 
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O7 
 
O8 
 
O9 
 
Figure 6.23 – Left: Initial positions of units at DPS. Right: Final positions of units at RPS, for tests O7 (top), O8 
(middle), O9 (bottom). 
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In Table 6.8 it is observed that the reference armour layer with different initial orientations 
of adjacent units is clearly the least mobile at the MDS. The most mobile is the armour layer created 
in test O8. The fact there is no straight forward relation between stability/mobility and the average 
packing density of these armour layers verifies that for effective concrete armour layers the 
systematically imposed variability of orientations of adjacent units has a strong influence.  
6.4.5 Armour layer with same initial orientations of all units 
The weight of the unit being placed on the slope plane as well as the already placed unit 
orientations and presence of rocks in the underlayer all influence the placed orientations of units 
and therefore their interlocking with neighbours. A special case was also examined in which all units 
are lowered with initially the same orientation (units were given orientation type 2 with nose normal 
to the slope and legs parallel to the horizontal Z-axis of the slope plane). Units were observed to 
become settled into final positions by rotating in almost identical ways after their interaction with 
the other units and with the rock underlayer. In no sense was variability of orientations encouraged 
or achieved in the placed layer of test O10. Figure 6.24 shows the initial positions and orientations of 
units and the resulting highly patterned appearance of the placed units. They all have almost the 
same characteristic orientation, even though it is different from the initial one in the design grid. 
 
  
 
Figure 6.24 – Left: Initial positions of units with same initial orientation of type 2 (with the nose vertical to the 
slope and legs parallel to the slope plane). Right: Units as placed at RPS for test O10. 
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Such placement of units with a ‘regular’ pattern has been found in Khaboura, Oman, even 
though the placement crew was encouraged to maintain a variable orientation in the individual units 
placed (Werren et. al., 2002). Both these armours, numerically created and the other as constructed 
in Oman are presented together in Figure 6.25. The stereographic projection of the nose axes 
orientations of units as placed in tests O2 and O10 is presented in Figure 6.26. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
K                                     
Khaboura, Oman (Werren et al., 2002) 
 
Figure 6.25 – Left: Placement of units when initially they all have same orientation type (type 2). Right: 
Concrete armour layer consisting of Core-Locs as constructed in Oman (Werren et al., 2002). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.26 – Orientations of units as placed in tests O2 (reference case, squares) and O10 (with all units of the 
layer having initially the same orientation, solid circles - initial type 2 is indicated with a red circle at the 
centre). 
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The results of the analysis of this armour layer (test O10) before and after the mild 
disturbance are presented in Table 6.8. Although the current armour layer is not loose (PD=0.603) 
and seems stable with SDP fairly large (87%), the average per row maximum forces of units are much 
higher than those developed on the reference layer (test O2), while the number of contacts is almost 
the same (see Figure 6.27). The consequences of such differences in maximum contact force, shown 
here to be much higher in test O10, are very interesting. For example the higher forces implied could 
be problematic if stresses generated within units at points of contact are critical for fracture, or 
alternatively, they could point towards higher friction forces to resist movement.  
 
         
Figure 6.27 – Average per row number of contacts of units and average per row dimensionless maximum 
contact force of units for the reference test O2 and test O10 . 
6.5 RESPONSE OF CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS AT THE ACCIDENTAL STATE (AS) 
6.5.1 Initial placement ‘errors’  
It is considered worth experimenting with possible errors or mistakes in applying the 
reference placement grid, G1, to see if lessons can be learned from an alternative approach to not 
applying the reference grid rigorously. In this series of tests, all other reference input data at DPS 
remain the same (cfnp=0.25, orientations of units: O2, underlayer: U10).  
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The following tests of placement errors (PE) were run in order to further check the 
sensitivity of the placement technique to units being completely missing from the initial placement 
grid (Figure 6.28): 
-Test PE1 : one unit missing [12/6]  
-Test PE2 : two units on same row [12/6 and 12/7] missing 
-Test PE3 : two units on same column [12/6 and 13/6] missing 
-Test PE4 : one row [12th row] missing 
-Test PE5 : one column [6th column] missing 
Note: the unit location code [12/6] means [number of row from toe to crest / number of unit 
from right to left].  
 
 
Figure 6.28 - Units missing from the initial placement grid symbolised by crosses for each test PE: Tests PE1 (red 
cross), PE2 (red and blue crosses), PE3 (red and green crosses), PE4 (red blue and yellow crosses), PE5 (red and 
orange crosses). 
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Results of the above tests indicated that the positioning of units is influenced especially in 
the region where units were initially missing, ‘by mistake’. Figure 6.29 shows the positions of units as 
placed for each test PE1 to PE5 projected at the reference slope level.  Figure 6.30 presents the 
packing density, average per row, for each test PE1 to PE5. The average packing density, PD, is also 
presented in the key of Figure 6.30. The effect of the absence of units from the placement grid is 
apparent above the 11th row. It was stronger in the case two adjacent units from the same column 
were missing. In contrast, any gap formed by the absence of one or two adjacent units (tests PE1 
and PE2) in the same row was covered by the units from the row above.  
In the case where the main placement rule regarding the lozenge shape of the theoretical 
grid is not followed  and units are not initially positioned between two units from the row below (as 
it is the case of test PE4), the resulting placement would be considered non-compliant. Not all the 
units in the current area were interlocked with other units from the row below and local packing 
density in these two rows, 11th and 12th, was quite low (around 0.45). A few of the gaps which 
formed between units in that row were large enough to be in the range of one rock size, suggesting 
a vulnerable exposure of the underlayer. It is concluded that the technical recommendations 
regarding the positioning of units must be applied very carefully.  
 
  
PE1 PE2 
Figure 6.29 – Final and theoretical target positions of centroids of units for the Tests PE1, PE2, PE3, PE4, PE5 
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PE3 PE5 
 
 
PE4  
Figure 6.29 – Final and theoretical target positions of centroids of units for the Tests PE1, PE2, PE3, PE4, PE5. 
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 Figure 6.30 – Packing Density, average per row and total average, for tests PE1 to PE5. 
6.5.2 Small variation of initial orientations 
In order to check how sensitive the numerical placement of units is in relation to the initial 
orientations of units, a test O6 which includes rotation of initial types of orientations by only 2 
degrees is compared with the reference armour layer (test O2). For the test O6, all other placement 
parameters remain the same as the reference case. 
Figure 6.31 shows the initial placement configurations at DPS for tests O2 and O6; the only 
difference is the small variation of the initial orientations. Figure 6.32 shows the final placement of 
units at PPS. In this comparison we can observe the relative positions and orientations of units in 
cases of tests O2 and O6. Here, the initial orientations of units differ very slightly by only 2 degres; 
they however cause the creation of a different pack. Such a small variation of initial orientations 
from their theoretical configuration is considered unavoidable in real constructions. In practice, units 
are held by the sling and the very small rotation of the initial orientations of units during their 
placement is expectable.   
Figure 6.33 presents the row by row average packing density. Although the total average 
packing density for test O6 is PD=0.599, close to the reference PD=0.601 (test O2), it is again 
confirmed that the way the units interact and interlock during their placement for each case is 
unique. It may depends on small variations of initial positions and orientations of units but 
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ultimately what really matters and most significantly influences the performance of concrete armour 
layers is how tight and well interlocked the final unit system is. This is investigated in next Chapter 7. 
   
Figure 6.31 – Initial positions and orientations of units at DPS for tests O2 (white clour) and O6 (orange colour).  
 
Figure 6.32 – Placed units at PPS for tests O2 (white clour) and O6 (orange colour). 
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 Figure 6.33 – Packing Density, average per row and total average, for tests O2 and O6. 
6.5.3 Vulnerable units under extreme disturbance  
Finally the reference armour layer was subjected to extreme vibration disturbances. 
Although extreme vibration, under the current numerical conditions, does not simulate real wave 
action, its application may provide indications of the relative mobility of the single-layer system of 
Core-Locs. The reference armour layer was subjected to extreme disturbance until some units were 
found to be unlocked from the layer system. Specifically, horizontal vibration along the in-out slope 
direction (X-axis) and vibration along the vertical, up-down, direction (Y-axis) were applied. 
Furthermore, the simulated friction coefficient during these vibration conditions was set at cfnp=0.1 
in order to provide units with ease to move, whilst vibration velocity and frequency were 5m/s and 
2.5Hz, respectively. These conditions are known to be unrealistic. The artificially low friction acts by 
aiding reorientations and most importantly downslope unit movement. 
Just after applying these extreme vibration cycles, some units had become disconnected 
from the armour system (Figure 6.34). After 10 cycles of vertical vibration, six units were totally 
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unlocked and lifted up above the layer. Their locations were [5/9], [7/4], [8/8], [17/2], [17/11], 
[19/4]. After 11 vibration cycles with the same maximum velocity and frequency but along the in-out 
slope direction (X-axis) there were also six units that were slightly moved away from the well 
interlocked system of other units: [2/3], [4/4], [15/8], [16/8], [20/1], [20/2].  
          
 
Figure 6.34 – Positions of centroids of units before and after extreme vibration (EDS). Left: along the in/out 
slope direction (X -axis). Right: along the vertical direction (Y-axis). 
In general, the above unlocked units belong mainly to the upper and lower middle part of 
the layer. However, detailed checking of the conditions prevailing for these individual units revealed, 
not surprisingly, that these were the units either influenced by the side wall boundaries (therefore of 
poorer interlocking) or having initially no contact with the underlayer and/or they were units resting 
on other units with no contact with the underlayer.  These results point towards the importance of 
the technical rule which requires that high quality control is needed to maintain contacts of units 
with other units and with the underlayer. 
6.6 NUMERICAL SENSITIVITY   
To test the sensitivity of results on the time step selected for simulations using the Y3D_R 
code. The placement of the reference armour layer was simulated with a slightly larger time step  
3.5 10-4 s (see also Table 3.1 and Appendix B, where time step is 2.5 10-4 s). Figure 6.35 is presented 
to show that the numerically created packs are the same for both values of this numerical 
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parameter. This is in contrast to the observed above impact of variation of the physical parameters, 
associated with the initial placement configuration of units, on the created packs.  
 
Figure 6.35 – Packs numerically created with time steps 2.5 10-4 s (white) and 3.5 10-4 s (pink). 
6.7 SUMMARY OF RESULTS – DISCUSSION  
One objective of this investigation was to optimize the numerical method of placement of 
concrete units while ensuring that technical placement criteria required by unit designers were met. 
More importantly, the main purpose was to examine the parameters influencing the performance of 
concrete armour layers, to focus on their packing density and to develop through numerical 
modelling, a better understanding of the placement procedures. 
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The new placement method includes design of both positions and orientations of each unit 
on the armour slope. The need for neighbours to present with contrasting and compatible 
orientation types in order to readily obtain a layer with good interlock has been suggested. The 
introduction of a group of four types of regular orientations of units sequencing in a specific way on 
the initial pattern grid was the key concept of the new method. The method was further improved 
by increasing the contacts of units with the underlayer (Section 6.2.1) and avoiding the presence of 
units with legs normal to the slope (Section 6.2.4). It was discovered that if the numerical model sets 
an artificially low friction coefficient for the initial numerical positioning of units (cfnp) tighter 
armour layers can be achieved. This numerical ‘trick’ has the effect of substituting for what might be 
expected in the final built layer when contractors make greater efforts and more manoeuvres to 
achieve the tight packs specified (Section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3).   
The classical construction factors of armour layers such as positioning grid of units and the 
armour unit to rock underlayer weight ratio were varied and tested under a standardized short 
series of mild intensity vibrations. The design of the grid of positions of units, in terms of theoretical 
distances between units, is shown to influence the packing density of the armour layer (Section 
6.2.5). The tightest armour layer with packing density of 0.618 was the most stable (Section 6.3.1). It 
is noted that the packing density for Core-Loc of 8m3 recommended by its developers is 0.619. 
Regarding the underlayer roughness, it does influence the positioning of units (Section 6.2.6). 
However, the armour layer created with the recommended value of Wa/Wr=10 and packing density 
of 0.601 was more stable/immobile than similar packs placed on different underlayer rock sizes 
(Section 6.3.2). 
The initial placement grid is certainly the best basis for guiding the numerically placed layer 
towards a target placement density but the relative orientation of adjacent units is also highly 
significant (Sections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4). It was proved that different orientation types on any cross of 
the lozenge pattern grid is the most effective combination (Section 6.4.3). The reference armour 
layer created numerically and in accordance with the technical rules proved effective in terms of 
interlocking of units and integrity of the whole system when it was disturbed (Section 6.4.1). Packing 
density is of most importance but not the only factor controlling the stability of an armour layer 
(Section 6.4.2). A good spread of orientations as seen qualitatively in stereographic plots of units’ 
nose axis orientations is also of interest (Sections 6.4.2, 6.4.4).  
Numerical experiments performed with relaxation of the positioning rules led to ineffective 
armour layers (Section 6.5.1). Very slight variations of the initial placement configuration (Section 
6.5.2) can lead to different units’ positions verifying the unique interaction of units. Under extreme 
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disturbance of the reference armour layer the most vulnerable were the units with no contacts of 
units with other units and/or with the underlayer (Section 6.5.3).  
Despite the sensitivity of placement of units due to the variation of physical parameters 
(initial placement configuration of units including the selected friction coefficient), simulations with 
different time step did not lead to the creation of different packs (Section 6.6). However, no other 
numerical parameters, such as the dumping coefficient have been tested.    
6.8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The numerical investigation of the design characteristics of concrete armour layers 
presented in this Chapter allowed this type of structure to be realistically represented for the first 
time with a new placement method. Many simulations were designed to probe the rationale behind 
the technical criteria and requirements set by their developers for an effective placement of 
concrete armour units. The simulation results strongly suggest the existence of these technical 
placement guidelines and therefore the recommendations for positioning and orientations do need 
careful adherence to in practice.  
The initial placement grid designed with a lozenge pattern is certainly the best basis for 
guiding the numerically placed layer towards a target placement density but the relative orientation 
of adjacent units is also highly significant. The new method of numerical placement of units includes 
design of both positions and orientations of units. The introduction of a group of four initial 
orientation types of units, specifically sequenced on the pattern grid is the key concept. For these 
units and maybe equally effective for numerical construction of the generation of units designed to 
work in a similar way. Although placement of units in a numerical environment with such a 
methodical procedure would be expected to be totally controlled, by the end of the dynamic 
simulation units invariably find unique positions and form packs with different density and other 
properties just as would happen on real projects. Packing density is the most important factor 
determining stability.  
In the context of the present numerical model study, it is suggested that the key concept of 
the new method could be worthy of consideration for construction control in practice. In other 
words, the employment of four distinct types of orientations of units to be loaded in sequence 
during the initial positioning of units as they are held by the sling, should be considered. 
It should be noted here that all the numerical parameters were assigned by Dr J. Xiang, who 
developed the code and further improved it for the current application to concrete armour layers; 
therefore their influence on the results is not well understood at present and should be the subject 
of further validation study research. 
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 7. PERFORMANCE OF CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS WITH 
DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS SUBJECTED TO VIBRATION 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this Chapter differs from the previous one, which includes a justification for 
the chosen parameters for the numerical creation of a realistic single concrete armour layer. The 
new placement method, as it was optimized, was applied to the creation of a single armour layer 
consisting of 21 rows (including the toe row) of Core-Loc units of 8m3 and average dimensionless 
packing density PD=0.601. In this Chapter this is also taken as the reference armour layer.  
Having developed the numerical methods, in this Chapter realistic single concrete armour 
layers consisting of Core-Loc units of 8m3 but with different characteristics such as packing density, 
underlayer roughness, number of rows of units (structure height) are numerically created. These 
different characteristics of concrete armour layers are described in Section 7.2. The effects of 
varying these characteristics on the placement of units on the armour layer are first investigated 
before moving on to the study of how they influence the performance of different concrete armour 
layers under disturbance up to the UDS (Ultimate Disturbance State, see Table 5.6)). Note, that in 
Chapter 6 only mild disturbance conditions were applied (and in some cases extreme disturbance 
conditions). The use of another type of unit, the Accropode II, for the creation of a different concrete 
armour layer is also investigated. The test program is presented in Section 7.3.   
The different armour layers are analysed mainly in terms of centroid positioning of units 
emphasizing the variation of packing density calculated on a per row basis as well as the average 
packing density of the whole structure. In some cases the average coordination number (average 
number of contacts each unit makes with neighboring units and the underlayer) and maximum 
contact forces of units are presented.  
To compare performance, all the different armour layers are disturbed by continuous 
vibrations. At this Ultimate Disturbance State (UDS) the vibration is applied continuously up to the 
stage a concrete armour layer reaches a maximum placement density with the layer integrity 
remaining intact and without any unit removed out of the armour. This is relevant to the ‘no damage 
criterion’ applied to the new generation single layer concrete armour units. Also at this stage (after 
disturbance), the analysis is  based on the positions of units from which measures of displacement 
are derived together with details of how the packing density evolves during vibration cycles. Results 
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are reported in Section 7.4. This is followed with a discussion of the responses under vibration 
(Section 7.5) and concluding remarks (Section 7.6).  
It must be noted again that also the results reported in this Chapter 7 do not represent 
outcomes, which would be observed on site and/or in the laboratory (i.e. under wave action). 
However, since the methods used for the creation and analysis of the different armour layers are all 
the same, the influence of their characteristics on performance under vibration can be cautiously 
compared as a possible indicator to rank design variables. 
7.2 DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYERS  
This Chapter focuses on the numerical investigation of the following different structure 
characteristics with the aim to identify design variables which may improve the performance of 
concrete armour layers under vibration.  
7.2.1 Packing Density 
The major factor influencing the interlocking of units (Sullivan, 2011) and consequently the 
effectiveness of a single armour layer is the placing of the units, which is most commonly 
characterised by the average packing density. Initial packing density and damage in the armour 
layer, in terms of displacements of units, are inversely related; when one increases the other 
decreases. In the early days of Core-Locs real structures with PD values ranging between 0.57 and 
0.60 were constructed (Werren et al., 2002). The original recommended value for 15 ton units was 
PD=0.58 (Holtzhausen, 1998), whilst the most recent guidelines of CLI (2012) suggest the average 
packing density value for the 8m3 size units should be PD=0.619,  which is a considerably higher 
density than first recommended. Testing of Core-Locs by ERDC/CHL (U.S Army Engineer Research 
and Development Centre, Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory) for the Kaumalapau breakwater 
armour, in Hawaii, showed stable structures could be built with packing density values ranging from 
0.54 to 0.64, with 0.60 generally recommended. Initially a low value of 0.58 was considered 
achievable for the placement of Core-Loc units as large as 31.8ton. However, a high packing density 
of 0.62 was finally used for the construction of the Kaumalapau breakwater armour, which was 
completed in 2007 (Sullivan, 2011). 
In practice, for quality control, engineers measure the average packing density of the rows of 
units placed around the still sea water level and they count the number of units placed in a 
predefined area. In the present thesis the author developed a new method of calculation of packing 
density. The simulation output provides the centroid positions of all the placed units for the entire 
simulated armour layer so the area of each unit surrounded by four other units (two units on the 
row above and two units on the row below) can be calculated. In this way the local (per unit), the 
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average per row, as well as the total average packing density of the whole armour layer can be 
measured giving useful information about the heterogeneity with which units are placed and how 
this spatial distribution changes due to disturbance.     
Packing density of an armour layer is certainly controlled by the target grid (G) of positions 
of units, in terms of theoretical distances between units along the horizontal and slope level 
directions, Dh and Dv, respectively. However, it is not the only parameter affecting the placement of 
units. In reality, manual adjustments are needed by the crane operator for the better positioning of 
each unit leading to a tighter and therefore better interlocked pack.  As it was described in Chapter 
6, in the numerical model, the lower the friction coefficient for the initial numerical positioning of 
units (cfnp) is set, the tighter the armour layers that are achieved.  
The reference armour layer was required to have an average dimensionless packing density 
of 0.60. This was achieved using an initial horizontal and up-down slope spacing between units of 
Dh=1.12H and Dv=0.55H, respectively with cfnp=0.25. Having developed the necessary numerical 
methods for placing concrete units, packing densities other than 0.60 and as high as 0.63 could also 
be achieved while still satisfying the irregular interlocking placement criteria set by the unit 
developers. In the present thesis, armour layers with different packing densities have been 
numerically created by altering the initial grid distances and the numerical friction coefficient, cfnp, 
values. They were then tested under vibration, up to the UDS. 
7.2.2 Size of rocks of the underlayer 
One of the key project site conditions identified by Werren et al. (2002) was the importance 
of the preparation of the underlayer prior to receiving the armour units. Although model studies and 
field experience show good performance of the Core-Loc units placed over a range of prepared 
underlayer tolerances, it has been found that the placement of a single layer of Core-Loc units is 
much easier and more productive, if adequate care is taken to prepare the underlayer with minimal 
variation from the specified line and grade (Werren et al., 2002). The surface of the numerically 
created underlayer was investigated with reference to methods that are applied in practice i.e. in 
accordance with The Rock Manual, CIRIA C683 (2007) and it appeared to have sufficient roughness 
while at the same time remaining within the suggested tolerances (see Figure 4.16).  
In the present study, the aim was to run tests for the placement of concrete armour units on 
different sizes of underlayer stones with a range of weight ratios of armour unit to rock Wa/Wr 
above and below the value of 10, which was used as the reference case. Armour layers placed on 
different underlayers were presented in Chapter 6, where they were tested at the MDS (under mild 
vibration conditions - for 10 cycles). However, in this study they are tested at the ultimate 
disturbance state, UDS. 
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7.2.3 Number of rows of units 
The shape of the single layer concrete units is optimized to provide interlocking with the 
neighbouring units. The best interlocking is achieved on steep slopes of less than 45 degrees, as the 
one is used in this thesis (the slope is 3:4), where armour units can rest substantially on the units 
from the row below. In the present thesis, the influence of the superposition of several rows of units 
on the distribution of contact forces developed on the armour layer is investigated.  
The technical guidelines suggest the number of rows of units up the slope should be limited 
to around 20. The reason for this is most likely to be to reduce the probability for settlements of the 
whole armour layer and therefore to avoid any dramatic consequences of such settlements (Jensen, 
2013). Concrete armour layers consisting of different number of rows of units were also numerically 
tested under vibration. 
7.2.4 Type of armour unit 
A full investigation of the Core-Loc amour unit type is presented in this thesis. However, with 
the FEMDEM-based mechanics solver that can compute discrete body interactions of any shape, 
concrete units of any existing shape can be simulated. The placement method has been developed 
for its application to the numerical creation of single layer concrete armour units; it can be applied 
to any type of modern single layer concrete unit. A preliminary study on the modern unit of CLI, 
Accropode II is presented (see Figure 2.2). In order to reduce CPU time, the full Accropode II model 
was also simplified by removing the (‘sacrificial’ or ‘friction’) studs to produce a modified unit type 
named here Accropode II NS (see Table 3.1). It is noted that removing the studs is ‘a numerical 
exercise’. There is no intention to revert to a unit that has no studs in real life. 
Since, the only difference between Accropode II and Accropode II NS is that no studs are 
included in Accropode II NS, it is of interest to compare the behavior of these two units under the 
same conditions. It is noted that the unit AII,NS does not exist in reality. They were both numerically 
placed with the same input set-up. After generating the initial pack the same vibration condition was 
applied to their foundation - the underlayer and boundary walls - as in the case of the reference 
armour layer with Core-Locs.  
7.3 TEST PROGRAM 
The reference system consists of one toe row of 12 units with 20 further rows of alternately 
11 and 12 units per row. The design parameters (at DPS) are: unit position grid G1 (Dh=1.12H and 
Dv=0.55H), four initial types of regular orientations, O2, sequenced as defined by the pattern grid S1, 
numerically placed with cfnp=0.25 (at PPS) on a rough underlayer with an armour to underlayer unit 
weight ratio Wa/Wr=10 (U10); at the RPS cf=0.9. With the set-up of the reference armour layer in 
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place, a series of tests was undertaken to investigate the influence of different characteristics of 
armour layers. In all the cases a new placement of units (the whole of step III of the workflow 
presented in APPENDIX B) was required. It should be noted that in all cases the applied friction 
coefficient at RPS is set to be cf=0.9. In this Chapter the following are studied: 
• Relative performance as a function of packing density.  New armour layers of 20 rows were 
numerically constructed in addition to those presented in Chapter 6. Because of the staggered 
pattern this is written as 20 rows x 12 (11) columns. This consists of tests of placement of the 
same sized units on the same rough underlayer but with different design grid (G) and/or 
different numerical friction during initial placement (cfnp values). The resulting packing 
densities are listed together with the input design parameters in Table 7.1. These armour layers 
of Core-Locs are characterized by their average packing density, therefore the corresponding 
tests are denoted in this study as CL_PD value.  
Table 7.1 – Design parameters set in the numerical model for the creation of armour layers with different 
packing densities (Dh and Dv are the horizontal and upslope distances between centroids of units  along the Z-
axis and the parallel to the slope S-axis, respectively) (text and numbers in bold font represent the reference 
armour layer). 
Tests of 
different 
packing 
density 
Design grid of positions of units Friction coefficient for the 
numerical placement of 
units, cfnp 
Packing density of 
the armour layer, 
PD 
CL_0.584 G1: Dh=1.12H Dv=0.55H cfnp=0.90 0.584 
CL_0.594 G1: Dh=1.12H Dv=0.55H cfnp=0.30 0.594 
CL_0.601 G1: Dh=1.12H Dv=0.55H cfnp=0.25 0.601 
CL_0.604 G2: Dh=1.12H Dv=0.54H cfnp=0.25 0.604 
CL_0.618 G3: Dh=1.12H Dv=0.53H cfnp=0.25 0.618 
CL_0.628 G3: Dh=1.12H Dv=0.53H cfnp=0.15 0.628 
CL_0.631 G3: Dh=1.12H Dv=0.53H cfnp=0.10 0.631 
 
• Relative performance as a function of the size of the underlayer. Concrete armour layers with 
different underlayer roughness were created in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.2.6). They are also 
presented in this Chapter 7 and further investigated. The tests of the different underlayers 
(Series U) are characterized by the different armour unit to rock weight ratio, with U value 
equal to Wa/Wr (see Table 7.2). 
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Table 7.2 – Tests of armour layesr with different underlayer rock sizes (text and numbers in bold font represent 
the reference armour layer). 
Tests of different 
underlayer 
Number of units  in each 
alternative row (odd (even) rows) 
Wa/Wr 
U10 12 (11) 10 
U14 11 (10) 14 
U19 10 (9) 19 
U8 13 (12) 8.6 
U7 14 (13) 6.87 
 
• Relative performance as a function of the rows of units of the armour layer. This consists of tests 
of new placements of the same unit type with the same design grid of positions and orientations 
and cfnp values but building is stopped after different numbers of rows are completed and units 
rest. These tests are denoted with a different number of rows of units (Series R). In this study the 
armour layers R5, R12, R17 and R20 consisting of 5, 12, 17 and 20 rows of units were created. In 
these tests, the additional numbers of rows are placed on top of the rows of units which had 
been previously created. For instance on top of the first 12 rows of units (R12), 3 rows of units 
are placed resulting in an armour layer of 15 rows (R15), where all units have reached the stage 
of equilibrium (RPS).  
• Relative performance of Core-Loc and Accropode II layers. This consists of tests of placement of 
Accropode II with and without the studs (tests AII and AII,NS). For the placement of the different 
unit type the initial target distances between units were: Dh=1.10H and Dv=0.55H. Four different 
types of orientations - two with axes normal to slope and two which are oblique - were selected 
for this type of unit in order to apply the placement method.  
7.4 RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The characteristics of the armour layers tested together with the results, in terms of average 
packing density before vibration (PD) and the number of vibration cycles (N) needed to achieve a 
‘maximum’ packing density after vibration (PDa) are presented in Table 7.3 together with the 
number of units displaced by a ‘safe’ distance, D/Dn<0.3 and D/Dn<0.5.  
By setting an acceptable threshold and counting the proportion of units that are ‘safe’ in the 
sense that their centroids are displaced less than this acceptable value, a damage measure is 
defined. The safe displacement number or safe displacement percentage, SDP, is the number or % of 
units with D/Dn<0.3 and is used to compare performance in terms of displacements. 
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Table 7.3 – Test programme and results (PD and SDP) before and after vibration of the concrete armour layers 
numerically created. All cases assume vibration conditions with cf=0.9 except the test noted with *where 
cf=0.1. 
Test Armour unit 
type 
Armour 
unit 
size 
Underlayer 
rock weight, 
Wr 
(Wa is the 
weight of 
the armour 
unit) 
Number 
of rows 
of units 
on the 
armour 
slope 
Packing 
density 
of the 
armour 
layer, 
PD 
Number 
of 
vibration 
cycles,  
N 
Packing 
density of 
the armour 
layer after 
vibration, 
PDa 
Number of units 
(%) of the armour 
layer with ‘safe’ 
displacements 
D/Dn 
<0.3 
D/Dn 
<0.5 
CL_0.601 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.601 30 0.629 50 76.09 
CL_0.601 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.601 40 0.637 33.04 56.52 
CL_0.601 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.601 50 0.642 23.91 45.65 
CL_0.584 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.584 30 0.612 26.09 45.22 
CL_0.594 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.594 30 0.646 18.7 30.87 
CL_0.594 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.594 40 0.654 16.52 25.65 
CL_0.604 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.604 30 0.644 22.17 33.48 
CL_0.618 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.618 30 0.640 50.87 70.87 
CL_0.628 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.628 20 0.644 74.35 94.35 
CL_0.631 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.631 10 0.642 94.35 98.7 
CL_0.631 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.631 20 0.653 82.17 92.61 
CL_0.631 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.631 20 * 0.663* 53.48 79.57 
U19 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/19 20 0.611 30 0.652 37.37 54.74 
U19 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/19 20 0.611 38 0.667 31.58 42.60 
U14 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/14 20 0.602 30 0.626 50.37 62.38 
U14 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/14 20 0.602 40 0.635 32.86 47.14 
U14 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/14 20 0.602 50 0.650 26.67 40.00 
U8.6 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/8.6 20 0.596 30 0.634 26.51 49.80 
U8.6 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/8.6 20 0.596 40 0.648 21.2 38.00 
U8.6 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/8.6 20 0.596 50 0.654 21.69 36.00 
U7 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/6.87 20 0.587 30 0.616 50.37 72.22 
U7 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/6.87 20 0.587 40 0.625 46.3 60.74 
U7 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/6.87 20 0.587 50 0.634 40.37 53.70 
R12 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 12 0.598 40 0.639 46.04 65.47 
R15 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 15 0.592 40 0.650 38.37 62.21 
R17 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 17 0.588 40 0.642 29.74 49.23 
R20 Core-Loc 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.595 40 0.641 33.48 51.30 
AII Accropode II 8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.609 40 0.659 31.74 45.65 
AII,NS Accropode II 
with no 
studs 
8 m3 Wa/10 20 0.618 40 0.659 25.65 43.48 
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In this Section the comparison of different model cases is analysed. For the needs of the 
discussion of results, Table 7.3 includes some results for different numbers of vibration cycles (less 
than the cycles needed to reach the ‘maximum’ packing density values).    
Tests are named with the following convention: the test identifier letters and number, i.e. 
corresponding to the type of Core-Loc unit, CL (It is AII for Accropode II); the packing density before 
the vibration, PD; the number of vibration cycles, N; and the packing density after vibration, PDa.  
7.4.1 Armour Layers of different initial packing density 
New armour layers with different packing density have been numerically created. In addition 
to the reference armour layer (CL_0.601), two are looser (CL_0.584 and CL_0.594) and four are 
denser (CL_0.604, CL_0.618, CL_0.628 and CL_0.631) making seven layers of different packing 
density in all. They are presented in Figure 7.1, where the number of contacts of units at RPS is 
illustrated. 
In all seven cases the final placement of units as shown in Figure 7.1 is considered 
satisfactory in relation to the technical placement criteria.  
Packing density is the most important parameter for the characterization of a concrete unit 
armour layer pack. It can be treated as a local or global property of an armour layer, depending on 
its associated region. The new method of calculation of local packing density on a per unit basis 
allows the calculation of average local packing density in any sampling area and this can be on a per 
row basis.  
At this point it should be noted that results presented herein may have limited applicability 
to the real behavior of structures (mainly due to the various assumptions and limitations of the 
numerical model such as dry conditions, elastic material properties, lack of validation of the code), 
but they are considered of great interest for placement operations. This is the main reason the 
present study focuses on the analysis of properties of armour layers, which are related to the units 
positioning (such as PD) rather than on forces (and stresses).  However, coordination number (CN) as 
well as contact forces and maximum force per unit normalised with the unit weight (Fmaw/W) are 
illustrated for the seven different concrete armour layers and briefly discussed in the next 
paragraphs, with the aim to present the potential that the current numerical technology may have in 
the future.  
It is confirmed that the concrete armour layers placed in this investigation are 
heterogeneous in structure and this can be quantified in terms of local packing density. Figures 7.2 
compare the row by row average PD for all the seven armour layers. Regarding the local variation of 
average packing density PD (per row), it is decreasing and increasing almost every 3 to 4 rows. 
Maximum local PD per row of 0.677 is found in the densest pack CL_0.631 in Rows 6 and 8.  
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CL_0.584 CL_0.594 
  
CL_0.601 CL_0.604 
  
CL_0.618 CL_0.628 
Figure 7.1 – Concrete armour layers numerically created with different packing density, PD. Coordination number of 
each unit is shown (continued…) 
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CL_0.631  
Figure 7.1 – Concrete armour layers numerically created with different packing density, PD. Coordination 
number of each unit is shown. 
High PD of 0.666, is measured in the CL_628, in Row 14. The middle rows 6 and 8 are also 
dense rows for the CL_0.601, CL_0.604 and CL_0.618, with values of average local packing density 
per row equal to 0.625, 0.619 and 0.653, respectively. A high value of 0.630 is found in the lower 
row 2 of the CL_0.601 and in the higher row 18 in the CL_0.604. In CL_0.584 and CL_0.594, the 
maximum local packing density is found in the middle rows 11 and 10 with values 0.633 and 0.619, 
respectively.  
If we consider the two halves of the structure, the lower part includes rows 2 to 10 and the 
upper part includes rows 11 to 19. In all the seven packs, the average local PD of the lower half 
structure, has been measured and found to be slightly larger than the average PD of the upper half 
structure (except the loosest CL_0.584). The average local packing density of the lower and upper 
halves of the structure for each armour layer is presented in Table 7.4. 
The lower and upper parts of the structure have almost the same packing density in the 
CL_0.584 and CL_0.628. In the CL_0.601 and CL_0.618 the lower half part of the structure is tighter 
than the upper half part by almost 1%. In the armour layers CL_0.594 and CL_0.604 the difference is 
3% and 2%, respectively. However, in the densest case, CL_0.631, the lower half of the structure is 
significantly tighter than the upper one by 7%. The density achieved is therefore relatively even all 
the way up in most builds, but for the densest pack a greater density occurred lower down.  
There is a trend described in the previous paragraph when analysing the upper and lower 
halves of the layer separately. But when the whole structure is examined, there are two other 
obvious trends. 
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Figure 7.2 – Variation of packing density PD calculated on an average per row basis from row 2 to 19, for the 
seven armour layers numerically created with different packing density. 
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Table 7.4 - Average local packing density of the lower and upper half of the structure (Rows 2-10 and Rows 11-
19) for each armour layer numerically created with different packing density. 
Armour Layer numerically 
created with different Packing 
Density,  PD 
Average Packing Density of the 
lower half of the layer 
(rows 2-10) 
Average Packing Density of the 
upper half of the layer 
(rows 11-19) 
CL_0.584 0.583 0.585 
CL_0.594 0.604 0.585 
CL_0.601 0.604 0.597 
CL_0.604 0.609 0.598 
CL_0.618 0.621 0.615 
CL_0.628 0.629 0.626 
CL_0.631 0.653 0.609 
 
One is the consistently looser packing in the upper three to five rows which is especially 
noted in CL_0.631 (see Figure 7.2). Assuming that breakwater armour layers of 20 rows, (which 
according to unit developers is actually the maximum recommended number of concrete unit rows 
considered for standard structures) are designed for significant wave heights greater than 7m in 
deep sea water levels and for minimum to zero wave overtopping, these upper three to five rows 
will most probably be found above (and partly below) the sea water level. In real sea conditions, this 
is the part of the breakwater that is most exposed to the wave action and therefore to 
displacements of units. In real conditions an above water placement with extra effort may mitigate 
against this trend. It is also noted that the units above the still water line might achieve higher 
compactions as their effective density is higher than for those below the water due to buoyancy. 
The other trend is that maximum forces have been measured in the lower rows. This is 
particularly true in the case of the densest armour layer CL_0.631. The contact forces and maximum 
contact forces per unit are discussed below.   
The contact forces experienced by the units are considered important to a fundamental 
understanding of concrete armour layers since they affect the stability of units as well as of the 
whole structure. However, again it is appropriate to recall several simplifying assumptions affecting 
the behaviour at contacts and thus contact forces being modelled. For example, inelastic contact 
behaviour expected for sharper contacts on real structures is not included in the present model. For 
the models numerically created in this thesis, the friction coefficient, cf, is set to 0.9. To consider the 
sensitivity of this assumption to the discussion on simulated force distributions, it is noted that the 
simulated pack geometry after finding equilibrium does not change significantly when the friction 
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coefficient is relaxed from 0.90 to 0.60. Although a small shift to higher maximum normalised 
contact force is noted, the effect is significantly less than that associated with, for example, a 
comparison between force distributions for different packing density layers. This is the concept 
presented in the work published by Latham et al. (2013). The lack of validation of the code must also 
be added to the assumptions as the most important one, since it may make the results ‘unrealistic’; 
however, comparing different packs of units useful trends can be observed. 
Contact forces between units of an armour layer are captured and shown here for the first 
time. The magnitude of all contact forces normalised by the weight of the unit (Wa = 188 kN) is 
presented in Figure 7.3 in a cumulative frequency plot. This plot shows the existence of many 
contacts with large forces. The trend is clearly seen: greater numbers of high forces are experienced 
by the armour layers with increasing packing density.   
 
Figure 7.3 - Cumulative frequency plot of the contact forces normalised by the concrete armour unit weight for 
all contacts experienced by the 242 units, illustrated for the seven concrete armour layers numerically created 
with different packing density.  
The distribution of maximum contact force per unit is also informative. It is presented in 
Figure 7.4. For the looser packs, the simulated maximum contact force per unit was observed to vary 
between 0.5 to 3 times Wa. For the densest pack, maximum contact forces of between 4 or 5 times 
Wa were noted (with a few higher maximum contact forces also observed). The high magnitudes of 
contact force for a relatively small proportion of contacts simulated here should be viewed with 
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caution especially given our assumptions, as it has been highlighted in this thesis. However, the 
trends learned from these simulations are of interest.  
 
 
Figure 7.4 - Cumulative frequency plot of the maximum contact force normalised by the concrete armour unit 
weight, Fmax/Wa, for each of the 242 units, illustrated for the seven concrete armour layers numerically 
created with different packing density.  
The distribution of maximum forces per unit (see Figure 7.4) shows a similar trend to the 
distribution of all contact forces shown in Figure 7.3, but the increasingly significant number of 
maximum contact forces above 2 times Wa for packs with greater packing density (with PD equal to 
or above 0.618) is more clearly shown.  
In Figure 7.5 the variation of maximum force per unit normalised with the unit weight 
calculated on an average per row basis from row 1 to 20 is presented; left the loose armour layers 
CL_0.584, CL_0.594, CL_0.601 and CL_0.604 are compared; right the dense armour layers CL_0.618, 
CL_0.628 and CL_0.631 are compared (CL_0.601 is also included).  
The denser the armour layer, the greater is the number of larger maximum contact forces 
developed. In these dense packs units of the lower rows develop maximum contact forces. The 
maximum contact force was found to occur in the densest pack, CL_0.631, which also has the most 
contacts.  
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Figure 7.5 – Variation of coordination number of units calculated on an average per row basis from row 1 to 20, 
for the seven armour layers numerically created with different packing density. 
Figure 7.6 shows the variation of coordination number of units (CN) calculated on an 
average per row basis from row 1 to 20, for the seven different armour layers. It is also presented in 
a cumulative frequency plot in Figure 7.7., which highlights the profoundly different properties of 
the 0.584 pack compared with the others. Irregular packing structures are normal in granular 
systems. This ‘irregularity’ required for the interlocking of the concave shaped Core-Loc units has the 
consequence that the number of unit contacts that each unit experiences is far from constant. Even 
though it is stated that each unit must touch four units – two in the row below and two in row 
above, and make contact with the underlayer slope, the coordination number has a wide variation. 
Contacts with neighbouring units including the rock underlayer ranging from 3 to 12 in the seven 
packs examined (see Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.6).  
Different packing conditions result in a different average coordination number and different 
spatial distributions of coordination number. The median value of coordination number (see Figure 
7.7) increases systematically from 5.5 for the armour layer with PD equal to 0.601, to about 6.7 for 
the tightest packs with PD equal to 0.628 and 0.631. Reassuringly, the results strongly confirm that 
the denser the pack, the further the cumulative curve shifts to the right, resulting in a larger 
proportion of high CN values.  
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Figure 7.6 – Variation of coordination number of units (CN) calculated on an average per row basis from row 1 
to 20, for the seven armour layers numerically created with different packing density. 
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Figure 7.7 - Cumulative frequency plot of the coordination number for each of the 242 units, illustrated for the 
seven concrete armour layers numerically created with different packing density.  
These structures are heterogeneous and perform differently under disturbance. In general due to 
the vibration which is applied in the up and down slope direction, units move mainly downwards and  
find new tighter positions,  resulting in an increase of packing density which is more significant in the 
lower part of the armour layer than in the upper part. This is shown in Figure 7.8 (see next page), 
which compares the average per row packing density before and after vibration.  
Most of the armour layers reached a packing density value PDa of around 0.64 before losing 
their single layer integrity, but after slightly different periods of vibration (see Table 7.3). Figure 7.9 
shows the key results of PD before and after vibration (PDa). 
 
 
Figure 7.9 - Progressive change in average PD with vibration cycles. Tests continue until integrity of single layer 
is lost. 
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In all the plots: 
 
Vertical axis: Row 
Horizontal axis: PD 
 
(as in the  top left) 
 
Figure 7.8 – Average packing density PD for each row of the concrete armour layers numerically created with 
different packing density before and after vibration (black solid lines indicate the PD after vibration). 
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Understandably, the loose packs need more vibration cycles than the tight ones to tighten 
up to a given new packing density. This may be an indication of the better performance of the 
denser armour layers compared to the looser ones. However, this is not necessarily always the case, 
as it is explained below. Each unique armour layer irrespective of its difference or similarity in 
average initial PD is found to perform differently.  
One immediately obvious way of tracking the behaviour is to assess it in terms of average 
packing density. Another is to consider the displacement magnitudes statistically using a measure 
like SDP. Regarding the vibration cycles, the reference armour layer, CL_0.601, needs 50 vibration 
cycles to reach the PDa=0.642, while the CL_0.594 needs only 30 cycles to reach a tighter 
PDa=0.646. Regarding the SDP, it is larger in CL_0.601 than in CL_0.594. Comparing also CL_0.604 
with CL_0.618; they both reach the PDa=0.64 after 30 cycles of vibration, but not surprisingly, more 
units of CL_0.618 have safe displacements (SDP =51%) than for CL_0.604 (SDP= 22%) as it is a much 
large transformation to a tight pack. 
In general, the looser the pack, the larger were the displacements of units. Considering only 
the number of units with safe displacements, the SDP (see Table 7.3), the best performance was 
achieved with the tightest pack of units, CL_0.631 (SDP=94%) followed by CL_0.628 (SDP=74%) and 
CL_0.618 (SDP=51%). For the cases of PD equal to 0.601, 0.604 and 0.594, SDP drops to 24%, 22% 
and 19%, respectively. Note that the loosest concrete armour layer, CL_0.584, cannot always be 
compared objectively with the other tests. This is because after 30 vibration cycles and still with a 
very low PDa (=0.612), further vibration cycles led to units lifting up and becoming vulnerable. 
In Figure 7.10 the range of displacements of units indicated by different threshold levels is 
illustrated row by row. This graphical method of displaying of displacements of units is very 
informative. In this type of plot (Figure 7.10) the SDP values are represented by the lighter grey 
areas. It is confirmed that the denser the armour layers, the less significant are the displacements of 
units as assessed by all the threshold values.   
Although the reference armour layer (CL_0.601)  has almost the same packing density value 
as CL_0.604, it  may be considered marginally more stable due to the more vibration cycles needed 
to reach the PDa=0.640 and the smaller number of units with the very large displacements D/Dn>2 
(see Figure 7.10). The best performing layers in terms of SDP are those with the tightest initial packs 
CL_0.631 and CL_0.628. In the CL_0.618 there were a few units with displacements D/Dn>1. 
However, significant displacements of D/Dn>2 were observed mainly in the looser layers, CL_0.604, 
CL_0.601 and CL_0.594.   
These plots also indicate that the largest displacements occur in the upper rows of the 
structure, whilst for the lower rows the movements of units may be considered on the safe side.  
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Figure 7.10 – Number of units (%) in each row with a range of displacements D/Dn after vibration for the 
concrete armour layers numerically created with different packing density. 
The average top row height of the armour layer was measured along the vertical direction 
(Y- axis) before and after the vibration (see Figure 7.11).  The average lowering of the armour crest is 
maximum for the case of CL_0.594 where a lowering of 1.5m occurred. It is around 0.5m for 
CL_0.601 and 0.604 and no more than 0.2m in the dense packs CL_0.618, CL_0.628, and CL_0.631. 
Although it is tempting to examine the crest elevation of the centroids of the top armour row after 
the disturbance and draw conclusions by analogy with settlement on real structures due to wave 
action disturbance, this is not fully justified as the loading processes as well as the structure (given 
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that a proper horizontal crest is not included) are different. However, it is believed that the lowering 
of the top row cannot be considered as an indication of the performance of armour layers. 
 
 
Figure 7.11 – Average height of the armour layers before and after vibration (Y and Ya in m). 
The performance of an armour layer may also be related to the ‘quality’ of the placement of 
units. The statistics for the number of contacts each unit makes with its neighbours (Coordination 
Number, CN) may be considered an indication of the effectiveness of interlocking. The denser the 
pack, the larger the CN (see Figure 7.7), the less displacements of units under vibration (see Figure 
7.12). 
Figure 7.12 presents a cumulative frequency plot showing the variation of displacements of 
units after vibration to varying degrees that arrive at a structure at its limit of stability. Here, the 
curves further to the left indicate the least mobile armour layers so that the resulting data supports 
the general conclusion that the larger the initial PD of the armour system, the less vulnerable is the 
structure. The variation from this trend can be put down to models being run to different numbers 
of vibration cycles and the natural variability that exists when two different layers are created with 
similar average PD. Note that the 0.3D/Dn threshold appears to be a very good discriminator for 
defining the stability indicator SDP for the higher density packs but not for the lower, while 0.5D/Dn 
is perhaps capturing the entire range of responses most evenly. 
The above discussion of results focused on vibration test runs where, irrespective of the 
number of vibration cycles, the PDa value signifying the beginning of single layer integrity loss was 
0.64. However there were two cases of simulated armour layers where before unit extraction and 
integrity loss was indicated, a very tight PDa of 0.65 was achieved (these are the CL_0.594, after 40 
cycles and CL_0.631, after 20 cycles, see Table 7.3 and Figure 7.9).   
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Figure 7.12 – Displacements of units after vibration for all the seven armour layers numerically created with 
different packing density. 
Even though it was not within the main scope of this study, in order to find the limiting 
average packing density that an armour layer can reach after a vibration disturbance but without 
units becoming extracted or squeezed out from the armour layer, the CL_0.631 model was vibrated 
under the same conditions (20 cycles of vibration with velocity 5m/s along the up-down slope 
direction and frequency 2.5 Hz) but assigned a very low friction coefficient, cf=0.1. The armour layer 
was transformed to an extremely tight pack with a PDa=0.663. It has been suggested (personal 
communication with the unit developers) that this packing density value of 0.66 was believed to 
exist in the field and/or in the laboratory under extreme wave disturbance conditions. However, 
whether the integrity within one layer has been retained in such cases or whether the sample area 
has un-knowingly extended near the toe, is an open question.  
7.4.2 Armour layers with different underlayer rock size 
First we discuss how underlayer roughness affects the nature of the placed layers  before 
moving on to the subject of its response to a disturbance. The concrete armour layers numerically 
created with different underlayer rock sizes are presented in Figure 6.10 (Chapter 6, Section 6.2.6). 
There is a clear influence of the sizes of underlayer rocks during the placement of units. The resulted 
average packing density for each test is presented in Table 7.3. The reference case, PD=0.601, sets 
the ratio Wa/Wr at 10. When the underlayer rock sizes are increased, the ratio is decreased, the 
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roughness is relatively greater and the initial packing density created during the standard placement 
process decreases. The pack of units placed on the underlayer with the smallest rock size (test U19, 
with ratio Wa/Wr=19) became tight with PD=0.611, while for the largest rocks, in test U7, PD=0.587, 
was lower (see Table 7.3).   
Turning to the effect of vibration disturbance; despite the observation that smoother 
underlayers promoted construction of tighter packs, the performance of the structure in terms of 
the displacements of units after 40 cycles presents a rather unclear trend (Figure 7.13) partly 
because the starting PDs are quite varied. When the rocks of the underlayer are large (U7), SDP is 
larger than for smaller underlayer rock systems, despite the fact the other tests have an initial PD 
tighter than U7. The other significant observation is that for the smallest underlayer tested U19, 
movements between 1.5Dn and 2Dn are much more common than the other models (Figure 7.13).  
 
 
Figure 7.13– Distribution of displacements of units D/Dn under the same vibration conditions (40 vibration 
cycles) for armour layers placed on five different underlayer rock sizes. 
A clearer expression of the underlayer’s influence can be found by pairing tests where the 
initial packing densities are nearly the same but where for one test, Wa/Wr is not the reference 
value of 10  (Figure 7.14).  In these plots, the number of vibration cycles are in each case the same 
and curves positioned further to the left represent relatively more stable structures. 
It is observed that in all the cases, underlayer rocks larger than the reference underlayer 
with Wa/Wr=10 tend to prevent units from sliding downslope, causing safer displacements in 
comparison to the reference underlayer. When the underlayer rocks are smaller than the reference 
size the curves appear on the right, indicating larger displacements of units. In these cases, the 
increase of the packing density after disturbance due to the smoother underlayer is clearly 
observed. 
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Figure 7.14 – Comparison of armour layers with similar packing density PD but placed on different underlayers 
(for the reference layer CL the underlayer armour to rock weight ratio is Wa/Wr=10). 
7.4.3 Armour layers constructed to different heights 
This section is divided into two parts. The first looks at the consequences for the packing 
density and contact forces for systems built with different numbers of rows. The second is then a 
study of how systems with more rows respond under a vibration disturbance. 
The four concrete armour layers numerically created with different number of rows of units 
are presented in Figure 7.15. In general, when applying the numerical placement procedures with 
the same designed placement grid spacing, the separate addition of further rows of units above a 
given row might be expected to cause a slight further lowering of that given row and some 
tightening in the pack beneath.  
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R12 R15 
  
R17 R20 
Figure 7.15 – Concrete armour layers numerically created with different number of rows of units. Coordination 
number of each unit at RPS is shown. 
In Figure 7.16, the positions of units before and after the placement of 2 or 3 more rows 
above are compared. Specifically the armour layer consisting of 12 rows of units, R12 is compared 
with R15, R15 with R17 and R17 is compared with R20. A very small movement of units downwards 
is caused due to the placement of more rows of units above them. The bottom right picture shows 
the comparison of the CL_0.601 (the reference case, which was numerically created with the direct 
placement of 20 rows of units) and the armour layer R20 which was numerically created by adding 
systematically rows of units on top of the R12. It is observed that the different positioning of units is 
not significant; it however led to different average packing density values.   
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Figure 7.16 – Positions of units before (red) and after the placement of more rows of units above (white). 
 
Table 7.5 shows the average height of rows 12, 15, 17 and 20 rows at concrete armour layers 
with different height. It is observed that the height of rows 12 and 15 decreases very slightly on the 
addition of rows.  However, as presented in Table 7.3, adding subsequent rows of units two or three 
at a time on top of armour layer R12 (with 12 rows of units) causes the packing density, as an 
average value of the whole armour layer, to first become gradually less. Then, at the point the 
armour layer has 20 rows the packing density again increases so as to be back on track with an 
average for the original creation of the lower part of the model.  
In contrast to this observation, the variation of the local packing density calculated on a per 
row basis follows the expected trend: adding more rows of units causes tighter positions of units. It 
is presented in Figure 7.17 left. Figure 7.17 also shows the variation of the coordination number (CN) 
and the maximum per unit force normalised by the nominal unit size (Fmax/Dn), both calculated on 
a per row basis.  
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Table 7.5 – Average height (Y in m) of rows 12, 15, 17 and 20 measured at concrete armour layers with 
different number of rows of units (Tests R12, R15, R17 and R20) 
 
Average height of rows (Y in m) 
Test R12 R15 R17 R20 
Row 12 16.7 16.68 16.67 16.5 
Row 15 
 
20.0 20.0 19.8 
Row 17 
  
22.5 22.0 
Row 20 
   
25.0 
 
     
Figure 7.17 – Average per row packing density PD,  coordination number, CN, and  average maximum contact 
force of each unit normalized by the unit weight (Fmax/W) calculated on a per row basis for the armour layers 
numerically created with different number of rows of units. 
 
It was also observed that the average number of contacts of units is improved systematically 
in each of the lower rows when three rows of units are added on top of R12 (Figure 7.17). The 
coordination number (CN) of R15 and R17 are almost the same, just showing a progressive increase 
in recorded contacts.It is of great interest to note that when three rows of units are added on top of 
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the R17 system to create R20, it is as if the system has dynamically adjusted in the lower rows as 
there are units which clearly lose some of their contacts.  
Comparing R20 to R17, the average CN per row is significantly reduced between Rows 5 and 
11 and an overall average for the entire R20 case shifts to lower CN. This is probably due to a slight 
lifting up of some units.  
Speculating further; as they are being further squeezed by the overburden of new rows, to 
adjust and achieve better interlocking by greater contacts with adjacent units, simultaneously they 
may be losing some contacts with the underlayer in a kind of local embryonic sheet buckling action, 
so that the overall average CN value comes down. This may also be part of the reason the average 
per row maximum contact forces of units (Figure 7.17, right) are larger in the R15 than in the R12, 
but they are generally the same or smaller in R20 by comparison with R17 (and R15).  
However, the average per row maximum contact force values hide details which may better 
describe the effects of building armour layers to different heights and with greater numbers of rows. 
In Figure 7.18 the width of bubbles represents the max contact force (Fmax/W) per unit placed on 
each armour layer with different height.  
 
  
  
 
Figure 7.18 – Maximum contact force of each unit normalized by the unit weight (Fmax/W) for the armour 
layers numerically created with different number of rows of units. 
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The subtle shifts in the force patterns suggest small movement adjustments are made 
almost down to the toe, whenever new rows are added. Even though the average values of 
maximum contact forces per row are generally less in the 20 row model, R20, the units of the lowest 
rows show distinctly larger bubbles and these rows have developed on average a relatively large 
maximum contact force. At one particular individual contact, this force reaches about 3.5 times the 
unit weight, and is visible in all four cases. The maximum contact force per unit indicated in Figure 
7.18 is presented again in Figure 7.19 but with a full visualization of the four concrete armour layers 
(The black unit above the toe row has the maximum contact force).  
 
  
  
 
Figure 7.19 – Maximum contact force of each unit for the armour layers numerically created with different 
number of rows of units. 
The four concrete armour layers created with a different number of rows of units were 
vibrated for 40 cycles. The average displacements of units per row are presented in Figure 7.20. 
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Under the vibration disturbance, the upper ten rows move significantly and mostly by more than 
one unit nominal diameter.  
 
Figure 7.20 – Number of units (%) in each row with a range of displacements D/Dn after vibration for the 
concrete armour layers numerically created with different number of rows of units. 
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The distribution of displacements of units D/Dn is presented in a cumulative frequency plot 
in Figure 7.21. The results for displacements of units indicate the sequence of increasing 
‘instability/mobility’ to be: R12, R15, R20, then R17. R20 being out of sequence may be related to 
the discussion of the initial pack having undergone an adjustment to an altogether more stable 
configuration than R17.   
 
 
Figure 7.21– Cumulative frequency plot of the displacements of units D/Dn for the seven concrete armour 
layers numerically created with different packing density. 
7.4.4 Armour layers consisting of a different type of concrete unit  
The placement method was applied to the new generation Accropode II units. After 
experimentation with a trial and error approach, and in order to adopt the key concept of the new 
placement algorithm, the initial orientations shown in Figure 7.22 were selected. The sequence S1 
was followed for this type of unit. However, units next to the sidewalls were assigned with the 
regular orientation of this type of unit in which the nose lies parallel to the horizontal direction Z-
axes, in order to minimize any gaps between the armour layer and the boundary walls. The POSITIT 
file, which includes the initial positions and orientations of Accropode II units is presented in 
Appendix A. The ‘compaction process’ for the improvement of units contacts with the underlayer 
was also applied. The units rest at the RPS with cf=0.9. 
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A comparison of different types of concrete units is far beyond the scope of this thesis. 
However, one objective was to apply the developed methods for a different type of single layer 
concrete unit of CLI. We used for comparison the Accropode II unit with studs (AII) and without studs 
(AII,NS). Their numerical placement with the same design parameters and especially the same 
positioning grid gave packs with different packing density value.; for AII, PD=0.609 and  for AII,NS, 
PD=0.618. These two concrete armour layers as they were numerically created are presented in 
Figure 7.23, in which the coordination number of each unit at RPS is shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.22 – Numerical application of the new placement method to 8m3 Accropode II (AII) units. The group of 
four initial orientations of AII units are indicated. 
Figure 7.24 shows the average row by row packing density before and after 40 cycles of 
vibration for both these armour layers.  The pack of AII starts out more evenly and seems to develop 
a more even density of pack on a row by row basis, it is however loose at the higher rows. The 
armour made of AII,NS becomes relatively tighter at the lower rows and becomes also loose at the 
higher rows. Very interestingly after the same vibration duration of 40 cycles, both the concrete 
armour layers consisting of Accropode II with and without the studs reached the same maximum 
packing density, PDa=0.659. For such a large shift in packing density there will be significant absolute 
displacements of units.  
Figure 7.25 illustrates the row by row average displacements of units after vibration. The 
number of units having D/Dn>1 is 20% for AII and 14% for AII,NS. The slightly lower mobility of AII,NS 
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is most likely due to the much tighter initial positions of AII,NS compared to the armour layer with 
AII units, but if measured in terms of SDP, the two packs have a very similar response.  
  
Accropode II Accropode II, NS 
Figure 7.23 - Concrete armour layers numerically created with different type of armour unit: Accropode II (AII) 
and Accropode II with no studs (AII,NS). Coordination number of each unit at RPS is shown. 
 
Figure 7.24 – Variation of local packing density calculated on a per row basis before (PD) and after 40 cycles of 
vibration vibration (PDa) for Accropode II (AII) and Accropode II with no studs (AII,NS). 
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Figure 7.25 - Number of units (%) in each row with a range of displacements D/Dn after 40 cycles of vibration 
for the concrete armour layers numerically created with Accropode II (AII) and Accropode II with no studs 
(AII,NS). 
7.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS - DISCUSSION  
Concrete armour layers with different characteristics were numerically created and their 
performance under vibration was investigated.  
Vibration action is not the same as wave action, so the interpretation of this work and any 
lessons for coastal engineers requires careful consideration. The boundary motion (velocity–time 
history) and duration of the oscillatory loading of the vibration i.e. some 10 to 40 cycles were chosen 
empirically on the basis that typical average displacements seen in the vibration simulations caused 
about as much disruption and unit movement as observed in hydraulic laboratory models after a 
design storm test (perhaps a bit more). However the driving forces from the foundation oscillations 
are very different to wave action. The basis for the study has been to look at how much armour layer 
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unit movement has occurred as a result of vibrating the foundation and toe row units, as a rigid 
body, such that the pack settles from an initial state to one that has reached its ‘tightest serviceable 
pack’. This is the state at the point where further vibration transforms it into a ‘damaged state’, i.e. 
where it begins to lose its single layer integrity witnessed by the occasional unit becoming squeezed 
up above the main layer. For the range of initial pack conditions tested, this transformation to 
maximum density takes anything from 20 to 50 cycles and packing density increases of up to 10% 
were reported for some initially very loose packs.  
To provide a graphical means to visualization the relative mobility or instability of each 
armour layer system tested, there are several options. Simply examining the initial rate of change of 
packing density with vibration cycles provides very little ability to predict behavioral differences 
between packs. Furthermore, the relative ease of the transformation from an initial to a specific final 
desirable tight state is of interest. The statistical distribution of the normalized down-slope 
displacements of all units presented either on a cumulative plot or on an average per row basis plot 
was considered the best graphical method to illustrate the stability of the various packs. Large 
individual unit displacements, which in some cases were twice the unit nominal size, >2Dn were 
observed, especially at the upper rows of the armour. The average lowering of the top row after 
vibration does not exceed the nominal size Dn of the armour unit for any of the cases considered.  
The different characteristics referred to in this study include some of the main options open 
to the designer: initial packing density, unit/underlayer weight ratio, number of rows in the 
structure; all assuming the Core-Loc is to be used. Another key design variable, is the unit type. Here 
we have shown the capability to model another type of unit with an illustration of Accropode II, but 
the comparative behaviour of different unit types is well outside the scope of this thesis.  
A single measure of stability, the safe displacement percentage, SDP, was defined. Based on 
a movement threshold, SDP is the number of units (expressed as a percentage) that move by less 
than what is considered a safe distance (<0.3Dn). Using SDP alone in a comparison of performance 
of the tested structures greatly oversimplifies the actual behaviour but provides a potentially 
suitable means to compare performance.  
Initial packing density is the most sensitive characteristic, of first order significance, 
according to Figure 7.26. SDP does not discriminate well the different damage patters for each of the 
four loose structures with PD between 0.584 and 0.604, each having a low SDP of ~20%. Systematic 
improvements for the tighter structures when initial PD increased from about 0.62 to 0.63 were 
reflected in SDP increases from 50% to 80%. Second order trends are noted for SDP: as row number 
increases, the geometry necessitates by definition, a generally lower SDP; as weight ratio of armour 
layer to rock armour increases, SDP shows the coarser underlayer (U7) has stability advantages. For 
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different reasons, so too is there an apparent benefit from the relatively smooth underlayer (U19) to 
do with creating a tighter pack in the first place.  
 
 
 
Figure 7.26 – Number of units (%) with Safe Displacement Percentage (SDP) D/Dn<0.3 and D/Dn<0.5 at the UDS 
for concrete armour layers with different packing density, underlayer rock size and number of rows of units.  
Different coloured arrows indicate the best performed tests. 
For the comparison of all the model cases, the cumulative frequency plots of displacements 
of units after disturbance can  also be used as shown in Figure 7.27 where the curves further to the 
left indicate the least mobile armour layers. In this Figure the curves of the best performed tests are 
indicated in red colour.  
It is clear that the worst performance is for the loose armour layers with PD=0.594 and 
0.584. Best of all is the performance of the armour layer with the highest packing density, PD=0.631 
and its relative advantage over the other two tight packs with PD=0.628 and PD=0.618 is systematic 
and clear. It should be noted that in the case the tightest pack (CL_0.631) is vibrated up to its 
maximum packing density value, which is PD=0.653 (larger than the PDa=0.64 the other armours 
reached after vibration) the CL_0.628 is more stable.  
Smoother underlayers with armour to rock weight ratio (U14 and U19), are seen to be 
significantly less stable than for the coarser underlayer. The use of the largest size of rocks for the 
underlayer (U7) gave the most stable result.  This can be attributed to the greater resistance to 
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sliding during vibration. However, the disadvantages of the rougher large rock underlayer were 
noted as creating a tighter initial pack is problematic, even for a target density of 0.60. Were the 
target density to be 0.62, it is highly likely that this effect of overly coarse underlayer rocks during 
construction is most critical and that the guidance set at Wa/Wr=10 is a good compromise between 
buildability and performance.     
Low armour layers consisting of 12 and 15 rows performed better under disturbance in 
comparison with the higher armour layers consisting of 17 and 20 rows of units. 
 
 
Figure 7.27 – Cumulative frequency of displacements of units D/Dn for armour layers with different 
characteristics at UDS (lines in red represent the best performed armour layers with different characteristics). 
Figure 7.28 plots SDP based on D/Dn<0.3 and D/Dn<0.5 against initial packing density, 
showing a linear relationship may exist (better for D/Dn<0.3) between PD of 0.605 to 0.630, which 
may be considered the most practically significant range for Core-Locs of 8m3. To achieve a better 
predictive relationship of SDP over the entire PD range tested, it is necessary to include the final PD 
at which the single layer integrity is lost such as by plotting (PDa-PD)/(PD), as shown in Figure 7.30. 
However, the trends show a similar scatter and the predictive capability is only marginally improved.  
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Figure 7.28 – Safe Displacement Percentage (SDP) of units based on 0.5D/Dn and 0.3D/Dn for concrete armour 
layers with different initial packing density (PD) 
 
Figure 7.29 - Safe Displacement Percentage (SDP) of units based on 0.5D/Dn and 0.3D/Dn against the increase 
of the entire range of PD tested before and after vibration:  (PDa-PD)/PD. 
For 8m3 Core-Loc units, the developers guide table (CLI, 2012) suggests a placed target value 
of PD=0.619 or greater. It has been independently confirmed in this study, through the present 
numerical modelling, that it is better to select a high density of placement of units as close to the 
apparent maximum of ~0.640 as possible and that for vibration disturbances, no more than 50% of 
the units will displace >0.3D/Dn if initial packing density PD is equal to or greater than 0.618. 
In the brief examination of Accropode II, it was apparent that the contact interactions 
caused by the ‘friction’ studs make a significant difference to the collective behaviour of the layer.  
7.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS   
The ability of concrete units to interlock and form an integral single layer is very important. If 
designed well the armour structure can withstand severe conditions. However, any disturbance 
tends to displace the armour units. The present study focuses on the numerical investigation of 
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different structure characteristics with the aim of understanding how to improve the performance of 
different concrete armour layers under disturbance. The placement method, which has been 
developed for the numerical creation of single layer concrete armour units using the FEMDEM code  
Y3D, facilitated the modeling of concrete armour layers with different characteristics. The modelling 
tools were then able to load the structures and analyse the displacements of units after disturbance.  
Since vibration, which is applied in this study for the numerical disturbance of concrete 
armour layers, is not representative of real sea wave action, the results reported in this study do not 
correspond to realistic values which may be observed on site and/or in the laboratory, and must not 
be a source of data for designing real structures. However, since the methods used for the creation 
and analysis of the different armour layers are all essentially the same, the influence of their 
characteristics can be compared.  
From the study presented in this Chapter of the thesis, it was concluded that the packing 
density is the most important parameter, which influences the performance of armour layers under 
disturbance. The tighter the packs, the less are the displacements of units, the more improved is the 
performance of the armour layer under disturbance. The roughness of the underlayer influences the 
placement of units; it is easier for units placed on a relatively smooth underlayer to slide downwards 
and find tighter positions, causing higher values of total average packing density. But when 
disturbed, armour layers placed on a rough underlayer are more stable (despite the high increase of 
their packing density after disturbance). It should be noted that since the smaller number of rows of 
units perform better with obviously less settlement at the top rows than the high armour layers, 
alternative breakwater cross section schemes might be advisable. For example, an armour layer with 
a raised toe or a berm, perhaps made of both rocks and/or concrete units, could be considered in 
cases where high breakwaters are needed to withstand wave run-up and/or overtopping. 
The investigation of armour layers consisting of AccropodesTM II with and without the 
frictional studs, also presented in this thesis for first time, verified the future potential of this 
numerical technology to examine any different single layer concrete armouring system. 
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 8. CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 ACHIEVEMENTS SUMMARY 
This thesis presents the work and progress that has been made in three and half years of 
research on the application of numerical modelling to realistic coastal structures armoured with 
concrete units. The main challenges of this PhD were first, the creation of a suite of realistic single 
layer systems of concrete armour units with different characteristics and second, the investigation 
and comparison of their performance under disturbance in dry conditions.   
The FEMDEM Y3D code is applied to realistic concrete armour layers here for the first time. 
The major achievement of this research was the development of an innovative method for the 
numerical creation of realistic single layer breakwater armour layers consisting of the new 
generation concrete units, while recognizing that the method can be of practical value to consider 
for real constructions. The rigid version of the code FEMDEM Y3D_R is used to numerically build 
complex shaped unit systems and random packing structures positioned on a rough underlayer in 
prototype dimensions. It allows for these gigantic granular systems to be analysed and compared in 
terms of likely performance under oscillatory loading disturbances using the method of vibration. 
The performance of alternative breakwater schemes can therefore be examined at different stages: 
when units are placed on a numerically created rough underlayer and rest, and as perturbed by 
external forces using vibration as a proxy for hydraulic loading.  
The characteristics of the numerically created breakwater sections were analysed with 
respect to the technical rules i.e. acceptability criteria set by the units’ designers for construction of 
armour layers, with a set of tools readily available as post-processed output from the code i.e 
positions of units, coordination number and contacts of units separately with the underlayer and 
contact forces. Additional analysis tools were needed to be developed in this thesis for the 
evaluation of different designs. These were the packing density calculated with a new method on a 
local or global basis and the distribution of displacements of units after disturbance. The new 
quantification and graphical display methods allow important quantitative estimations for the 
performance (in space and time) and more insightful comparison of different concrete armour 
layers.  
After the development of the necessary methodologies and tools, the objective of the 
numerical investigation was to improve the numerical method of placement of concrete units in 
order to ensure that the stringent criteria required by the designers of breakwater armour units for 
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on-site constructed ‘random’ systems were satisfied. More importantly, the purpose was to examine 
the parameters influencing the performance of concrete armour layers, to focus on their packing 
density and to develop, through numerical modelling, a better understanding of the placement 
procedures and mechanisms that lead to good or poor performance. A sensitivity study was 
performed with the aim of examining the consequence of defective placement of units and to 
challenge the technical guidelines for the construction of these systems of units.  
Another objective was to determine the design variables that affect the stability of concrete 
armour layers by analysing layer geometries as a function of various placement configurations. 
These were the average packing density value, the underlayer rock size and the concrete armour 
height in terms of number of rows of units above the toe. Another achievement was to illustrate 
heterogeneity. This could in principal be expressed by a local packing density and analysed and 
compared for different concrete armour layers before and after disturbance. The quantitative 
variation of displacements of units in the whole armour layer was also of great interest.  
The present research was to focus on Core-Loc units. However, armour layers consisting of a 
different type of unit based on a different shape such as the new generation Accropdoes II were also 
numerically created and tested. The aim was to verify the potential of the current numerical 
technology. 
8.2 WHAT DOES THE DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY PROVIDE? 
8.2.1 Numerical creation of realistic single concrete armour layers 
Numerical creation of realistic concrete armour layers was and is still the major challenge for 
any scientific approach towards the numerical modelling of these types of concrete armoured 
structures. The placement protocol that has been developed in the present thesis allows the 
numerical construction of single armour layers consisting of any type of concrete unit.  
What is required by a user of the technology is the design of the unit positioning grid 
(horizontal and up/down slope distances between units) and the definition of a repeat pattern of 
relatively different initial orientations of several neighbour units. Four different regular orientations 
in a family of four structure was found to work very well for Core-Locs. Accropode II shape is 
considered optimized for better interlocking. Four different initial types of orientations were again 
sequencing in a predefined positioning grid; however, two were regular, the other two being just 
inclined. The new placement method was also succesfull for Accropodes II. It is believed it can work 
effectively for Xbloc units as well.  
In the numerical environment, low values of friction coefficient for the numerical placement 
of units lead to the creation of tighter and more ‘random’ packs. Once the units have been placed in 
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a single layer, there is the option to apply an additional numerical ‘compaction process’ in order to 
improve the contacts of units with the underlayer. It is tempting to speculate that the above 
numerical processes play the role of on-site manoeuvers needed by crane operators or contractors 
for the better positioning and interlocking of each unit as required for the typically high target 
packing density of modern specifications. 
8.2.2 Customised breakwater design layout  
Having developed all the necessary tools, breakwaters of various forms e.g. with different 
slope angles, berm breakwaters, including roundhead details can be numerically created, tested and 
analysed. The test section may have any dimensions. However, testing of long trunk (or other) 
sections is preferable in order to limit boundary-sidewall effects and ensure statistically valid 
calculations, i.e. average packing density, positioning etc. Such wall constraints are typically 
unavoidable in 2D laboratory flume models.  
Armour layers at any height – with different number of rows of units can be numerically 
built and analysed.  
CAD assistance for complex base geometries and deposition files would need to be 
developed for future fully 3D structures but in principle, there are no difficulties.  
8.2.3 Rock underlayers  
In this study the creation of realistic rough underlayer using four sheets of rocks proved the 
most effective. The four sheets in the user-defined positioning grid of non-touching rocks become 
equivalent to a realistic double layer typical of contracts after settling onto the smooth foundations. 
Nevertheless, it demands long computational times due to the small element size of small rock 
particles and consequently the small required time step. There is scope for research into rock 
armour layers. Some effort is needed to consider the shapes and sizes of rocks introduced to sheets 
within a user defined positioning grid, such that a certain grading is produced. To make a start, a 
simple bimodal size distribution using identically shaped rock models was used for our preliminary 
work reported here. Access to a digital shape library, created at ICL, of 35 different rock shapes is 
available (see VGest.net).  
Once one underlayer has been created, rescaling the underlayer model (larger and smaller) 
is possible and placing armour units of the same size on top allows the influence of different armour 
unit to rock weight ratios Wa/Wr to be investigated. This was achieved for the bimodal narrow 
graded underlayer, but could conceivably be extended to consider more widely graded underlayers.  
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8.2.4 Analysis of heterogeneity within the armour layer 
Numerically derived distributions in terms of centroid spacings, packing density, 
coordination number and contact forces (as well as stresses) are available and can be used as a 
possible design tool. However, it is noted that at this stage, statistical parameters were not derived 
from fitting functions to heterogeneous parameters; a large number of tests and realistic data to 
compare with are required for this task.  
8.2.4.1 Positions of units  
Positions of centroids of units are captured accurately and their statistical analysis i.e. their 
deviations from the target positions, spacing statistics, displacements during disturbance loading, 
can all be derived.  
8.2.4.2 Local Packing Density (PD) – a new method 
Having the exact reference plane for which to project the positions of centroids of units, the 
local packing density per each unit can be calculated precisely with a new method developed in this 
thesis. Instead of measuring the number of units within a specific area, the area of a unit surrounded 
by the adjacent untits is calculated accurately to give the local packing density per unit. The average 
packing density can then be calculated for any area such as per row and the characterisation of 
heterogeneity can be approached on this basis or by considering spacing distributions directly.  
8.2.4.3 Orientations of units 
Unit orientations can be considered. The nose axis orientation is recorded using 
stereographic projection methods, which can show variability and clustering of similar axes 
orientations. However, this method does not uniquely define the exact attitude of each unit. 
8.2.4.4 Coordination number 
The coordination number is the number of contacts a unit makes with its neighbours or 
separately with the underlayer. When measured numerically, this parameter and its distribution are 
believed to provide a good indicator of likely performance of the armour layers. How practical it 
would be to extract this data from a real or model structure requires further laboratory and field-
based research.  
8.2.4.5 Contact forces  
Forces at all the contacts of units with other units or with the underlayer are captured. So 
too is the maximum contact force experience for each unit. These provide useful indications and 
trends of forces developed through an armour layer. However, the accuracy of the output (in 
Newtons) as calculated in the code may include unknown bias due to assumptions that have been 
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made i.e. for the very complex topologies that can exist at contacts of such concave legged unit 
shapes and most importantly due to the lack of validation of the code.  
8.2.4.6 Stresses  
The rigid version of Y3D code is used for faster positioning and vibration of units. But there 
always exists the possibility of importing the layer geometry, at any moment of sequence history, 
into the deformable Y3D_D code whereupon all the associated stress components everywhere in the 
whole armour layer and within each unit can be determined.  
The technology required to extract results for stress components on a per unit rather than 
per finite element basis will be available soon. Were the CPU time available, running Y3D_D would 
enable Paraview to provide a perfect visualization of stress results everywhere in space and time.  
8.2.5 Disturbance of concrete armour layers using vibration 
The most physically accurate way of numerically investigating the performance of concrete 
armour layers under wave disturbance is by means of coupling the FEMDEM code Y3D with the 
powerful CFD Navier-Stokes solver code of Imperial College London, Fluidity.  
If there is no fluid force introduced in the model, an alternative is a dry model with 
oscillatory disturbance of the foundation on which the units rest. This disturbance (in a way it may 
be assumed equivalent to an earthquake) can be modelled by selecting the vibration conditions,  
direction, velocity, frequency, number of cycles, to be applied to the foundation of the single 
concrete armour layer and this was used in this thesis.  
The oscillatory loading created by a vibration of the entire armour layer can provide a base 
case from which to compare performance of designs can be used to predict overall resistance to 
downslope settlement perhaps typical for wave action. However, comparison with real data is 
definitely required in the future. 
8.2.6 Analysis of performance of concrete armour layers under vibration 
The basis for this research study has been to look at how much armour layer unit movement 
has occurred as a result of vibrating the foundation and toe row units, as a rigid body, such that 
through unit rotations and sliding, the pack settles from an initial state to one that has reached its 
‘tightest serviceable packing density’. This is the state at the point where further vibration 
transforms it into a ‘damaged state’, i.e. where it begins to lose its single-layer integrity witnessed by 
the occasional unit becoming squeezed up above the main layer.  
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8.2.6.1 Packing Density after vibration (PDa) 
The examination of the packing density after disturbance is of great interest. However, 
simply examining the initial rate of change of the total average packing density value with vibration 
cycles provides little ability to predict behavioural differences between armour layers. The 
comparison of the distribution of the local packing density (i.e per row) before and after vibration 
are more informative.  
8.2.6.2 Displacement distribution 
The distance units have moved in response to the vibration disturbance (i.e. total 
displacement) is an indication of the armour layer’s vulnerability; the less the displacements of units 
the more stable is the armour layer. The units mainly move downslope, therefore the displacements 
of units from their initial position (D in m) are expressed by the measured distance between the 
positions of the centroids of units before and after vibration resolved along the up-down slope 
direction. D is then normalized by the nominal diameter of a unit Dn (in m).   
To provide a graphical means to visualisation the relative mobility or instability of an armour 
layer, units displacements maps is one method, which is also recommended by Garcia et al. (2013). 
However, the statistical distribution of the normalised down-slope displacements of all units, 
presented either on a cumulative plot or on an average per row basis plot, is considered the best 
graphical method to evaluate and compare different designs.  
8.2.6.3 Safe Displacement Percentage (SDP) 
It is assumed that movements of units less than 30% of their nominal size may be considered 
‘safe’. The number (%) of units with displacements D <0.3Dn is the Safe Displacement Percentage, 
SDP. Other researchers count the number with <50% of Dn as a threshold to evaluate stability, which 
is also used in this research.  
In this thesis the SDP is an indication of stability or resistance to disturbance by vibration.  
8.2.7 Single concrete armour layers’ different characteristics  
The different characteristics referred to in this study include some of the main options open 
to the designer: initial packing density, unit/underlayer weight ratio, number of rows in the 
structure; all assuming the Core-Loc is to be used. Other design characteristics may be of interest in 
the future, such as the size of units. However, there is a complication to research this effect due to 
the uncertainty of the vibration energy that should be applied for the comparison of the 
performance of concrete armour layers of different sizes under disturbance.  
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Another key design variable, is the unit type. In this thesis the capability to model another 
type of CLI unit with an illustration of Accropode II is shown. Other types of single layer concrete 
armour units such as the X-bloc or totally new unit types may be tested.  
8.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE PRESENT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
The numerical investigation of the design characteristics of concrete armour layers allowed 
this type of structure to be realistically represented for the first time with a new placement method. 
Many simulations were designed to probe the rationale behind the technical criteria and 
requirements set by their developers for an effective placement of concrete armour units. The 
lessons learned from these tests point towards the justification for the existence of these technical 
placement guidelines and therefore the recommendations for positioning do need careful 
adherence in practice.  
The initial placement grid designed with a lozenge pattern is certainly the best basis for 
guiding the numerically placed layer towards a target placement density but the relative orientation 
of adjacent units is also highly significant. The new method of numerical placement of units includes 
design of both positions and orientations of units. The introduction of a group of four initial 
orientation types of units, specifically sequenced on the pattern grid is the key concept. However, 
the need for numerical adjustments suggests that extra manoeuvers during the placement of units 
on site cannot be avoided in order to reach the required tight density and improved contacts with 
the underlayer. Although placement of units in a numerical environment with such a methodical 
procedure would be expected to be totally controlled, by the end of the dynamic simulation units 
find unique positions and form appropriate packs of units with different density and other properties 
just as would  happen on real projects.  
The packing density is the most important parameter, which influences the performance of 
armour layers under disturbance. The tighter the packs, the less are the displacements of units, the 
more improved is the performance of the armour layer under disturbance. For 8m3 Core-Loc units, 
the developers’ guide table (CLI, 2012) suggests a placed target value of PD=0.619 or greater. It has 
been independently confirmed in this study, through numerical modelling, that it is better to select a 
high density of placement of units as close to the apparent maximum of ~0.640 as possible and that 
for vibration disturbances, no more than 50% of the units will displace >0.3D/Dn if initial Packing 
Density is equal to or greater than 0.618. 
The roughness of the underlayer influences the placement of units; it is easier for units 
placed on a relatively smooth underlayer to slide downwards and find tighter positions, causing 
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higher values of total average packing density. But when disturbed, armour layers placed on a rough 
underlayer are more stable (despite the high increase of their packing density after disturbance).  
Low single armour layers consisting of 12 and 15 rows of concrete units performed better 
under disturbance in comparison with the higher armour layers, consisting of 17 and 20 rows of 
units. 
It can be noted that despite the sensitivity of placement of units due to the variation of 
physical parameters (initial placement configuration of units), numerical parameters such as the 
time step selected to run the Y3D_R code did not influence the numerically created packs. However, 
no other numerical parameters, such as the dumping coefficient have been tested and this should be 
part of future work for the code validation and optimization.    
8.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPLICATIONS IN PRACTICE 
In the context of the present numerical model study, it is suggested that the following main 
methods presented in this thesis could be worthy of consideration for construction control in 
practice: - The employment of four distinct types of orientations of units to be loaded in sequence 
during the initial positioning of units as they are held by the sling.  - Measurement of packing density accurately using the new method for the calculation of 
local packing density, per unit or per row or per pre-set sample window. This pre-supposes 
recorded data of centroids of as placed units are available.  
During the design of such structures the main conclusions of the present numerical 
investigation should be taken into consideration: - The design of single concrete armour layers of 8m3 Core-Loc units with packing density 
values of larger than 0.618 leads to less displacements of concrete units.   - The concrete armour layers with smaller number of rows of units (than 20) perform better in 
terms of smaller displacements of units. 
It should be noted that since the smaller number of rows of units perform better with 
obviously less settlement at the top rows than the high armour layers (with many rows of units), 
alternative breakwater cross section schemes might be advisable. For example, an armour layer with 
a raised toe or a berm, perhaps made of both rocks or concrete units, could be considered in cases 
where high breakwaters are needed to withstand wave run-up and/or overtopping. 
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8.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
In this thesis, limitations of the available version of the FEMDEM Y3D code, which was used 
for the numerical modeling of coastal structures armoured with single layer concrete units have 
been highlighted and the following future work is recommended.  
Having developed a numerical method for the creation of realistic single concrete armour 
layers which satisfy the technical criteria required for the real structures, however in dry conditions, 
and all the new analysis tools, the modelling of ‘solids’ is considered to be in an excellent state to be 
combined with ‘fluids’. The Applied Modelling and Computational Group (AMCG), Imperial College 
London, is preparing the way to model coastal structures performance under wave action with 
FEMDEM code Y3D coupled to the in-house code Fluidity. This is the main challenge to enable the 
application of more realistic wave disturbance modelling.  
This study of coastal structures armoured with single layer concrete units is based on 
vibration and is a first step towards showing potentially important results for disturbed layers. A 
follow-up numerical study that models a different oscillatory action governed by hydraulic lift and 
drag forces appropriate for wave action coupled to the FEMDEM methods, named as the wave proxy 
method, is already in progress by other members of the team (see Xiang et al., 2013).  The wave 
proxy method implemented so far has taken the very simplest representation of a wave run-up and 
run-down velocity acting parallel to the slope level of the concrete armour layer. Although the 
author trusts this is not the ideal approach for modeling the wave action on coastal structures, there 
is the scope to improve the realism of the time varying history of velocities and hence of the drag 
and buoyancy forces.  
To date, the simulations assume elastic material behaviour and simple frictional contact 
mechanics, concrete behaviour being more complex. Implementation of material plasticity and 
brittle fracture in Y3D is ongoing so that important material behaviour such as contact crushing and 
unit breakage can also be modelled in the future.  
It is very important to note that future research on validation studies will be required to 
achieve the next level of confidence in these promising methods. It is expected that future 
comparisons of physical and numerical model tests will verify the numerical results at the level that 
supports further practical exploitation of the methods. Any data and/or information about the 
performance of coastal structures armoured with single layer concrete units in the field and/or in 
the laboratory - such as the unit displacement maps presented by Garcia et al. (2013) for Accropodes 
II - that may be provided in the future will be valuable for their comparison with the numerical 
model results. 
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To perform future research into breakwater armour units efficiently, the FEMDEM solvers 
will require further measures to speed up the run times of the codes and parallelisation of the code 
is already a high priority of other members of the team.  
It is noted that the developed technology has been already provided to Coastal Engineering 
companies, Artelia Group, and Baird and Associates and two engineers were trained (in the summer 
2013) on the new methodologies I developed for these applications. Dr J. Xiang was responsible for 
their training in the use of the code. There is the hope the designers of concrete units, as well as 
members of the VGeST group of ICL will carry out further research on the development and 
validation of the code as well as on the investigation of other design parameters, which may 
influence the placement of units and their performance under disturbance. For example, a 
placement error (which may happen in reality) is that the distance between two consecutively 
placed units is too large (or too small), while all other distances remain the same. Another test of 
numerical placement of units with their initial regular orientations all randomly rotated may be of 
interest. 
8.6 CONCLUSIONS SUMMARY 
Looking to a future where the structural stability of single concrete armour layers is based 
upon numerical investigation, this thesis addresses the first major task, which is the representation 
of real structures. It is the first time that coastal structures armoured with single layer concrete units 
are created in prototype dimensions in a numerical model with a satisfactory realism. The available 
3D computer model based on FEMDEM (the combined finite-discrete element method), which has 
the capability for multi-body simulation of complex shaped objects, was used. It is the first 
application of FEMDEM Y3D code to real structures. 
A major challenge was to develop a methodology for the numerical creation of concrete 
armour layer systems that would satisfy the stringent criteria required by the designers of 
breakwater units for on-site constructed ‘interlocking’ unit systems. A novel feature to obtain 
realistically tight systems is the use of initial types of regular orientations of units, which are 
sequenced in groups of four on a pre-defined positioning pattern grid. This new methodology 
enables different armour layer models to be built, characterised and examined. 
A set of new analysis tools, including the accurate calculation of packing density on a local 
(per unit and/or per row) and global basis and the distribution of local (per unit and/or per row) 
displacement magnitudes after disturbance, were developed to evaluate designs. 
The scope of the study is limited to dry conditions and performance of single concrete 
armour layers with different characteristics under oscillatory loading is investigated by means of 
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vibration.  The packing density is the most important parameter, which influences the performance 
of armour layers under disturbance. However, a single armour layer with low number of rows of 
units also proved to be stable.  The use of a different type of unit shape is also examined in this 
thesis, with the purpose to present the potential of the developed technology to such applications.  
Results may be considered to have limited applicability to the real behaviour of structures 
under wave action. However, they provide some insights into how such complex coastal structures 
behave.  
It is believed this research constitutes a stepping stone on the way to models that 
accommodate wave action and will undoubtedly one day improve the engineering design and 
understanding of movement of these concrete armour units. 
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 APPENDIX A   
FEMDEM, Y3D IMPROVEMENTS AND VALIDATION 
 
A1. FRICTION IMPLEMENTATION AND COULOMB MODELS 
 
3D FEMDEM code implementation of frictional forces between bodies when they are in 
static contact and when in motion requires an understanding of the phenomena associated with 
shearing and of the considerable body of research into contact mechanics. For example, it has been 
found that for certain combinations of materials in sliding contact, the coefficient of dynamic friction 
is not constant when relatively low normal stresses (pressures) act across the sliding surface, 
although pressure sensitivity is negligible once high pressures are acting. The velocity dependence of 
friction is perhaps better recognized given that the differences between static and dynamic friction 
coefficients are very apparent, but often neglected in simulation technologies. Friction is not a 
fundamental property but is determined empirically. In the application of this research a numerical 
implementation of a friction model is involved. Theoretical models had been studied and a selection 
has been implemented in source code through iterative testing and bug fixing. A phase of detailed 
validation testing of the code was undertaken to compare the simulated results with analytical 
theoretical solutions for these models. The idealised models, their simulation results and validation 
plots are summarized below.  
 
Classical Coulomb friction law  
An introduction to friction is given by Gratton and Defrancesco (2006). To calculate the force 
of dry friction, Coulomb proposed the equation Ff  ≤ F n where Ff  is the force exerted by friction (in 
the case of equality, the maximum possible magnitude of this force),   is the coefficient of friction, 
an empirical property of the contacting materials, and Fn is the normal force exerted between the 
surfaces. For surfaces at rest relative to each other s where s is the coefficient of static 
friction which is typically greater than the dynamic equivalent. 
The Coulomb friction force Ff may take any value from zero up to Fn, and the direction of 
the frictional force against a surface is opposite to the motion that surface would experience in the 
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absence of friction.  Therefore, the frictional force is exactly what it needs to be in order to prevent 
relative motion between the surfaces, balancing the net force tending to cause such motion. In this 
case, rather than providing an estimate of the actual frictional force, the Coulomb approximation 
provides a threshold value for this force, above which motion would commence.  These concepts are 
used to derive a safety factor tool for all the contacts in the armour unit models. The safety factor 
examines the frictional force that is harnessed while armour units are held in a state of rest, as a 
means of assessing overall stability in terms of how close to critical is the ratio between normal and 
friction (tangential) force for the many unit contacts. For surfaces in relative motion, d , where 
d is the coefficient of dynamic friction (i.e., kinetic friction).  
Figure 1 shows the FEMDEM simulation of the normal stress component in the direction of 
sliding, colour contoured red for low, blue for high stress level. The block’s stopping distance for any 
different (starting) constant velocity can be calculated analytically for the Classic Coulomb’s friction 
law since it assumes the dynamic friction coefficient to be independent of velocity. The simulation 
results for stopping distance predicted by the FEMDEM code implementation of the Coulomb 
friction law have been compared with the analytical solution for stopping distance in Figure 2 and 
excellent agreement is confirmed.  
 
Figure 1 - Stages during 3D FEMDEM simulation of a block sliding on a horizontal surface when given an initial 
horizontal velocity. 
 
Pressure-dependent Coulomb’s friction law  
A pressure-dependent Coulomb friction law was also implemented and investigated. The 
friction coefficient derived during simulations conducted with different contact pressures was able 
to accurately reproduce the analytical expression, as shown in Figure 3. 
For contact mechanics at the small scale, when the pressure across the interface is very low 
it is possible to record a relatively high friction coefficient. In the expression, μd is the pressure 
dependent dynamic coefficient of friction, μm the minimum coefficient of friction recorded at high 
pressures set here at 0.1 and μsp in this law is the reference coefficient of friction set at the 
reference pressure p0 = 2.6x103 Pa. 
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 Figure 2- Comparison of simulated and analytical results for stop distance of a horizontal sliding block as a 
function of initial velocity, Vt and dynamic friction coefficient,  for a  classica l Coulomb frict  
 
Figure 3 - Comparison of simulated and analytical results for friction coefficient as a function of contact 
pressure for a constant horizontal velocity, Vt, for the pressure-dependent Coulomb’s friction law.  
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Velocity-dependent Coulomb’s friction law  
As there is a transition from a static to a dynamic frictional state, it is self-evident that there 
is a velocity-dependence for the friction coefficient responsible for actively resisting movement by 
sliding. A model considered appropriate for capturing this behaviour is given in Figure 4. The plot 
shows and transitions from peak to residual sliding friction for both directions of motion is captured 
by the simulation and shown to follow the analytical velocity-dependent Coulomb friction law used 
in the simulation. 
 
Figure 4 - Comparison of simulated and analytical results for friction coefficient as a function of constant 
horizontal velocity, Vt, for the velocity-dependent Coulomb’s friction law as shown in the figure. Here, d  and s  
are the dynamic and static coefficients of friction, set here at 0.2 and 0.4. 
It is important to recognise that the agreement between analytical results and numerical 
simulation curves in Figures 2-4 means no more than the analytical models imposed at the finite 
element level do indeed lead to the correct macroscopic frictional behaviour of a large body in 
sliding motion, i.e. the code and friction models are correctly implemented. Whether the various 
friction models are applicable to different shearing contact problems made of different materials is a 
much more complex question that is likely to involve the specific material properties.  
 
In applying the Y3D code, any of these friction models can be selected, but at this stage in 
the research it was considered appropriate to start all research simulations of armour units with the 
simplest friction model where dynamic and static friction is equal. 
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In the application of this thesis a simple friction law based on Coulomb friction is applied. If 
the tangential force Ft is larger than the friction force Ff given by a Coulomb type friction law, Ff  ≤ 
µFn, where μ is the coefficient of sliding friction, the bodies slide over each other and the tangential 
force is calculated using the total normal elastic contact force, Fn. When bodies are in a state of rest, 
the tangential force for each contact may take any value between zero and μ Fn.  
 
Code Optimisation 
 
Dr J. Xiang improved several core algorithms in Y3D: for the contact algorithm, the search 
algorithm, together with the balancing of tasks between these and other subroutines. Efforts were 
also made to optimise the code structure using standard commercial software engineering practices.  
These together resulted in a >5-fold increase in speed for several typical simulation tasks. All the 
original FEMDEM formulations were of the highest accuracy possible and used second order (ten-
node) tetrahedral elements. At the end of 2010, the ability to select an option employing linear 
(four-node) tetrahedral elements was implemented, involving comprehensive changes to the code.  
Below, in Figure 5, is a summary of research into speeding up the code where it is possible to 
see how the proportions of CPU time going into different routines have been somewhat rebalanced 
since the original code.  Introducing the linear tetrahedral option has taken work from Yfd and put 
more work back onto the Yid routine. However, these are not absolute CPU times and as shown 
below, the code now runs faster.   
Based on the time taken to execute a complete simulation run, Figure 3.6 indicates 
significant improvements for the Linear tetrahedral option.  
Note: for our purposes, % reduction (R%) and Speed up factor (Sf) are given by : 
 R% = 100 x (Old CPU time – New CPU time) / Old CPU time 
 Sf = Old CPU time / New CPU time 
For the Linear  option, the huge increases in speed in most subroutines compared with 
previous speed up options and the marginally improved performance in Yid, has combined to shift 
speed up from around 80% to around 90% for the FEMDEM programme as a whole, see Figure 6.  
After implementation of the linear tetrahedral element, the code is above 10 times faster than 
original code. The current code CPU time is only 9.2% of the original code’s CPU time.   
In choosing speed-up approaches, priority was given to speedup methods that would not 
significantly affect accuracy for stress determination. However, this proved time consuming. It is 
important to recognise that other approaches to speed up the code such as the ‘rigid interior option’ 
that will be discussed in next section. These will increase speed greatly and may be useful in the 
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equilibration and model-building phase but will in all probability not reproduce the physics of 
disturbed and static layers so accurately. 
 
 
Figure 5 - Relative CPU time for each module.  
 
 
Figure 6 - Percentage reduction of CPU time for each module and CPU time for the whole program. 
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A.2 VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL METHODS 
General approach  
Full scale experimental data with which to compare the simulation test is not available or is 
certainly incomplete. The validity of a numerical simulation of full-scale behaviour is therefore 
always going to be difficult to prove.  Furthermore, in this research, the main loadings applied have 
been shaking tests with no fluid action, so that validation experiments should ideally be ones 
performed on vibrating tables. Again, there will be issues of scaling to represent large structures, 
although the code could be used to simulate a laboratory scale vibration experiment for code 
validation. There are also the key issues of material properties including friction properties that need 
to match in experiment and simulation. For all the simulations reported to date, elastic material 
properties with some viscous damping have been assumed and friction has been described by 
classical Coulomb friction where dynamic and static sliding friction have been set equal. By setting 
the best estimate of friction coefficient to 0.9 (see end of this Section), the simulations have been 
set with properties that most closely resemble concrete contact mechanics, short of having 
functionally dependent friction coefficients and plastic crushing effects implemented.   
However, confidence in a simulator can be built up from a combination of simulations that 
are able to compare simulation results with analytical results (verification) and extension to complex 
systems not amenable to analytical solutions, i.e. experimental results (validation).   
The FEM part of the FEMDEM solver in code Y3D-D deals with the continuum model and the 
Neo-Hookian constitutive model implemented with large strain formulation was validated against 
analytical solutions in Xiang et al (2009). Validation involving experiments to investigate the new 
elastic-plastic FEM models recently implemented in FEMDEM and their adaptation to more closely 
model the behaviour of concrete will be presented in future work of other members of the team.   
The DEM part introduces contact detection and contact interaction. The detection of 
contacting bodies is well advanced in the DEM community and quite straightforward enabling 
multibody problems to be addressed. Computational schemes aim to improve the computer time 
required for the correct solution to be found. The validation of contact interaction is more complex 
and needs to be built up incrementally.  
Contact mechanics is complex and the first important validation will be to simulate the 
behaviour of elastic materials and simplified contact problems such as block sliding and direct 
collision. Verification of three coulomb type friction models now implemented in Y3D-D are shown in 
(Xiang et al., 2010).    
It should be pointed out that the results generated by FEMDEM simulation have rarely 
indicated that the implementation of the assumed physics of the Y3D code is faulty. The behaviour 
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shown, though sometimes surprising at first, can invariably be understood in terms of mechanics 
principles.  
The verification - validation campaign for this work and its application to concrete unit 
models has not advanced far along the strategy outlined below mainly because developments in 
FEMDEM plasticity that will be important to apply when comparing with real problems at prototype 
scale have been awaited. However, it is recognised that experiments using materials that will behave 
elastically or effectively respond as if rigid materials could be used in two-body and multibody 
experiments and these tests are also planned: 
Two-body problems: 
(i) Experimental and numerical testing of three different test configurations using small 25 
mm mortar blocks. Flat on flat, edge on flat and edge on edge was tested experimentally 
for wood and mortar blocks in a velocity control pressure control dedicated friction 
testing rig.   
(ii) Using an experimental set-up with tilt table and high speed video, frictional sliding, 
toppling, rotating and bouncing motion of blocks and model concrete units have been 
the subject of test programmes and simulations. 
(iii) Transient and static pressures recorded by pressure sensitive paper and/or pressure 
plates as a moving body interacts with a surface on which the pressure sensor is 
mounted have begun. Note, numerical modelling at small scale is even more CPU 
expensive due to small element sizes, therefore most simulations apply a length scaling 
of 10 or 100 to 1. 
(iv) Not yet started: Collision tests using simple materials and simple geometry 
(v) Not yet started: Collision tests using complex (concrete) materials and armour unit 
geometry 
Multi-body problems:   
(i) Not yet started: Tilt tests on arrays of units, recording motion and pile up (aiming at 
sensitivity to friction law and coefficients) 
(ii) Not yet started: Bulk packing density tests, recording granular packing of armour unit 
geometries (aim: at sensitivity to friction law and coefficients, calibration of friction law 
and coefficients) 
It may prove difficult to take advantage of the main instrumented full-scale or near to full- scale 
dry armour unit data sets generated by Burcharth et al. (1993) for random double layer systems e.g. 
Dolosse or Tetrapods.  An option to work with the CAD mesh files of such unit geometries is under 
consideration by members of the team. 
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Validation experiments  
Frictional behaviour of mortar blocks 
Testing and numerical simulation has relied on research by MSc students under supervision 
by the ICL staff. Below is a summary of the experimental work.  
One of the long specimens (bottom specimen) was fixed parallel to the slider and the other 
specimen (top specimen) was locked immovably in a holder, was attached to a twisted cantilever 
beam rigidly mounted in the spindle head of machine as shown in Figures 7 and 8. The loading arm 
was set to the neutral position using adjustable mass. The mass was moved back and forward until 
the neutral position.   
 
 
Figure 7 - The Bowden & Lenen friction test machine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 - Test specimen attached with the rig 
Spindle Head 
Holder 
Test Specimen 
Loading Arm 
Adjustable Mass 
Slider 
Magnet 
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All the data in Figure 9 were arranged along the x-axis in the following order of test 
geometries: Face on Face (FoF), Face on Edge (FoE) and Edge on Edge (EoE). The average values of 
static and kinetic friction coefficients embracing all contacts are in the range of 0.7 to 1.8 and 0.46 to 
1.04 respectively for concrete tests. For the higher normal loads, the contact damage has had an 
influence, making results more difficult to compare objectively. However, for results taken alone 
give a more consistent picture (static friction from 0.7 to 1.2 and dynamic friction from 0. 5 to 0.9) 
showing that indeed there is 0.2 to 0.3 difference between dynamic and static friction for the small 
range of velocities tested here (of 0. 5 to 2 mm per second) on cast mortar cubes of side length 
25mm. There is also a little pressure dependence of the friction coefficient which gives consistently 
higher coefficients for greater normal loads tested in the range 510 to 1540 grams force. Similar 
experiments were performed on wooden cubes. 
 
  
  
Figure 9 - Experimental friction coefficient results for mortar/concrete cubes. For a range of normal loadings 
and contact geometries 
As the most simple numerical analysis that is applied in this research uses one coefficient for 
both the dynamic and the static case, and given that the analysis is for dry concrete behaviour, cf = 
0.9 is considered as a reasonable initial study value to quote as being realistic and of relevance to 
concrete contact behaviour. 
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Validation experiments making use of a tilting table  
Test set-up 
The tilting table test was conducted in the civil engineering structural lab. The material used for 
the table is medium density fireboard whose surface is melamine while the wood cube is made of 
Pine. The properties of material can be found in relevant reference which is listed in table below. 
There are two boards used in the experiment. The hinged rotating table is longer than the fixed 
horizontal square board used to catch the dropping wood cube. Grid patterns were drawn on the 
surface of the board to record the final locations of the wooden cube. The whole experimental 
process can be recorded by cameras from side and top views. A plumb line is perpendicular to the 
horizontal plane which can be treated as a standard in the experiment. Figure 10 shows the setup 
for the wood cube experiment. 
The setup for the Core-Loc tilt test is similar to the one of cube wood testing. Three different 
orientation of Core-Loc were recorded before doing the test. A ‘Phantom’ high speed camera was 
installed on the flat table to capture motions of specimens on the fixed board. The details is shown 
in Figure 11. 
 
Table 1 - Results of cube wood test in experiment 
Specimen Starting 
position 
Test No  
Testing 
Friction Angle  Static Friction 
Coefficient  
Cube wood on 
melamine 
Front  1 22.9 0.42 
 2 21.45 0.39 
 3 20.7 0.37 
Middle 1 26.7 0.5 
 2 22.72 0.41 
 3 23.54 0.43 
Top(edge) 1 20.3 0.36 
 2 23.54 0.43 
 3 21.1 0.39 
 
 Core-Loc and cube concrete experimental results 
From analyzing the uncompressed videos by cine viewer, the average friction angle is 18 
degrees which means the static friction coefficient between specimen concrete cube and melamine 
table is 0.32. High speed camera recorded all the motions of Core-Loc on the fixed table with low 
speed of tilting. The friction angle between Core-Loc and the tilting table is different for the three 
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different starting orientations. Position 3 of Core-Loc generates a higher local stress on the table 
according to pressure film measurements than the other positions. The videos show that position 3 
promoted bouncing off the ground and then rotating and sliding on the table. In position 2, the Core-
Loc slides down the tilt table and then rotates and slides on the horizontal table. For position 1 of 
the Core-Loc, it was rolling on the fixed table. 
 
 
 
Figure 10 - Experimental setting for the wooden cube tilt test 
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Figure 11 - Different orientations of Core - Loc, experimental setup with tilt test table 
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Numerical validation  
The numerical simulations are based on the FEMDEM code Y3D and are carried out with pre-
processor GiD for model setup. The tilting device will be simulated in FEMDEM and also set with 
different geometries and materials specimen on the tilt device. The motions of specimens are 
captured and studied in this program. Furthermore, the same procedure is repeated in practical 
experiment and produces the experimental results. Through the comparison with numerical results, 
the capability and performance of the FEMDEM code can be further studied on the validation.  
 
 Table 2 - Results of cube concrete and Core-loc tests in experiment 
Specimen Starting 
position 
Angle (degrees) Motions 
Core-loc 1 18.71 Spinning bouncing off  
 1 19.0 Spinning bouncing off 
 2 19.78 Sliding and rotating  
 3 26.27 Sliding and rotating stop on 
  3 24.27 Rotating and bouncing off 
    
Concrete 
cube on 
melamine  
Tilting 
speed  
Angle 
(degrees) 
Static Friction 
coefficient 
Motions 
High 
 
39  Toppling and trembling 
Low 
 
16.38 0.3 Only Sliding 
 
Creating Geometry 
Defining layers can separate different components in a group of entities. Before modeling, the 
layer needs to be created in GiD. There are different ways to create a 3D model in GiD. For example, 
the block can be drawn from surface to volume by using extrude function or by using the “create 
volume” tab directly. The coordinates of the model should be input into GiD when the models are 
created. The simulation size was increased by 100 times rather than 10 times of the test specimen 
size. From scaling the model size, it reduces the numerical simulation computing cycles and also 
saves computational time. Figure 12 shows the normal views of models in simulation. Sizes of 
different models in simulation are listed in the next tables. 
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 Figure 12 - Normal views of simulations 
Table 3 - Dimensions of sliding conditions  
 Original specimen size Numerical model dimensions 
 Specimen Length  
(mm) 
Width  
(mm) 
Height 
(mm) 
Length   
(m) 
Width 
(m) 
Height 
(m) 
FoF Top 10 10 10 1 1 1 
 Bottom 24 10 10 2.4 1 1 
FoE Top 10 14 10 1 1.4 1 
 Bottom 24 10 10 2.4 1 1 
EoE Top 10 14 10 1 1.4 1 
 Bottom 24 14.14 10 2.4 1.414 1 
 
Table 3.4 - Dimension of tilt table testing 
 Length(mm) Width(mm) Height(mm) 
Block 1 50 50 50 
Block 2 100 50 50 
Block 3 150 50 50 
Inclined table 500 300 50 
Fixed table 300 300 50 
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Toppling simulation results 
Three different geometry blocks were located on the tilt table. The ratios of height and width 
for each block are 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1. According to the theory of toppling and sliding the highest block 
would be expected to be toppling if the dip angle of the tilting table reaches 18.5 degrees. At 26.5 
degrees of the base plane angle, the second block (ratio is 2:1) is supposed to topple while the cube 
block can only slide down. The static friction coefficient (friction angle) was implemented as 0.6 and 
the sliding coefficient was set as 0.35 in the data because the material of tables and blocks were 
assigned as wood. The numerical hinged table was tilted to 14 degrees of base plane angle as a 
starting point to save on computer run time. 
The simulated motion of these blocks is presented in Figure 13.  At the first position, stresses 
are evenly distributed in the whole system. The geometry ratio 3:1 block toppled at 18.5 degrees 
which follows the theory precisely. In Figure 14, the velocity magnitude of top tip of highest block 
marked as a pink point is shown. The plot on the right hand side shows the magnitude of velocity 
against the number of frames. The number of frames indicates the number of the output dump file. 
From the number of frames the degree of the tilting table can be calculated. As shown in Figure 14, 
the top tip of the block has a velocity which can be recalculated from the number of frames (110) 
and then converted to give 19 degrees.  
The ratio 3:1 block generated a considerable collisional force on the tilt plane when it toppled 
onto the table. As can be seen in the simulation, the surface of the tilting table has a recorded high 
stress (red colours) in Figure 13d. However, the ratio 2:1 was sliding instead of toppling on the tilting 
table. In theory the ratio 2:1 block should be toppling rather than sliding, but interestingly, the 
dynamics of the first block toppled may cause this unpredictable phenomenon. A new simulation 
needs to be carried out to prove the supposition. 
Wood cube, concrete cube and Core-Locs were used in FEMDEM tilt test simulations. The 
same sizes were used to compare experiments with simulations. A series of images which described 
the moving processes of experiment and simulation of tilting table test with high and low tilting 
speed is presented in Figure 15.  It is considered reasonable to summarise by saying they had similar 
motions on and over the horizontal surface.  
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 Figure 13 - Toppling and sliding in the tilting table, the differential stress (sigma1- sigma 3) of the model when 
the table is tilting. Sigma 3 is least principal stress 
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 Figure 14 - Toppling or sliding on the tilting table, plot of velocity against time steps for top point for block with 
ratio 3:1  
 
Figure 15 - Comparison of the motions of a wooden cube on a tilting table test in experiment and the 
equivalent in numerical simulation. 
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 APPENDIX B   
FEMDEM, Y3D AND POSITIT FILES 
B1.FEMDEM .Y3D FILE FOR PLACEMENT OF UNITS 
 
In preparing the simulation file .Y3D there is the need to edit the input data as below. The following 
file corresponds to the simulation run with Y3D_R code for the numerical creation of the reference 
concrete armour layer and specifically the placement of concrete units on the rough underlayer 
including the toe row of units. 
 
/* Control */  
/YD/YDC/MCSTEP  100000    - Maximum number of timesteps  
/YD/YDC/NCSTEP  0     - Current number of timesteps  
/YD/YDC/ISAVE   1000     - Restart file saving frequency  
/YD/YDC/DCGRAX  +0.00000000000e+000   - Gravity in X direction  
/YD/YDC/DCGRAY  -9.81000000000e+000   - Gravity in Y direction  
/YD/YDC/DCGRAZ  +0.00000000000e+000   - Gravity in Z direction  
/YD/YDC/DCSIZC  +2.00000000000e+002  - Maximum displacement (buffer size)  
/YD/YDC/DCSIZF  +1.00000000000e+006   - Maximum force (buffer size)  
/YD/YDC/DCSIZS  +1.00000000000e+008   - Maximum stress (buffer size)  
/YD/YDC/DCSIZV  +1.00000000000e+002   - Maximum velocity (buffer size)  
/YD/YDC/DCSTEC  +2.50000000000e-004   - Size of timestep  
/YD/YDC/DCTIME  +0.00000000000e+000   - Current time  
/YD/YDC/DCURELX  +1.00000000000e+000  
/YD/YDC/INITER  2  
/YD/YDC/ICOUTF  1000   - Output frequency  
/YD/YDC/ICOUTI  0   - Current number of iterations  
/YD/YDC/ICOUTP  4  
/YD/YDC/IWFAST  1  
 
/* Interactions */  
/YD/YDI/MICOUP  1000000   - Max no. contacting couples (buffer size)  
/YD/YDI/NICOUP  3191  
/YD/YDI/IIECFF  3191  
/YD/YDI/DIEDI  +1e-02  
/YD/YDI/DIEZON  +3.50000000000e-02   - Contact detection buffer size  
 
/* Properties */  
/YD/YDP/MPROP  2  
/YD/YDP/NPROP  1  
/YD/YDP/D1PEKS  1   - Material damping coefficient  
+4. 000000000e-01  
255  
/YD/YDP/D1PEFR  1   - Sliding friction coefficient  
+9.00000000000e-01  
/YD/YDP/D1PELA  1  
+2.01923076923e+010  
/YD/YDP/D1PEMU  1  
+1.34615384615e+010  
/YD/YDP/D1PEPE  1   - Penalty number  
+2.00000000000e+010  
/YD/YDP/D1PERO  1   - Density of material (kg/m3)  
+2.34000000000e+003  
/YD/YDP/D1PESF  1  
+0.00000000000e+000  
/YD/YDP/D1PEPSF 1  
+1.00000000000e+000  
 
/YD/YDP/D1PEVF  1  
+0.00000000000e+000  
/YD/YDP/D1PEPF  1   - Static friction coefficient  
+9.00000000000e-01  
/YD/YDP/I1PTYP  1 
11 
 
 
/* Boundary Conditions */  
/YD/YDB/MBCON 3  - Maximum number of conditions 
/YD/YDB/NBCON 2  - Number of Conditions 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVX 2  - Assign velocity along the X direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVY 2  - Assign velocity along the Y direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVZ 2  - Assign velocity along the Z direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVX 2  - i.e. 2 layers are assigned with velocity VX     
1                 1       (Velocity is described by No 1, vibration is 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVY 2      described by No 2) 
1                 1 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVZ 2 
1                 1 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFX 2  - Assign frequency along the X direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFY 2  - Assign frequency along the Y direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFZ 2  - Assign frequency along the Z direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAX 2  - Assign acceleration along the X direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAY 2  - Assign acceleration along the Y direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAZ 2  - Assign acceleration along the Z direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000 
256  
B2. POSITIT GRID.TXT FILE  
Below, the input data for the creation of the reference concrete armour layer (with positions 
of units G1 and orientations of units O2) are presented as exactly they are introduced into the .txt 
file of POSITIT.  
Specifically, the input data of POSITIT include the total number of units (excluding the toe 
row of units it is 230), the number of particles (230), the maximum dimension of the computational 
domain, the direction normal to the slope is 3:4, the coordinates of positions of each unit (X, Y, Z) (in 
a row, these are the first three numbers from left to right) and the orientation of each unit in three 
dimensions (in a row, these are the last three numbers). At the end there are three options. Particles 
(units) are lowering vertically (downwards) with velocity (m/sec) equal to (0, 2.0, 0). The control 
velocity is assigned with yes (rather with no) and it means that after a contact the added contact 
velocity (which herein is set zero) is automatically switched off and the gravity is applied.  
 
 
total_number 230 
particle_number_per_layer 230 
 
maximum_dimension -120 400 400 
 
normal_direction 3 4 0 
 
grid_number 230 
-0.3205 7.340375 3.714151 0 0 0 
-0.3205 7.340375 7.428302 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-0.3205 7.340375 11.142453 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-0.3205 7.340375 14.856604 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-0.3205 7.340375 18.570755 0 0 0 
-0.3205 7.340375 22.284906 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-0.3205 7.340375 25.999057 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-0.3205 7.340375 29.713208 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-0.3205 7.340375 33.427359 0 0 0 
-0.3205 7.340375 37.14151 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-0.3205 7.340375 40.855661 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-1.7769 10.832675 1.8570755 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-1.7769 10.832675 5.5712265 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-1.7769 10.832675 9.2853775 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-1.7769 10.832675 12.9995285 0 0 0 
-1.7769 10.832675 16.7136795 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-1.7769 10.832675 20.4278305 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-1.7769 10.832675 24.1419815 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-1.7769 10.832675 27.8561325 0 0 0 
-1.7769 10.832675 31.5702835 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-1.7769 10.832675 35.2844345 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-1.7769 10.832675 38.9985855 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-1.7769 10.832675 42.7127365 0 0 0 
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-3.2333 14.324975 3.714151 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-3.2333 14.324975 7.428302 0 0 0 
-3.2333 14.324975 11.142453 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-3.2333 14.324975 14.856604 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-3.2333 14.324975 18.570755 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-3.2333 14.324975 22.284906 0 0 0 
-3.2333 14.324975 25.999057 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-3.2333 14.324975 29.713208 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-3.2333 14.324975 33.427359 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-3.2333 14.324975 37.14151 0 0 0 
-3.2333 14.324975 40.855661 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-4.6897 17.817275 1.8570755 0 0 0 
-4.6897 17.817275 5.5712265 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-4.6897 17.817275 9.2853775 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-4.6897 17.817275 12.9995285 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-4.6897 17.817275 16.7136795 0 0 0 
-4.6897 17.817275 20.4278305 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-4.6897 17.817275 24.1419815 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-4.6897 17.817275 27.8561325 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-4.6897 17.817275 31.5702835 0 0 0 
-4.6897 17.817275 35.2844345 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-4.6897 17.817275 38.9985855 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-4.6897 17.817275 42.7127365 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-6.1461 21.309575 3.714151 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-6.1461 21.309575 7.428302 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-6.1461 21.309575 11.142453 0 0 0 
-6.1461 21.309575 14.856604 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-6.1461 21.309575 18.570755 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-6.1461 21.309575 22.284906 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-6.1461 21.309575 25.999057 0 0 0 
-6.1461 21.309575 29.713208 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-6.1461 21.309575 33.427359 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-6.1461 21.309575 37.14151 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-6.1461 21.309575 40.855661 0 0 0 
-7.6025 24.801875 1.8570755 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-7.6025 24.801875 5.5712265 0 0 0 
-7.6025 24.801875 9.2853775 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-7.6025 24.801875 12.9995285 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-7.6025 24.801875 16.7136795 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-7.6025 24.801875 20.4278305 0 0 0 
-7.6025 24.801875 24.1419815 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-7.6025 24.801875 27.8561325 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-7.6025 24.801875 31.5702835 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-7.6025 24.801875 35.2844345 0 0 0 
-7.6025 24.801875 38.9985855 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-7.6025 24.801875 42.7127365 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-9.0589 28.294175 3.714151 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-9.0589 28.294175 7.428302 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-9.0589 28.294175 11.142453 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-9.0589 28.294175 14.856604 0 0 0 
-9.0589 28.294175 18.570755 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
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-9.0589 28.294175 22.284906 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-9.0589 28.294175 25.999057 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-9.0589 28.294175 29.713208 0 0 0 
-9.0589 28.294175 33.427359 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-9.0589 28.294175 37.14151 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-9.0589 28.294175 40.855661 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-10.5153 31.786475 1.8570755 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-10.5153 31.786475 5.5712265 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-10.5153 31.786475 9.2853775 0 0 0 
-10.5153 31.786475 12.9995285 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-10.5153 31.786475 16.7136795 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-10.5153 31.786475 20.4278305 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-10.5153 31.786475 24.1419815 0 0 0 
-10.5153 31.786475 27.8561325 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-10.5153 31.786475 31.5702835 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-10.5153 31.786475 35.2844345 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-10.5153 31.786475 38.9985855 0 0 0 
-10.5153 31.786475 42.7127365 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-11.9717 35.278775 3.714151 0 0 0 
-11.9717 35.278775 7.428302 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-11.9717 35.278775 11.142453 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-11.9717 35.278775 14.856604 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-11.9717 35.278775 18.570755 0 0 0 
-11.9717 35.278775 22.284906 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-11.9717 35.278775 25.999057 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-11.9717 35.278775 29.713208 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-11.9717 35.278775 33.427359 0 0 0 
-11.9717 35.278775 37.14151 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-11.9717 35.278775 40.855661 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-13.4281 38.771075 1.8570755 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-13.4281 38.771075 5.5712265 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-13.4281 38.771075 9.2853775 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-13.4281 38.771075 12.9995285 0 0 0 
-13.4281 38.771075 16.7136795 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-13.4281 38.771075 20.4278305 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-13.4281 38.771075 24.1419815 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-13.4281 38.771075 27.8561325 0 0 0 
-13.4281 38.771075 31.5702835 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-13.4281 38.771075 35.2844345 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-13.4281 38.771075 38.9985855 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-13.4281 38.771075 42.7127365 0 0 0 
-14.8845 42.263375 3.714151 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-14.8845 42.263375 7.428302 0 0 0 
-14.8845 42.263375 11.142453 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-14.8845 42.263375 14.856604 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-14.8845 42.263375 18.570755 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-14.8845 42.263375 22.284906 0 0 0 
-14.8845 42.263375 25.999057 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-14.8845 42.263375 29.713208 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-14.8845 42.263375 33.427359 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-14.8845 42.263375 37.14151 0 0 0 
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-14.8845 42.263375 40.855661 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-16.3409 45.755675 1.8570755 0 0 0 
-16.3409 45.755675 5.5712265 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-16.3409 45.755675 9.2853775 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-16.3409 45.755675 12.9995285 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-16.3409 45.755675 16.7136795 0 0 0 
-16.3409 45.755675 20.4278305 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-16.3409 45.755675 24.1419815 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-16.3409 45.755675 27.8561325 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-16.3409 45.755675 31.5702835 0 0 0 
-16.3409 45.755675 35.2844345 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-16.3409 45.755675 38.9985855 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-16.3409 45.755675 42.7127365 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-17.7973 49.247975 3.714151 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-17.7973 49.247975 7.428302 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-17.7973 49.247975 11.142453 0 0 0 
-17.7973 49.247975 14.856604 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-17.7973 49.247975 18.570755 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-17.7973 49.247975 22.284906 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-17.7973 49.247975 25.999057 0 0 0 
-17.7973 49.247975 29.713208 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-17.7973 49.247975 33.427359 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-17.7973 49.247975 37.14151 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-17.7973 49.247975 40.855661 0 0 0 
-19.2537 52.740275 1.8570755 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-19.2537 52.740275 5.5712265 0 0 0 
-19.2537 52.740275 9.2853775 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-19.2537 52.740275 12.9995285 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-19.2537 52.740275 16.7136795 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-19.2537 52.740275 20.4278305 0 0 0 
-19.2537 52.740275 24.1419815 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-19.2537 52.740275 27.8561325 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-19.2537 52.740275 31.5702835 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-19.2537 52.740275 35.2844345 0 0 0 
-19.2537 52.740275 38.9985855 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-19.2537 52.740275 42.7127365 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-20.7101 56.232575 3.714151 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-20.7101 56.232575 7.428302 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-20.7101 56.232575 11.142453 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-20.7101 56.232575 14.856604 0 0 0 
-20.7101 56.232575 18.570755 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-20.7101 56.232575 22.284906 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-20.7101 56.232575 25.999057 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-20.7101 56.232575 29.713208 0 0 0 
-20.7101 56.232575 33.427359 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-20.7101 56.232575 37.14151 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-20.7101 56.232575 40.855661 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-22.1665 59.724875 1.8570755 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-22.1665 59.724875 5.5712265 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-22.1665 59.724875 9.2853775 0 0 0 
-22.1665 59.724875 12.9995285 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
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-22.1665 59.724875 16.7136795 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-22.1665 59.724875 20.4278305 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-22.1665 59.724875 24.1419815 0 0 0 
-22.1665 59.724875 27.8561325 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-22.1665 59.724875 31.5702835 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-22.1665 59.724875 35.2844345 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-22.1665 59.724875 38.9985855 0 0 0 
-22.1665 59.724875 42.7127365 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-23.6229 63.217175 3.714151 0 0 0 
-23.6229 63.217175 7.428302 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-23.6229 63.217175 11.142453 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-23.6229 63.217175 14.856604 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-23.6229 63.217175 18.570755 0 0 0 
-23.6229 63.217175 22.284906 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-23.6229 63.217175 25.999057 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-23.6229 63.217175 29.713208 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-23.6229 63.217175 33.427359 0 0 0 
-23.6229 63.217175 37.14151 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-23.6229 63.217175 40.855661 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-25.0793 66.709475 1.8570755 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-25.0793 66.709475 5.5712265 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-25.0793 66.709475 9.2853775 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-25.0793 66.709475 12.9995285 0 0 0 
-25.0793 66.709475 16.7136795 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-25.0793 66.709475 20.4278305 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-25.0793 66.709475 24.1419815 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-25.0793 66.709475 27.8561325 0 0 0 
-25.0793 66.709475 31.5702835 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-25.0793 66.709475 35.2844345 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-25.0793 66.709475 38.9985855 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-25.0793 66.709475 42.7127365 0 0 0 
-26.5357 70.201775 3.714151 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-26.5357 70.201775 7.428302 0 0 0 
-26.5357 70.201775 11.142453 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-26.5357 70.201775 14.856604 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-26.5357 70.201775 18.570755 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-26.5357 70.201775 22.284906 0 0 0 
-26.5357 70.201775 25.999057 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-26.5357 70.201775 29.713208 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-26.5357 70.201775 33.427359 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-26.5357 70.201775 37.14151 0 0 0 
-26.5357 70.201775 40.855661 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-27.9921 73.694075 1.8570755 0 0 0 
-27.9921 73.694075 5.5712265 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-27.9921 73.694075 9.2853775 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-27.9921 73.694075 12.9995285 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-27.9921 73.694075 16.7136795 0 0 0 
-27.9921 73.694075 20.4278305 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-27.9921 73.694075 24.1419815 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-27.9921 73.694075 27.8561325 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
-27.9921 73.694075 31.5702835 0 0 0 
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-27.9921 73.694075 35.2844345 1.570796327 5.585053606 5.585053606 
-27.9921 73.694075 38.9985855 1.221730476 0.872664626 3.054 
-27.9921 73.694075 42.7127365 1.570796327 0.785398163 0.872664626 
 
particle_velocity 0.0 -2.0 0 
control_velocity yes 
impact_velocity 0. 0. 0 
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B3. FEMDEM .Y3D FILES FOR THE COMPACTION PROCESS 
 
 The FEMDEM Y3D file for the application of the compaction process (for the improvement of 
units contacts with the underlayer) to the reference concrete armour layer (and any other armour 
layer) is presented below. It includes two steps: step 1) slight vibration and compaction and step 2) 
units rest with gravity applied and cf=0.9. The parameters that should be introduced in the FEMDEM 
.Y3D files for steps 1 and 2 are the following. 
 
Step 1 
 
     /*   Control     */ 
/YD/YDC/MCSTEP    20000 
/YD/YDC/NCSTEP     0 
/YD/YDC/ISAVE     10000 
/YD/YDC/DCGRAX +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/DCGRAY +0.000000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/DCGRAZ +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/DCSIZC +2.00000000000e+02 
/YD/YDC/DCSIZF +1.00000000000e+06 
/YD/YDC/DCSIZS +1.00000000000e+08 
/YD/YDC/DCSIZV +1.00000000000e+02 
/YD/YDC/DCSTEC +2.50000000000e-04 
/YD/YDC/DCTIME +0.00000e+00 
/YD/YDC/DCURELX +1.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/INITER     2 
/YD/YDC/ICOUTF  10000 
/YD/YDC/ICOUTI     0 
/YD/YDC/ICOUTP     4 
/YD/YDC/IWFAST     1 
 
    /*   Elements     */ 
/YD/YDE/MELEM 948764 
/YD/YDE/NELEM 948763 
/YD/YDE/MELST     2 
/YD/YDE/NELST     2 
/YD/YDE/MELNO    12 
/YD/YDE/NELNO    11 
/YD/YDE/D2ELST    21 948763     0 
/YD/YDE/I1ELCF 948763 
 
     /*   Properties     */ 
/YD/YDP/MPROP     1 
/YD/YDP/NPROP     1 
/YD/YDP/D1PEKS     1 
+8.00000000000e-01 
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/YD/YDP/D1PEFR     1 
+1.0000000000e-01 
/YD/YDP/D1PELA     1 
+2.01923076923e+10 
/YD/YDP/D1PEMU     1 
+1.34615384615e+10 
/YD/YDP/D1PEPE     1 
+2.00000000000e+10 
/YD/YDP/D1PERO     1 
+2.34000000000e+03 
/YD/YDP/D1PESF     1 
+0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDP/D1PEPSF     1 
+1.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDP/D1PEVF     1 
+0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDP/D1PEPF     1 
+1.0000000000e-01 
/YD/YDP/I1PTYP     1 
 
    /*   Boundary Conditions     */ 
/YD/YDB/MBCON     6 
/YD/YDB/NBCON     3 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVX     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVY     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVZ     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.25000000000e+00 +0.25000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVX     3 
    0     2     2 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVY     3 
    0     2     2 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVZ     3 
    0     2     2 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFX     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFY     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFZ     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +10.00000000000e+00 +10.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAX     3 
-9.81000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAY     3 
-13.08000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAZ     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
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     /*   Super particle     */ 
/YD/YSP/MSPD   243 
/YD/YSP/NSPD   243 
/YD/YSP/I1CON   243 
Step 2 
 
 
    /*   Control     */ 
/YD/YDC/MCSTEP    20000 
/YD/YDC/NCSTEP    0 
/YD/YDC/ISAVE    10000 
/YD/YDC/DCGRAX +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/DCGRAY -9.81000000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/DCGRAZ +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/DCSIZC +2.00000000000e+02 
/YD/YDC/DCSIZF +1.00000000000e+06 
/YD/YDC/DCSIZS +1.00000000000e+08 
/YD/YDC/DCSIZV +1.00000000000e+02 
/YD/YDC/DCSTEC +2.50000000000e-04 
/YD/YDC/DCTIME +0.000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/DCURELX +1.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDC/INITER     2 
/YD/YDC/ICOUTF 10000 
/YD/YDC/ICOUTI     0 
/YD/YDC/ICOUTP     4 
/YD/YDC/IWFAST     1 
 
     /*   Elements     */ 
/YD/YDE/MELEM 948764 
/YD/YDE/NELEM 948763 
/YD/YDE/MELST     2 
/YD/YDE/NELST     2 
/YD/YDE/MELNO    12 
/YD/YDE/NELNO    11 
/YD/YDE/D2ELST    21 948763     0 
/YD/YDE/I1ELCF 948763 
 
     /*   Properties     */ 
/YD/YDP/MPROP     1 
/YD/YDP/NPROP     1 
/YD/YDP/D1PEKS     1 
+8.00000000000e-01 
/YD/YDP/D1PEFR     1 
+9.00000000000e-01 
/YD/YDP/D1PELA     1 
+2.01923076923e+10 
/YD/YDP/D1PEMU     1 
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+1.34615384615e+10 
/YD/YDP/D1PEPE     1 
+2.00000000000e+10 
/YD/YDP/D1PERO     1 
+2.34000000000e+03 
/YD/YDP/D1PESF     1 
+0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDP/D1PEPSF     1 
+1.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDP/D1PEVF     1 
+0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDP/D1PEPF     1 
+9.00000000000e-01 
/YD/YDP/I1PTYP     1 
   11 
 
     /*   Boundary Conditions     */ 
/YD/YDB/MBCON     7 
/YD/YDB/NBCON     3 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVX     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVY     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVZ     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e-01 +0.0000000000e-01 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVX     3 
    0     1     1 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVY     3 
    0     1     1 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVZ     3 
    0     1     1 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFX     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFY     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFZ     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+01 +0.00000000000e+01 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAX     3 
+0.00000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAY     3 
+0.00000000e+01 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAZ     3 
+0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 +0.00000000000e+00 
     /*   Super particle     */ 
/YD/YSP/MSPD   243 
/YD/YSP/NSPD   243 
/YD/YSP/I1CON   243 
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B4. FEMDEM .Y3D FILE FOR VIBRATION OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE UNITS 
 
 The FEMDEM Y3D file for the application of vibration to the reference concrete armour layer 
(and any other armour layer) is presented below. In the case of the application of 10 cycles of 
vibration with velocity Vxy=5m/sec and frequency 2.5 Hz to the numerically created reference 
concrete armour layer the parameters that should be introduced in the FEMDEM .Y3D file are the 
following. 
 
/* Control */  
/YD/YDC/MCSTEP  16001    - Maximum number of timesteps  
/YD/YDC/NCSTEP  0     - Current number of timesteps  
/YD/YDC/ISAVE   8000     - Restart file saving frequency  
/YD/YDC/DCGRAX  +0.00000000000e+000   - Gravity in X direction  
/YD/YDC/DCGRAY  -9.81000000000e+000   - Gravity in Y direction  
/YD/YDC/DCGRAZ  +0.00000000000e+000   - Gravity in Z direction  
/YD/YDC/DCSIZC  +2.00000000000e+002  - Maximum displacement (buffer size)  
/YD/YDC/DCSIZF  +1.00000000000e+006   - Maximum force (buffer size)  
/YD/YDC/DCSIZS  +1.00000000000e+008   - Maximum stress (buffer size)  
/YD/YDC/DCSIZV  +1.00000000000e+002   - Maximum velocity (buffer size)  
/YD/YDC/DCSTEC  +2.50000000000e-004   - Size of timestep  
/YD/YDC/DCTIME  +0.00000000000e+000   - Current time  
/YD/YDC/DCURELX  +1.00000000000e+000  
/YD/YDC/INITER  2  
/YD/YDC/ICOUTF  1600   -Output frequency (1600 or 400 for 1 or ¼ cycle) 
/YD/YDC/ICOUTI  0   - Current number of iterations  
/YD/YDC/ICOUTP  4  
/YD/YDC/IWFAST  1  
 
/* Properties */  
/YD/YDP/MPROP  1  
/YD/YDP/NPROP  1  
/YD/YDP/D1PEKS  1   - Material damping coefficient  
+8. 000000000e-01  
/YD/YDP/D1PEFR  1   - Sliding friction coefficient  
+9.00000000000e-01  
/YD/YDP/D1PELA  1  
+2.01923076923e+010  
/YD/YDP/D1PEMU  1  
+1.34615384615e+010  
/YD/YDP/D1PEPE  1   - Penalty number  
+2.00000000000e+010  
/YD/YDP/D1PERO  1   - Density of material (kg/m3)  
+2.34000000000e+003  
/YD/YDP/D1PESF  1  
+0.00000000000e+000  
/YD/YDP/D1PEPSF 1  
+1.00000000000e+000  
/YD/YDP/D1PEVF  1  
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+0.00000000000e+000  
/YD/YDP/D1PEPF  1   - Static friction coefficient  
+9.00000000000e-01  
/YD/YDP/I1PTYP  1 
11 
 
 
/* Boundary Conditions */  
/YD/YDB/MBCON 6  - Maximum number of conditions 
/YD/YDB/NBCON 3  - Number of Conditions 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVX 3  - Assign velocity along the X direction 
+0.00000  -4.00000  +3.0000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVY 3  - Assign velocity along the Y direction 
+0.00000  -4.00000  +3.0000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNVZ 3  - Assign velocity along the Z direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000  +0.0000 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVX 3  - i.e. 2 of 3 layers are assigned with vibration     
0                 2                  2     (Vibration is described by No 2) 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVY 3       
0                 2                  2 
/YD/YDB/I1BNVZ 3 
0                 2                  2 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFX 3  - Assign frequency along the X direction 
+0.00000  +2.50000  +2.5000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFY 3  - Assign frequency along the Y direction 
+0.00000  +2.50000  +2.5000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNFZ 3  - Assign frequency along the Z direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000  +0.0000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAX 3  - Assign acceleration along the X direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000  +0.0000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAY 3  - Assign acceleration along the Y direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000  +0.0000 
/YD/YDB/D1BNAZ 3  - Assign acceleration along the Z direction 
+0.00000  +0.00000  +0.0000 
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APPENDIX C   
WORKFLOW FOR THE NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF A 
REALISTIC CONCRETE ARMOUR LAYER 
 
In simple terms, the workflow of the present numerical study includes the creation of an armour 
layer and application of moving boundaries to create an oscillatory disturbing force. The analysis of 
the armour layer can be conducted at two or more stages: at the time units have been placed and 
are at rest and after they have been disturbed by one or more sequences of vibration cycles.  
The creation of the test section of the armour layer requires: 
 
I. A smooth layer test section with boundary walls. It is designed in relation to the armour 
unit size and number of rows of units needed to withstand the wave action. Using 
GiD/B3D, create a smooth slope, define boundary conditions, define material properties 
and mesh.  
 
II. A rough underlayer. For the creation of the underlayer, design an initial placement grid 
of rocks of size and weight related to the armour unit weight (Wr/Wa). Run 
POSITIT/Y3D. Check and if needed reduce the underlayer roughness by applying an 
additional compaction of rocks with Y3D. Then ‘freeze’ the underlayer rocks by 
constraining them to have zero velocity. 
 
III. Placement of concrete units on the armour layer. This requires the following steps: 
i. Creation of the toe row.  
- Calculate initial positions and orientations of toe units. These are the input data in 
POSITIT.  
- Define material properties in Y3D and run POSITIT/Y3D. 
- Run Y3D to bring units to the state of equilibrium (zero kinetic energy) with cf=0.9. 
Then freeze the toe units. 
ii. Creation of the concrete armour layer.  
- Design the initial placement grid of units which includes: a) the calculation of 
horizontal and upslope distances between units (Dh and Dv) for a theoretically target 
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packing density value of the armour layer and b) the calculation of the sequence of 
the four initial types of orientations of units on the pattern grid, as they are defined 
for the selected unit type. These are the input data in POSITIT. This is the DPS. 
- Define material properties in Y3D; different values of friction coefficient for the initial 
placement of units, cfnp, cause the creation of packs with different density. Run 
POSITIT/Y3D. This is the PPS. 
- Run Y3D to improve unit contacts with the underlayer by applying a mild vibration and 
slight compaction of units. 
- Run Y3D to bring units to the state of equilibrium (zero kinetic energy) with cf=0.9. 
This is the RPS. 
 
IV. Disturbance of the armour layer by vibration: 
- Define vibration velocity (e.g. in the up-down slope direction) and frequency and run 
Y3D. The number of cycles is represented by the number of time steps.  
- At the end of the vibration, Run Y3D to bring units to the state of rest (zero kinetic 
energy) with cf=0.9.  
 
The output (.vtu) files can be analysed by a wide range of different tools built into the opensource 
postprocessor ‘Paraview’. In the present paper the following information was extracted for the 
analysis of the armour layer. The coordinates of the positions of the centroids of units are used for 
the calculation of the local, per unit, and average packing density, PD. After the vibration of the 
armour layer, units have been displaced which can be assessed in normalised terms of D/Dn, and a 
new pack with a packing density of PDa is formed. In a few cases the coordination number of units 
(number of contacts of units with neighbouring units and underlayer rocks, or expressed specifically 
to count contacts with the underlayer and with other units) and the maximum contact forces 
developed in each unit are presented. 
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 APPENDIX D   
VIBRATION RESEARCH  
The reference concrete armour layer was vibrated under different vibration conditions (with 
different friction coefficient cf, with different velocity V (m/sec), with different frequency (in Hz) and 
for different number of cycles) and a packing density (total average) after vibration was calculated. 
The test programme is presented in Table 1. The results, in terms of average packing density after 
vibration, are discussed in the following sections. The aim of the vibration research was to select the 
most appropriate vibration conditions for the numerical disturbance of single concrete armour 
layers numerically created.   
Test Programme 
 The Test program is presented in Table 1.  
 
Table 1 - Selection of vibration test results used in the packing density investigation of 8m3 Core-Loc 
units. 
FRICTION 
COEFFICIENT 
cf 
VELOCITY 
m/sec 
_along axes 
FREQUENCY 
Hz 
CYCLES Packing Density 
(dimensionless 
average) 
 0.1 5_X 5 10 0.618 
0.3 5_X 5 10 0.624 
0.6 5_X 5 10 0.625 
0.9 5_X 5 10 0.625 
1.2 5_X 5 10 0.625 
0.1 5_X 2.5 10 0.669 
0.1 5_X 2.5 11 0.670 
0.3 5_X 2.5 10 0.665 
0.6 5_X 2.5 10 0.661 
0.9 5_X 2.5 10 0.652 
1.2 5_X 2.5 10 0.670 
1.2 5_X 2.5 20 0.790 
1.2 5_X 2.5 30 >1.0 
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0.1 0.5_X 2.5 10 0.612 
0.1 2_X 2.5 10 0.634 
0.1 2_X 2.5 20 0.672 
0.1 3_X 2.5 10 0.652 
0.1 3_X 2.5 20 0.694 
0.9 3_X 2.5 10 0.645 
0.1 4_X 2.5 10 0.652 
0.1 5_X 2 10 0.683 
0.9 5_X 2 10 0.664 
0.1 3_X 2 10 0.679 
0.1 3_X 2 20 0.726 
0.9 3_X 2 10 0.65 
0.9 3_X 2 20 0.679 
0.1 5_X 1 10 >1.0 
0.1 5_Y 2.5 10 0.639 
0.1 5 _XY 2.5 10 0.620 
0.1 5 _XY 2.5 20 0.640 
0.1 5 _XY 2.5 30 0.660 
0.1 5 _XY 2.5 40 0.675 
0.1 5 _XY 2.5 50 0.689 
0.1 5 _XY 2.5 60 0.703 
0.1 5 _XY 2.5 70 0.721 
0.1 5 _XY 2.5 80 0.723 
 
0.9 5 _XY 2 10 0.618 
 0.9 5 _XY 2.5 10 0.614 
0.9 5 _XY 2.5 20 0.622 
0.9 5 _XY 2.5 30 0.629 
0.9 5 _XY 2.5 40 0.637 
0.9 5 _XY 2.5 50 0.644 
0.9 5 _XY 2.5 60 0.654 
 
It is noted that packing density values after vibration shown in bold font indicate armour layer packs 
that after the specified vibration and simulation conditions are deemed ‘unacceptable’ according to 
criteria that suggest the pack no longer has the integrity of a single layer system. 
It is noted that an ‘unacceptable’ layer is somewhat subjectively defined because units may have 
been lifted up, piled on top of each other and/or extracted from the layer. Therefore for this 
definition we used the combination of (i) the locally very high packing density values on a per unit 
basis as indicated by local units with PD>0.9 (Note that average packing density as defined with the 
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new method (locally per unit) should be interpreted with caution for systems that appear to show 
progressive downslope migrations with apparent armour layer thickening and where units start 
jumping and migrating); (ii) inspection of vertical projection profiles in which excessive layer 
thickening for an integral single layer is observed (as those presented in Figure 5.14); (iii) inspection 
of units which have lost their contact with other units and the underlayer (assumed as extracted 
units) as shown in next Picture 1 (for the test of vibration of the reference concrete armour layer 
with  cf=0.1, Vxy=5m/sec, frequency 2.5Hz, 80 cycles). 
 
Picture 1 – Reference concrete armour layer after vibration with cf=0.1, Vxy=5m/sec, frequency 
2.5Hz, 80 cycles (packing density after vibration is 0.723 (see Table 6.1). Units with zero contacts with 
other units and the underlayer are shown in blue colour.  
The packing density value reported in Table 1 is the value achieved at the end of the set number of 
cycles. The units have not necessarily settled to their final at rest state. This has the advantage that 
fewer simulation tests simply to bring units to rest are required and the meaning is questionable 
especially when investigating the progressive behaviour as a function of increase numbers of 
vibration cycles. Some differences, of up to 0.02 have been noted in average PD when units are at 
rest and when the boundary has simply returned to its origin for a vibration cycle.  
It is important to recognise that the transmission of energy by vibration/oscillation of the 
foundations to energy that is available to the concrete units for rearrangement into tighter packs is a 
complex phenomenon and has not been studied.  
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Frequency of Vibration 
A low intensity vibration velocity V of 1 m/s was used to investigate the sensitivity to frequency. The 
vibration was applied for 10 cycles in the S-axis i.e. along the up-down slope direction. The 
frequency of vibration has a significant effect on the responsiveness of the units to rotate, slide and 
pack into tighter configurations even at this low intensity. In one extreme, a very low frequency 
changes the foundation velocity so slowly that the units will all move equally with the foundation 
and no vibration effect is felt by the units. The vibrations of 0.25 Hz were found to have almost 
negligible effect. At the other extreme, vibrations in excess of 5Hz and 10Hz showed that the 
changes in velocity are too fast, for the foundation vibration effects to be transferred into energy 
available for readjustment of the units.  
Results as shown in Fig. 1 confirm the likelihood of a resonance phenomenon where the units ‘feel’ 
and can respond to the vibrational energy and oscillatory forces. The range where the vibrations are 
most effective probably occur in the frequency range 1.5 - 2 Hz while outside this range the 
vibrations are increasingly damped out.    
It is of interest to operate with greater vibration velocity magnitudes that make a significant impact 
on packing after few cycles and over frequencies that are effective. However it was discovered that 
the units could be overly responsive.  This appears to be apparent between 1.5 - 2 Hz and therefore, 
much of the investigation is conducted at 2.5Hz. In Fig. 2 the expected behaviour for fiction 
coefficient of 0.9, based on the right hand arm of Fig. 1 (decreasing response with increasing 
frequency) is observed but with much larger vibration intensity reaching the units due to the 
increased Vmax of 5m/sec and the vibration direction Vx being in the horizontal in-out direction 
(more intense than the Vxy up-down slope direction).  
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 Fig. 1 - Packing density as a function of vibration frequency.  
 
Fig. 2 - Packing density PD as a function of vibration frequency for high intensity vibration, the effect 
of different friction coefficients only becoming noticeable below frequencies of 5Hz.  
Friction Coefficient 
Friction coefficient was varied widely for test conditions at 2.5Hz and at 5Hz. The 5 Hz results are 
overshadowed by the frequency being too high to allow the influence of friction to affect how much 
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compaction occurred.  For 2.5Hz, the expected trend is observed in Fig.3, i.e. that lower friction 
facilitates greater unit mobility and increased packing density. To investigate the maximum 
theoretical and maximum practical packings of the units we focus mainly on cf values of 0.1 and 0.9 
(Fig. 4). Switching now to the more gentle vibration direction Vxy  = 5m/s, the result is also as 
expected with marginally higher density for the cf = 0.1 case (Fig. 4). 
Vibration Intensity - Maximum Velocity of Displaced Foundation 
In Fig. 5 the frequency of 2.5Hz is again showing a consistent set of results for cf = 0.1 where a 
steady increase in vibration amplitude generally results in progressively greater packing densities. 
For the 10 cycles at 2Hz,  the system is overly susceptible to rearrangement of units and  the amount 
of disturbance is already too great to record reliable results for PD, the two results plotted being for 
‘unacceptable’ single layer packs, but the higher PD are shown as indicative of yet greater 
disturbance than the 2.5 Hz results. Results for 10 Hz simply show the virtually negligible effect for 
such high frequencies even with cf = 0.1.  
 
Fig. 3 - Packing density as a function of friction coefficient, cf. 
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 Fig. 4 - Comparison of packing density for low and high friction in two vibration directions.   
 
Fig. 5 - Packing density as a function of maximum foundation velocity applied in the x-direction, Vx. 
Note that some of the higher packing density results will be associated with ‘unacceptable’ 
geometries for structures with single layer integrity still intact. 
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Number of Cycles 
The progressive packing with time or with cycles is of interest. In Fig. 6, it is clear that packing 
density increases almost linearly and at different rates depending on friction. The rates would show 
even more steeply inclined trends if the results for Vx=5m/s were investigated in this way. It is noted 
that there is no asymptotic behaviour. As the units become increasingly disturbed, the structure 
transforms from a coherent single layer structure to one that thickens near the toe. The definition of 
PD is blind to this transition and PD would continue to increase above the critical maximum possible 
PD for a single layer as units lay more than one layer thick on the slope containing units that has a 
steadily reducing area. Here, we only extend the plots to the maximum value where recognized 
single layer structures can be observed, further cycles giving ‘unacceptable’ layers.   
Probably the most significant summary conclusion to draw from Fig. 6 is the trend that shows, for 
the base case vibration conditions, if fiction coefficient is changed from 0.9 to 0.1, the rate of 
packing density increase is doubled. This, when taken together with Fig. 3 that suggests an 
approximately linear effect of coefficient on packing density achieved in a set number of vibration 
cycles, provides a useful guide to the sensitivity of results to the choice of 0.9 for coefficient of 
friction. 
 
 
Fig. 6 - Packing density as a function of number of cycles applied in the up-down slope direction with 
Vxy = 5m/s at 2.5Hz.  
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